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 In this study, I utilize close readings of the periodically published works of three 
women writers – Kate Chopin, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, and Elia Peattie –through 
the lenses of historical/biographical, affective, and biosocial theories.  Examining these 
works against the backdrop of America’s mythologized mother exposes the social 
ubiquity of the myth and the realities of motherhood nineteenth-century women 
experienced.  
Chapter one examines the mythological nature of American motherhood as it 
evolved from a politically and socially nuanced Republican Mother and the role of 
American periodicals as a medium of perpetuating that myth. Historically, American 
motherhood was an extended function of the biological reality women experienced, but 
colonial mothers soon accepted the higher calling of political guardianship, a calling that 
demanded piety, purity, and domesticity.  The systematic layering of these motherly 
expectations through domestic literacy practices, female education, and reinforcement in 
the pages of America’s ever-growing periodical press immortalized this mythological 
mother as the standard bearer for American women.   
 Chapter two addresses the editorial constraint of America’s mythic mother that 
Kate Chopin faced.  The mothers Chopin observed in Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana 
expressed passion and desire, a sharp contrast to the mythical mother of the South.  
  
Tracing Chopin’s publishing pursuits reveals her authorial purpose in crafting a 
publishable motherhood until the real mothers she observed could make their 
appearances.  Frances Ellen Watkins Harper grasped the power of America’s mythic 
mother to bring about social reform.  An affective reading of Harper’s Christian 
Recorder fiction in Chapter three reveals her purposeful revocation of white maternal 
benevolence and grants full rights of the mythic mother to her black sisters with the 
charge to bring about racial uplift.  In Chapter four, I focus on the geographical and 
cultural realities of motherhood Elia Peattie observed and experienced while writing from 
the frontier borderlands of Omaha, Nebraska.  From a biosocial perspective, Peattie and 
her heroines engage in rewriting the gendered script they inherited to match the realities 
they experienced.  
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This work is dedicated to my grandchildren, 
those who will celebrate this day with me and those who may be yet to come.   
I hope you will always have dreams that are bigger than you think you can accomplish,  
and when you do accomplish them, I hope they will be stepping stones  
to new and bigger dreams.   
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INTRODUCTION 
America’s Republican Mother donned new garments when she entered the 
nineteenth century, but her national dominion remained unchanged.  Throughout the 
century, she informed motherly attitudes and behaviors, and under her mythical but ever-
watchful eye, the nation continued to thrive.  National periodicals immortalized her 
through advice columns, advertising, and literary works.  Informed by her virtues, 
mothers sought to live up to her expectations throughout the century and guided their 
daughters to seek her approval as well.  Sarah Robbins’ work, Managing Literacy, 
Mothering America points to the role of “domesticated literacy” as a mother’s means of 
guiding and shaping the social understanding of her children and thereby shaping “their 
influence on the nation.”1  According to Robbins, texts and textual meanings are socially 
constructed, and the mother’s role in selecting text, interpreting text, and writing text 
informed social and political ideals for generations to come.  Amy Kaplan explains that 
domestic language framed conversations of America’s geographical conquests and this 
domesticated “language of empire” paralleled woman’s extended influence outside her 
home.2  America’s mythic mother was ever-present, always nurturing the minds of the 
next generation while few real-world mothers embodied the model she prescribed.  By 
late nineteenth century, American mothers were still primary caregivers but their 
presence in the public sphere had grown to be commonplace.  Middle-class mothers 
 
1 Sarah Robbins, Managing Literacy, Mothering America (Pittsburgh, PA: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2004), 2,3. 
2 Amy Kaplan, “Manifest Destiny,” in No More Separate Spheres!: A Next Wave 
American Studies Reader, edited by Cathy N. Davidson, and Jessamyn Hatcher (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2002), 187.  
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extended their influence outside their personal domestic space through benevolent 
mothering, and lower-class women were often present in the workplace.   
The periodical press, which had so faithfully promulgated the myth of 
motherhood, offered up its pages to reflect the realities of motherhood as they were 
penned by America’s women writers.   This work explores the realities of post-war 
motherhood as they are portrayed through the periodical-published writings of three 
women writers:  Kate Chopin, Francis Ellen Watkins Harper, and Elia Wilkinson Peattie.   
  Chapter One, “America’s Mythologized Motherhood,” traces the construction of 
the “idea” of motherhood from its mythic origins to the Republican mother, exposes a 
definable trope of motherhood that persisted into late nineteenth-century America, and 
presents the role of the periodical press in disseminating that trope.  Although the number 
of women who actually met the criteria of this mythological mother pales in comparison 
to the number of women who populated this geo-political space called America, her 
identity permeated maternal guidance, formal education, and the pages of the popular 
periodical press.  As the century progressed, womanhood came to be synonymous with 
motherhood and the mythological mother extended her nurturing influence to include 
social reform.   Although her sphere of influence shifted, the identity of America’s 
mythological mother remained the same.   
Chapter Two, “Deconstructing Southern Motherhood: Kate Chopin,” examines 
Chopin’s negotiation of a publishable motherhood against the backdrop of a deeply 
mythologized view of American motherhood.  Nowhere in America was the American 
myth of motherhood more ubiquitous than in the South.  The political impetus behind 
America’s Republican Mother, further nuanced by the social architecture of the South, 
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yielded a deeply stratified web of expectations, and nineteenth-century southern 
motherhood espoused the most deeply mythologized trope of motherhood.  Despite the 
War’s disastrous impact on the South’s economy, southern women held fast to a 
patriarchally inscribed motherhood that retained the social and racial hierarchies they had 
come to enjoy.  Marriage remained a primary means of maintaining social status and 
young women were educated, formally and at home, with marriageability in mind.  Those 
who did not marry maintained the myth through benevolent motherhood, but the social 
and racial hierarchies remained.  Nestled within this southern womb of social production 
a unique Louisiana culture thrived, and Kate Chopin lived in both worlds.  She chose to 
voice the realities of a motherhood she closely observed in Louisiana culture through the 
pages of national periodicals.  Chopin neither approves nor disapproves of the life 
choices her fictional mothers make.  They simply are.  And her role as author is to allow 
them to speak.  Chopin’s portrayal of motherhood was often key in the editorial 
acceptance or denial of her works.  Her decision to withhold submission of some works 
reveals her knowledge of motherhood marketability.  By reading her negotiation of a 
publishable motherhood, regional and cultural realities of motherhood emerge.   
In Chapter Three, “The Gospel of Domesticity: Frances Ellen Watkins Harper,” I 
examine Harper’s personal mission of claiming motherhood for black mothers and 
guiding those mothers to become agents of racial uplift.  While America’s mythical 
mother had successfully nurtured and sustained middle-class social and political systems, 
she had done so at the expense of black mothers.  Harper recognized the power of 
motherhood and employed the trope of America’s mythical mother to spur racial uplift 
among southern blacks.  Free-born in the border state of Maryland, Harper was already a 
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well-known advocate for abolition.  After traveling to the South during the 
Reconstruction era, she directed her attentions to her southern sisters, instructing and 
encouraging them to become instruments of racial uplift in their homes and communities. 
Utilizing the pages of the Christian Recorder, the official instrument of the African 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Harper spoke to her black, female readers through three 
serialized novels.  Reading her serialized Christian Recorder fiction in the order in which 
her stories appeared reveals Harper’s use of affect to embody motherhood within the 
African American woman and therefore empower her to become the mechanism by 
which her race might rise to the social and political status equal to that of white 
Americans.  For Harper’s audience the mythic mother was one more example of white 
privilege to which they dare not aspire.   Harper used her fiction to confront that reality 
and create a new reality for her black female audience.   After claiming motherhood for 
her black sisters through Minnie’s Sacrifice in 1869, Harper’s next two Christian 
Recorder novels, Sowing and Reaping in1876 and Trial and Triumph in 1888, engage 
those empowered women in the task of uplift through temperance and education.   
Chapter Four:  “New Frontiers of Motherhood: Elia Peattie” explores the realities 
of motherhood as Peattie experienced them during her years as a writer for the Omaha 
World Herald.  While Chopin and Harper’s fiction directly engages the discourse of the 
mythic mother – Chopin, through her negotiation of motherly representations to appease 
editor preferences, and Harper, through her purposeful use of maternal sentiment to 
encourage her black readers to become agents of racial uplift – Elia Peattie’s fiction 
exposes the geographical and cultural borderlands of motherhood in the late nineteenth 
century.  Elia Wilkinson Peattie inherited the traditional feminine script in which mothers 
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sacrificially devote their lives to supporting their husbands’ interests and nurture their 
children to live morally upright lives.  From hearing her grandmothers’ oral histories, 
witnessing her mother’s daily sacrifices, and stepping in as a young girl herself to assist 
her mother, Peattie understood the scripted myth of motherhood.  Rather than embrace 
the myth for herself, Peattie chose to pursue a career and rely upon extended family 
members and hired help to fulfill the maternal needs of her household.  After moving to 
Omaha, Nebraska with her husband, Robert Peattie, Elia became an observer of women.  
Peattie’s newspaper writing and her Woman’s Club efforts frequently took her to rural 
Nebraska where women tended crops and livestock in addition to mothering children. 
The geographical realities of motherhood were captured in Peattie’s fiction, which 
appeared in national periodicals.  During this same period, Peattie was writing editorials 
about women whose benevolent motherhood extended into brothels and orphanages.  
Examining Peattie’s fiction alongside her World Herald editorials exposes the cultural 
realities of America’s New Woman and the conflicted frontier of motherhood Peattie, 
herself, experienced.   
The realities of motherhood are spoken from a position of motherhood within a 
given moment.  For white women, that reality might have been the negotiation of 
expectations placed upon them from the Americanized trope of motherhood that had 
come to be known as Republican Motherhood and the daily life experiences they 
encountered.  While the trope remained static, the realities of motherhood were ever 
shifting depending upon the time and place of their experiences.  Kate Chopin and Elia 
Peattie, both white female writers, were publishing in many of the same periodicals – 
although they never appeared in the same issues – but the realities of motherhood they 
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experienced and brought to life in the pages of those periodicals were quite different.  
Mothers of color also lived under the expectations of the mythological trope even though 
they would never be allowed to attain her mythic crown.  They were forced to negotiate 
the elusive nature of the myth that was held before them with the realities of a society and 
politics that would never yield to their maternal efforts.  The case studies presented in this 
thesis examine the negotiation of those realities as they are presented in periodical-
published fiction by the women who lived and observed them.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
AMERICA’S MYTHOLOGIZED MOTHERHOOD  
 
 
“Mother” is a universally understood idea.  In Archetypes and the Collective 
Unconscious, Carl Jung identifies “mother” as an archetype, and therefore “an idea of the 
collective unconscious . . . which seem[s] to be present always and everywhere.”1  Nancy 
Chodorow addresses the social manifestation of this ever-present nature of “mother” 
saying, “women’s mothering is one of the few universal and enduring elements of the 
sexual division of labor.”2  According to Chodorow, the role of mothering, in most 
societies, falls to the women in the community even when the birth mother dies or is in 
some way not present during the early years of a child’s life.   Not only are these 
“mothering capacities” universally accepted to be a female responsibility, but Chodorow 
claims they are universally perpetuated through “the mother-daughter relationship 
itself.”3   By Jung’s definition of archetype, these mothering ideologies and behaviors 
arise from an instinctual awareness.  With regard to a mother’s influence, Jung suggests 
that the “personal mother’s” influence over her child is less “aetiological . . . than the 
archetype projected upon her, which gives her a mythological background and invests her 
with authority and numinosty.”4  “Mother,” then, can be described as an ontological force 
that both elicits and self-perpetuates an expected set of behaviors and attitudes.  “Mother” 
is both understood and performed.   
 
1 C. G. Jung, The Archetypes and the Collected Unconscious. ed. and trans. Gerhard 
Adler and R.F.C. Hull (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), 42. 
2 Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology 
of Gender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), 3. 
3 Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering, 7. 
4 Jung, The Archetypes, 83. 
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Few would dispute the archetypal nature of “mother,” or the self-perpetual power 
of the mother archetype, but the manifestations of “mother,” “mothering,” and 
“motherhood” within nineteenth-century American society had a unique layer of 
meaning, having been further nuanced by the nationalization of motherhood in the early 
Republic.  Jung explains that the alteration of an archetype as it is “perceived” occurs 
through “conscious elaboration” and historical teaching.5  The mother archetype, to 
which Jung attributes three essential characteristics:  “her cherishing and nourishing 
goodness, her orgiastic emotionality, and her Stygian depths,”6  took on a political 
elaboration during America’s early years that influenced both ideology and practice.  
Chodorow’s examination of “why women mother” offers insight into society’s role in 
perpetuating mother as both ideology and practice, explaining that “practices [of 
mothering] become institutionalized in regularized, nonarbitrary ways.  Aspects of 
society – social and economic relations, institutions, values and ideology – develop their 
own logic and autonomy and come to mutually interact with and maintain one another.”  
Chodorow concludes, “women’s mothering perpetuates itself through social-structurally 
induced psychological mechanisms . . . Women come to mother because they have been 
mothered by women.”7  In direct application of this phenomenon to nineteenth-century 
America, Nancy M. Theriot explains that ideas associated with motherhood were 
instrumental pieces of the larger notion of nineteenth-century womanhood, an ideological 
construct perpetuated through inherited ideas, cultural expectations, and physical 
 
5 Jung, The Archetypes, 5. 
6 Jung, The Archetypes, 82. 
7 Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering, 34, 211. 
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experiences unique to women.8   America’s nineteenth-century myth of motherhood, 
then, was a personalization of the mother-archetype through nurture, education, and 
social dissemination.  Linda Kerber traces America’s historical appropriation of  
“mother” as the gradual embodiment of patriotism within the domestic space, arguing, 
“the creators and advocates of Republican Motherhood produced the terms and rhetoric 
in which much of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century debate on the proper dimensions 
of female patriotism would be expressed.”9  The ideological construct of Republican 
Motherhood, the plumb line by which women defined their roles in an emerging nation, 
centered on the moral superiority of women and their influence in the home.  The success 
of the new Republic depended upon the morality of future generations, and mothers were 
tasked with the importance of preparing their sons and daughters for citizenship:  their 
sons for direct political involvement and their daughters to perpetuate the model of 
preparation through motherhood.  In this regard, mothers themselves were the primary 
influencers in the perpetual reproduction of the mythical mother, but society reinforced 
those motherly efforts through education and the periodical press.   
Female Education  
Kerber explains that Republican Motherhood functioned as “a fourth branch of 
government, a device that ensured social control in the gentlest possible way” with 
 
8 Nancy M. Theriot, Mothers and Daughters in Nineteenth-Century America: The 
Biosocial Construction of Femininity (Lexington, KY: U P of Kentucky, 1996).  
Theriot’s work explores the evolution of 19th century feminine ideology as an inherited 
script grounded in physical and familial experiences. 
9 Linda K. Kerber, Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary 
America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1980), 36; Kerber’s analysis of 
the Revolutionary War as a defining moment in Colonial women’s lives provides 
historical context for the Republican Mother ideology. 
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mothers responsible for the moral training of future generations.10  Young women were 
prepared for their role as keepers of the national virtue through education, in and out of 
the home.   Girls’ schools flourished with curricula designed to prepare the female mind 
for her morally focused, domestic duties.  Kerber argues, “the Republican Mother was an 
educated woman who could be spared the criticism normally addressed to the Learned 
Lady because she placed her learning at her family’s service.”11   Kerber, like many 
scholars of women’s education in the early Republic, looks to Benjamin Rush’s Thoughts 
Upon Female Education to argue that female academies and curricula were politically 
purposed.  Certainly, Rush’s 1787 address “to the Visitors of the Young Ladies’ 
Academy in Philadelphia” posits curricular expectations that align with republican ideals 
and acknowledges the intellectual and moral potential of young women.  Rush’s opening 
statements clearly indicate political underpinnings to his support for the academy; Rush 
proclaims, “female education should be accommodated to the state of society, manners, 
and government of the country, in which it is conducted.”12   Making a clear distinction 
between the former rule of government, the British monarchy, and America’s new 
political pursuits, Rush indicates that American women “require a peculiar mode of 
education” suited to the unique economic, social, and familial situations presented in 
America.  He specifically ascribes to women the role of helper, and identifies, in 
particular, the responsibility of instructing children as “the most important duty of 
 
10 Kerber, Women of the Republic, 200. 
11 Kerber, Women of the Republic, 228. 
12 Benjamin Rush, Thoughts Upon Female Education, Accommodated to the Present 
State of Society, Manners, and Government in the United States of America (Boston: 
Samuel Hall, 1787), 5, http://greenfield.brynmawr.edu/scripto /transcribe/2828 
/3195#transcription. 
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mothers.”13  Rush’s political implications are difficult to ignore.  His curricular 
recommendations are couched in the relationship of young women to the “numerous 
avocations to which a professional life exposes gentlemen of America from their 
families.”14  He explains that young ladies will need bookkeeping to assist in the business 
efforts of their husbands, training in geography and the arts to be suitable companions for 
their husbands, and religious instruction to develop moral reasoning.   
While Rush’s patriarchal prescriptions for female education in the eighteenth 
century continued into the nineteenth century, feminine ideology began to shift.  
According to Theriot, the Republican mother’s script of morality remained, but the focus 
of motherhood diverted from the nation to the child.  “Motherhood became the most 
important symbol of true womanhood, the major cultural metaphor for femininity.”15  In 
The Duty of American Women to their Country Catharine Beecher adheres to notions of 
Republican Motherhood, but clearly emphasizes the child-centric shift.  Beecher writes, 
“the young daughters of this nation . . . must be trained to become the educators of all the 
future statesmen, legislators, judges, juries, and magistrates of this land.  For to them are 
to be committed the minds and habits of every future child, at the time when every 
impression is indelible, and every influence efficient.”16  Beecher devoted her life to 
female education, establishing her first girl’s school, the Hartford Female Seminary, in 
1823.  According to Joan Burstyn, she was still actively promoting her educational 
 
13 Benjamin Rush, Thoughts Upon Female Education, 6. 
14 Benjamin Rush, Thoughts Upon Female Education, 6. 
15 Theriot, Mothers and Daughters, 18. 
16 Catharine E. Beecher, The Duty of American Women to their Country (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1845), 68. Nineteenth Century Collections Online.  
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mission at her death in 1878, working with New York “public schools to adopt courses in 
Home Economics.”17  Philosophically, Beecher held that women’s work should be 
professionalized and female education should prepare young women for the professional 
work of maintaining a home and teaching children.   Beecher did not believe that women 
were inherently equipped to run a home and train children; she believed education was 
essential to the process.  Interestingly, Beecher’s view placed even more emphasis on the 
need for external instruction, as women were not expected to “mother” instinctually.  
Furthermore, Beecher’s influence positioned “mother” within a specific class.   
According to Burstyn, “Beecher assumed that a million or more children in the western 
United States had ignorant, even depraved parents.”18  Beecher’s goal was to educate 
wealthy young ladies for the future management of their own households or to be the 
educators of children from lower class homes whose mothers were not properly educated.  
In Beecher’s essay, “Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Education,” she prefaces 
her suggestions to the Trustees of the Hartford Seminary by declaring “it is to mothers 
and to teachers, that the world is to look for the character which is to be enstamped on 
each succeeding generation, for it is to them that the great business of education is almost 
exclusively committed.”19  While Beecher’s argument is, essentially, for the many needs 
of the seminary, books and instruction in pedagogy, she is quite clear that the task of 
educating future generations is best relegated to women.  Woven in with her 
 
17 Joan N. Burstyn, “Catharine Beecher and the Education of American Women,” The 
New England Quarterly 47, no. 3, (1974): 388, JSTOR 
18 Joan N. Burstyn, “Catharine Beecher,” 389. 
19 Catharine E. Beecher, Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Education, Presented 
to the Trustees of the Hartford Seminary, and Published at Their Request. (Hartford: 
Packard and Butler, 1829), 7. Nineteenth Century Collections Online.  
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recommendations, Beecher continually reminds her audience that such educational 
standards are essential for the proper preparation of the female mind as “woman, in her 
sphere of usefulness, has an almost equal need of all the several faculties.”20    
Beecher was not the only woman to launch female seminaries as a means of 
preparing young ladies for their future roles in American society.  Mary Lyon, best 
known as the founder of Mount Holyoke Female Seminary, devoted her life to female 
education filling a variety of roles in educational institutions.  Like Beecher, Lyon 
believed female education should be academically equivalent to the education offered in 
male institutions, and for the purpose of preparing them for later traditional roles as 
wives, mothers, or teachers.  In a letter to Zilpah P. Grant, founder of Ipswich Female 
Seminary, Lyon expressed her concern for the financial struggles of the institution and 
the need for Christian philanthropy to enable such institutions to properly train young 
women.  Lyon asks, “Is it not very important that mothers should be so trained that they 
will be proper educators for the children of the church?  To effect this, is there not great 
need of female seminaries?”21   Within a week of her letter to Grant, Lyon wrote to her 
mother expressing satisfaction with the work she had done and of her desire to work in a 
school that would be more affordable to less privileged families.  She writes of her joy in 
witnessing many of her students now “occupying the place of mother” and exhibiting the 
“good common sense, the correct reasoning, the industry and perseverance, the patience 
meekness, and gentleness” they display in their own households.  Lyon writes, “Since I 
have lived to see so many of these ladies in their own families, I have felt more than ever 
 
20 Catharine E. Beecher, Suggestions Respecting Improvements, 42. 
21 Mary Lyon. The Inception of Mount Holyoke College; Portions of Letters. Springfield 
Printing & Binding Co., [n.d.], 15. Nineteenth Century Collections Online. 
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before, that my field of labor was among the most desirable.” 22  Although the language 
of these women lacks the political overtones so evident in Rush’s communications, their 
commitment to the traditions and virtues of womanhood remain under the ordinance of 
spirituality.  The Mount Holyoke curriculum included coursework in Grammar, 
Literature, Algebra, Philosophy, Geography, Politics, Rhetoric, History, Logic, 
Astronomy, and Physiology.  Students were expected to meet rigorous prerequisite 
expectations before advancing to the next level of study. 23   While the focus of study was 
rigorously academic, students were expected to bring with them a Bible . . . and if they 
own them, a Concordance, a Commentary on the Bible, Village Hymns, Watt’s Psalms 
and Hymns, and some collection of sacred music.”24   The catalogue also indicates that 
the benefactors who have provided the seminary facilities expect the school to be 
“decidedly religious in its influence,” and that it is expected that mothers will provide 
“their daughters a thorough domestic education.”25   Religious obedience and domestic 
training, then, were foundational expectations for students who attended Lyon’s Mount 
Holyoke Female Seminary.    
The number of female seminaries and academies rose rapidly during the 
nineteenth century; Kabria Baumgartner reports that “from 1790 to 1860, there were 
 
22 Mary Lyon, The Inception of Mount Holyoke College, 14; Beth Bradford Gilchrist, The 
Life of Mary Lyon, (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1910), Gilchrist’s biography of 
Lyon’s life, written per the request of Mount Holyoke President Mary Woolley presents 
Lyon’s numerous educational endeavors and interests, including her connections to the 
Beecher family. 
23  First Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Members of the Mount Holyoke Female 
Seminary, (South Hadley, MA, 1837-38), 8, https://compass.fivecolleges.edu/object 
/mtholyoke:46264?search=first%2520annual%2520catalog%25201837 
24  First Annual Catalogue, 9. 
25  First Annual Catalogue, 10, 11. 
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upwards of 350 seminaries and academies founded for women in the North and South.”26  
Despite the curricular turn from religious and domestic coursework, female educational 
institutions continued to reinforce the notions of a nationalized womanhood through the 
education of young women.  The pervasiveness of these ideals continued in female 
education into the twentieth century as we see in Emma Willard’s 1918 address to the 
legislators of New York titled “A Plan for Improving Female Education.”  In her address, 
Willard, founder of the Middlebury Female Seminary and the Troy Female Seminary, 
proposes that an ideal female seminary “will be as different from those appropriated to 
the other sex, as the female character and duties are from the male.”27  Willard clearly 
ascribes to the tradition of differentiated gender roles, arguing that female education 
should be tailored to the unique needs of females as they “have the charge of the whole 
mass of individuals, who are to compose the succeeding generation.”28  Although Willard 
claims the female responsibility to society is not limited to mothers, she indicates that 
coursework in a female seminary must include the study of natural philosophy so that 
mothers will understand the ways in which their children’s minds work and be able to 
instruct them in philosophic principles.29  Female students would also need domestic 
instruction, according to Willard, to “make good wives, good mothers, or good mistresses 
of families: and if they are none of these, they must be bad members of society; for it is 
by promoting or destroying the comfort and prosperity of their own families, that females 
 
26 Kabria Baumgartner, “‘Cruel and Wicked Prejudice:’ Racial Exclusion and the Female 
Seminary Movement in the Antebellum North,” in Women’s Education in the United 
States, 1780-1840, ed. Margaret A. Nash, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 48. 
27 Emma Willard, A Plan for Improving Female Education, 1819, Reprint, (Middlebury, 
VT: Middlebury College, 1918), 5. Hathi Trust. 
28 Emma Willard, A Plan for Improving, 6. 
29 Emma Willard, A Plan for Improving, 19. 
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serve or injure the community.”30  Although fewer women in America were solely 
functioning within the parameters of the domestic sphere by the end of the nineteenth 
century, the myth of motherhood continued to define the motherly expectations to which 
they were held.   
Advice Manuals 
Theriot explains that while nineteenth-century mothers, like the Republican 
mothers who raised them, continued to concern themselves with the character 
development of their children, the goal of good character was less about sustaining the 
integrity of the nation and more about preparing their children for a life of independence 
and happiness, and their children’s souls for eternity.31   
The plumb line of Republican Motherhood remained as nineteenth-century 
mothers aligned their acts of mothering to the moral purpose of character building.  In 
Women in the United States, 1830-1945, Kleinberg asserts that women in the nineteenth 
century saw motherhood “as their true vocation.”32  This child-centric refocusing of the 
role of mothers in early America, coupled with the growing interest in female education 
solicited volumes of advice in the form of printed manuals and periodical articles, all 
designed to educate America’s mothers on the proper methods of mothering America’s 
progeny.  According to Sarah Leavitt, domestic advice manuals became popular in 
America “in the 1830s and 1840s because the rise in literacy among middle-class women 
 
30 Emma Willard, A Plan for Improving, 20. 
31 Theriot, Mothers and Daughters, 20-21. 
32 S. J. Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945 (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1999), 37.  Kleinberg’s historical study examines the influences on 
women’s lives and their responses to those influences as America’s social and political 
landscape shifted from industrialization to modernity.  
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provided them with an audience, and because a rise in the white middle-class population 
provided them with a subject: the home.”33   One of the most widely recognized 
authorities on mothering was John S. C. Abbott, a Calvinist pastor and founder of several 
schools for young women.  Abbot’s advice manual, The Mother at Home; or, The 
Principles of Maternal Duty, held significant influence long after its original publication 
in 1833.   Identifying the “mother” as a gift from God, Abbot contends that the mother is 
paramount in developing a child’s character, a position he reinforces by reminding his 
readers that “profligate children” are the result of neglectful parenting.34  Abbott’s advice 
on the mother’s role in producing obedient children through purposeful conversation, 
religious instruction, appropriate punishment, and self-sacrifice was reiterated throughout 
his text.  Mothers were advised to be strict and consistent in discipline, cheerful in 
meeting the needs of their families, and ever watchful for the opportunity to draw their 
children’s hearts toward the love of the Heavenly Father.  Abbott’s advice was widely 
disseminated among nineteenth-century readers.  According to Mark West, Abbott’s 
book sold “over ten thousand copies . . . within its first six months, and it went on to 
become one of the most widely read childrearing manuals.”35  Abbott’s text instructs 
mothers to teach and model virtuous behavior and obedience, explaining that a mother’s 
ultimate responsibility is to ensure her children’s spiritual development even at the 
 
33 Sarah Abigail Leavitt, Catharine Beecher to Martha Stewart: A Cultural History of 
Domestic Advice. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 6.   
34 John S.C. Abbot, The Mother at Home: or The Principle of Maternal Duty. 1834. 
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expense of her own feelings or comfort.  In one example, Abbott provides a hypothetical 
situation of an intemperate father who insists his sons go out in the night to chop wood.  
The mother, in this case, is to serve as a mediator between the father and the children.  In 
the example, the mother reasons with her sons, reminding them that they must obey their 
father.  At their father’s drunken and unreasonable request, the boys go out for a load of 
firewood, returning at midnight.  While they were out, the mother prepared supper for the 
boys and greets them upon their late return “with cheerfulness and smiles,” and they are 
warmed by a fire “blazing on the hearth.”36  Although Abbott’s work was first published 
in 1833, the notions of mothers as self-sacrificing models of self-control whose rightful 
place was in the home persisted into the turn of the century.   
Domestic advice manuals further perpetuated the myth of motherhood by 
deepening America’s already personalized mother archetype through practical 
applications of uniquely American domestic scenes.  One of the earliest domestic advice 
texts was written by Catharine Beecher in 1850 and utilized as a textbook for domestic 
education in many female schools.  A Treatise on Domestic Economy for the Use of 
Young Ladies at Home and at School contains advice on many housekeeping 
responsibilities from cooking and cleaning to maintaining personal health and cleanliness 
and caring for children.  With her first chapter, “The Peculiar Responsibilities of 
American Women,” Beecher calls women to embrace their unique responsibility to the 
American democracy, the principles of which “are identical with the principles of 
 
36 John S. C. Abbott, The Mother at Home: or The Principle of Maternal Duty. (1834; 
repr., New York: Arno Press, 1972), 79. 
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Christianity.”37  She declares that women are equal to men, but the success of the 
democracy requires a separation of duties, and a woman’s duty, whether it be in the home 
or in the schoolroom, “contributes to the intellectual and moral elevation of her Country.”  
Beecher calls upon women to be “agents in accomplishing the greatest work that ever 
was committed to human responsibility . . . the building of a glorious temple.”38  
Beecher’s text provides continual reminders that American women have responsibilities 
and needs that surpass those of European women.  She proclaims, “an American woman, 
who is the mistress of a family, feels her obligations in reference to her influence over her 
husband, and a still greater responsibility in rearing and educating her children.   She 
feels, too, the claims which the moral interest of her domestics have on her watchful 
care.”39  Beecher’s advice for young women is tailored to their domestic responsibilities 
in a developing nation, and she often makes comparisons to European women and their 
experiences to make her point that American women have been tasked with 
responsibilities of great importance.  This patriotic purpose is consistent in Beecher’s 
writings, but her shift to the special importance of women in the role of nurturing the 
intellectual and moral development of future generations becomes increasingly apparent 
as the century progresses.   
In Beecher’s 1869 text, co-authored with her sister, Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
children are visibly central to the advice.  The reader first encounters an engraving of a 
domestic scene with a mother holding a small child with father, older child, and 
 
37 Catharine Esther Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy for the Use of Young 
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grandparent looking on.  The youngest child is holding a book with the mother’s 
assistance and a third child, a small girl, is playing with a doll and other toys.  Following 
the picture is the title page, which furthers the notion that the American home is a place 
in which mothers train up children.  Once again, the mother is central to the image.  
Holding a baby, the mother is engaging with an older child while a grandmother looks 
on.  Lower, on the same page, two women appear to be tending a flower garden while a 
younger girl stands nearby holding a basket.40  In the introduction, Catharine Beecher 
explains the purpose for writing the text:  “It is the aim of this volume to elevate both the 
honor and the remuneration of all the employments that sustain the many difficult and 
sacred duties of the family state, and thus to render each department of women’s true 
profession as much desired and respected as are the most honored professions of men.”41  
Sustaining the “family state” is the American woman’s primary purpose.  A woman’s 
duties, Beecher claims, “are as sacred and important as any ordained to man.”42  The 
importance of these “sacred” duties are explained in the first chapter, “The Christian 
Family.”  Beecher and Stowe write, that the earthly family is the image “of the heavenly 
kingdom, and in it woman is its chief minister.  Her great mission is self-denial, in 
training its members to self-sacrificing labors for the ignorant and weak: if not her own 
children, then the neglected children of her Father in heaven.”43  Although many of the 
pages of the text are devoted to the way in which an American home should be 
 
40 Beecher, Catherine Esther, and Harriet Beecher Stowe. The American Woman's Home; 
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constructed and furnished, and in offering practical advice for cleaning, cooking, 
monitoring the health of her household, and organizing the daily activities of a Christian 
home, the opening statements of each chapter remind the reader that all advice is for the 
mother’s efficient care of the household to ensure the moral integrity of future 
generations.  The sisters write, “it is woman’s special business to supply, in first training 
her household to intelligence as the indispensable road to virtue and happiness.”44  In the 
chapter specifically written to advise “The Management of Young Children,” the sisters 
tell their readers to train children to avoid debt, claiming that living humbly independent 
“should be the noblest distinction of an American citizen.“45  Claiming that the final 
outcome of the American home should be the ongoing stability of the Christian faith, 
Beecher and Stowe foresee self-perpetuating Christian homes that serve to advance the 
light of the Gospel.   
In addition to Catharine Beecher’s popular works, Lydia Maria Child promoted 
motherly expectations through domestic advice writing as well.  Child’s text, The Frugal 
Housewife, acknowledges that women have interests outside the home, but clearly 
assumes that the woman’s primary interest is her home and her family.  In her 
introduction, Child writes, “Let women do their share towards reformation . . . Let them 
prove by the exertion of ingenuity and economy, that neatness, good taste, and gentility, 
are attainable without great expense.”46  Child informs her reader that she is writing to 
provide information “the majority of young housekeepers do not possess,” particularly 
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those in poor households, and indeed, her text puts forth a litany of household hints and 
recipes that minimize waste and optimize use of available resources.   Underlying her 
household advice is Child’s basic assumption that these young housekeepers are truly 
keepers of the home.  For example, she writes, “In early childhood, you lay the 
foundation of poverty or riches in the habits you give your children” an admonishment 
she follows up with two sentences, each beginning with “Teach them.”47  In her 
addendum to the text, “Hints to Persons of Moderate Fortune,” Child provides a narrative 
example of a young newlywed who spent her father’s monetary wedding gift on lavish 
furnishings for her new home, leaving her with no money and few tools and utensils 
necessary for housekeeping.  Child makes the point that this young woman’s “foolish 
vanity” caused contention in her home when she was forced to ask her husband for 
money to purchase such necessities.  Embedded in her admonishment that the young 
woman should have been more economically conscious, is her comment that economy 
“would have saved much domestic quiet.”48   Child’s chapter on the “Education of 
Daughters” is also suffused with the notion that a young woman’s future would center in 
the home.  Although Child goes to great lengths to criticize female education for 
“exaggerat[ing] the importance of getting married,” she also questions whether female 
education is doing enough to prepare young ladies for “their own ultimate happiness, or 
to the welfare of the country.”49  Although Child fully supports the idea that some young 
women will not marry, she furthers her domestic presumptions when she suggests that 
their misguided education will result in “injudicious mothers, aunts, and friends; [and] 
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thus such follies will be accumulated unto the third and fourth generation.”  The fault of 
education, Child claims, “is the absence of domestic education,” an education Child 
seems to define as the economical running of a household.50  Female expectations 
centered around the maternal potential of young women.  Wearn cites Lydia Sigourney’s 
“Letters to Mothers (1838) to explain that motherhood in America had become a 
“polarizing cultural force that leaves no room for difference. . .[and] women who do not 
fit into the saintly mold of motherhood are often imagined as moral aberrations, as 
monstrous.”51   America’s brand of motherhood had become a non-negotiable myth that 
continued throughout the nineteenth century.    
Periodicals 
While advice manuals and educational institutions effectively disseminated the 
motherhood mythology among young women of America’s middle and upper classes, the 
periodical press provided an additional conduit of promulgation that extended to the 
masses.  Mainstream periodicals championed the ideals of “true womanhood” with 
domestic advice columns and editorials aimed at guiding mothers through the tasks of 
household management and child rearing during the nineteenth century, but women’s 
lives were increasingly moving outside the sphere of domesticity.  Leavitt acknowledges 
this cultural shift, claiming “domestic advisors knew that some women would question 
their focus on women’s ‘natural’ relationship to the home,” so they included articles that 
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reflected contemporary concerns such as “suffrage and the treatment of minorities.”52  
America’s mainstream media aimed to appease women’s public interests, but maintained 
their domestic advocacy.  As a result of this targeted attention to women’s domestic 
interests, many of the general monthlies and weeklies served as a gristmill, of sorts, 
working to reproduce the motherhood myth while simultaneously producing the realities 
of nineteenth-century, American motherhood through literary performance.   
American periodicals hold a unique place in nineteenth-century American studies 
that is best summed up in the words of Price and Belasco Smith: “The periodical – far 
more than the book – was a social text, involving complex relationships among writers, 
readers, editors, publishers, printers and distributors.”53   Economics, politics, society, 
and matters of personal interest all played out in the pages of periodicals, generating a 
web of communication that included all stakeholders in the process.  America’s post war 
years saw a significant increase in periodicals as increased literacy, low postal rates, and 
technological advancements contributed to a surge in readership.  According to Frank 
Luther Mott, periodicals other than newspapers increased from 700 in 1865 to 3,300 by 
1885.54   In addition to the increasing numbers of magazines and journals, Zuckerman 
points out that periodicals reached wider and more diverse reading audiences, extending 
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readership across the nation.55   Competition among publishers drove down copy prices, 
and increased affordability meant increased accessibility to those outside the middle 
class.  According to Mott, “four general monthly magazines [had] circulations of a 
hundred thousand or more, and their aggregate circulation was six-hundred thousand” in 
1885 with per copy prices ranging from twenty-five to thirty-five cents.  Within twenty 
years, “there were twenty such magazines, all but four of them selling for ten or fifteen 
cents, and their aggregate circulation was over five and a half million.”56   By the late 
nineteenth century, periodical content influenced millions of Americans, and thereby 
created national trends.   Haveman explains, magazines generated a social reciprocity 
across America’s geographical expanse that worked to “construct communal identities. . . 
bring[ing] together people who would otherwise never meet face-to-face, allowing 
readers to receive and react to the same cultural messages at the same time.”57   With 
regard to notions of motherhood, mass circulation became mass communication, and the 
ideas of motherhood presented in periodicals – once limited to middle-class, Eastern 
readers – spread to readers across the nation.   
There is no better place to examine the dissemination of the motherhood 
mythology through periodical publication than Godey’s.  One of the most frequently 
referenced periodicals in nineteenth-century periodical studies, Louis A. Godey’s Lady’s 
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Book ran from 1830 to 1892.  Under Godey’s ownership through 1877, the magazine 
boasted high circulation numbers and maintained significant influence over other 
periodicals.58   According to Frank Luther Mott, Godey’s was the “most important of the 
early women’s magazines.”59  Godey’s influenced American taste and customs and 
served as the model for many women’s magazines that sprang up in the nineteenth 
century.  Karal Ann Marling claims Godey’s art, articles, and literary offerings set the 
stage for many American traditions.  Marling points out that it was Sarah Josepha Hale, 
editress of Godey’s from 1837 to 1877, who successfully advocated for Thanksgiving as 
a national holiday and used the pages of Godey’s to provide recipes and advice for 
serving the “ritual meal.”  Christmas was also Americanized, according to Marling, 
through Hale’s efforts and Godey’s influence.  Hale published pictures of decorated 
Christmas trees and Christmas-themed short stories for several years, with similar efforts 
eventually appearing in Harper’s and Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper. 60  Marling’s 
work not only reveals the impact Godey’s had on the periodical industry, but also the 
nationalist agenda of Godey’s esteemed editress, Mrs. Hale.   
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Sarah Josepha Hale held an enlightened view of women as intellectually equal to 
men, a belief Patricia Okker claims is evidenced in Hale’s published writings, but she 
also viewed women as morally superior to men and advocated for separate spheres of 
existence.61   Hale herself enjoyed significant status outside the domestic sphere as the 
first woman editor, but she saw her editorial role as a means of promoting women’s 
domestic interests.  Piepmeier discusses this apparent irony of Hale’s influence arguing, 
“the world of print was an embodied space” under Hale’s direction. 62   Through her 
selections of material and authors, each issue of Godey’s became “a speaking body . . . a 
surrogate for Hale’s own corporeality.”63   Although Piepmier views Hale’s editorial 
presence as an “emphatically public activity,” she claims “Hale regularly identifies the 
magazine itself as a woman,” and therefore “a virtuous female friend who is invited into 
the home and whose ideas are taken seriously.”64  Godey’s became Hale’s means of 
entering and influencing America’s domestic spaces.  It was the instrument by which 
Hale encouraged women to seek intellectual fulfillment and promoted women writers.  
Okker points out that Hale insisted women “always fulfill their domestic duties . . .  [but 
she also] published the work of women writers, paid them generously, and welcomed 
them to the commercial world of authorship.”65  Hale used Godey’s pages to advocate for 
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women’s educational opportunities and to advertise for young women’s schools.  
Although Hale believed that any male role in the public sphere that involved helping 
women and children should be available to women, she believed that a woman’s primary 
role was to tend to her domestic space. 66  Okker explains that Hale’s “editorials about the 
‘woman question’ repeatedly insisted on essential sexual difference.”67  According to 
Okker, Hale did not change her mind about women’s intellectual equality with men; she 
simply clarified the national role she saw women playing as America’s social and 
political issues became increasingly more complex and arguments for women’s suffrage 
flourished.   Hale used her position as “editress” of Godey’s, Hale’s preferred title, to 
reinforce the idea of a “universal ‘woman.’”  Okker describes Hale’s view of womanhood 
as a powerful national force, bound by an “essential moral nature,” a force capable of 
easing the tensions created by male-driven partisanship.68   Hale believed the unified 
efforts of morally superior women were the answer to America’s social and political 
tensions, and she believed those efforts were best demonstrated through day-to-day, 
maternal influence.  Through Hale’s editorial influence, Godey’s provided a contextual 
framework within which the American myth of motherhood thrived.    
Prior to Hale’s editorship of Godey’s Lady’s Book, she owned a Boston-based 
magazine titled Ladies’ Magazine.  In the introduction to the first issue of Ladies’ 
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Magazine, January 1828, Hale makes her intentions clear that she supports the “mental 
improvement” of women and sees her magazine as a conduit for that purpose, but she 
clarifies – for the husbands of these ladies – that her intention is not to “usurp the station, 
or encroach on the prerogative of the man,” but to aid her lady readers in becoming 
suitable “companions,” equipped to fulfill their roles within their “sphere.”  Hale states, 
“It is that mothers may be competent to the task of instructing their children, training 
them from infancy to the contemplation and love of all that is great and good, and the 
practice of piety and virtue.  Then the sons of the republic will become polished pillars in 
the temple of our national glory, and the daughters bright gems to adorn it.”69   Hale’s 
nationalistic objective is indisputable; nineteenth-century women are responsible for the 
moral goodness of future male political leaders and they should be educated and groomed 
to serve in that capacity.   Louis Godey’s introduction of Hale on the eve of her editorship 
of the merged magazines – Ladies’ Magazine and the Lady’s Book – confirms Hale’s 
position on the proper role of women within the public sphere and suggests Godey’s 
approval of her social views.   In the “Editor’s Table” of the December 1836 issue of 
Godey’s, Louis Godey assures readers they “will not regret the change” in editorship, 
offering words from “the pen of Mrs. Hale” as evidence of her commitment to “social 
refinement, domestic virtues, and humble piety.”70  Hale substantiates Godey’s 
testimonial, making her presence known immediately in the January 1837 issue of The 
Lady’s Book.  Hale devotes the first four pages of this initial edition to “The 
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“Conversazione,’” adopting a literary style of writing as opposed to Louis Godey’s more 
newsy editorial style, and assuring her readers that the Lady’s Book will continue to 
present the same features, differing only in “proportions and kind,” Hale writes: 
We trust, though not a new work in name, (for the old one was perfect) that it will  
be found so improved and beautified as to increase the esteem of those who  
regard it for its past excellence, and gratify all who love novelty by the freshness  
of spirit and elasticity of character which this transfusion will impart . . . To effect  
this ours must differ in some important respects from the general mass of monthly  
literature. It must differ, as do the minds of the sexes. This difference is not in  
strength of intellect, but in the manner of awakening the reason and directing its  
power. . . The strength of man's character is in his physical propensities – the  
strength of woman lies in her moral sentiments.  71 
Hale’s intentions are clear; the Lady’s Book would continue to promote the notion of 
separate spheres and moral motherhood.   
Aside from her editorial writings, Hale’s message of moral motherhood is directly 
promoted through her selection and placement of literary works in Godey’s.   In the July 
1858 Lady’s Book, an anonymous article titled “A Wife’s Power” speaks to the power of 
a “good wife” to maintain a calm and orderly home so that her husband might regain the 
strength he needs to “meet the troubles and labor of life.”72   The article is situated 
between one of Virginia De Forrest’s “Mrs. Daffodil” tales, titled “Mrs. Daffodil Visits 
the Academy of Natural Sciences,” and installment seven of a twelve-part serialization by 
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Alice B. Haven, titled Margaret’s Home: A Household Tale.   Both De Forrest and (Neal) 
Haven were regular contributors to Godey’s; their works, although quite different in tone 
and subject, consistently supported the Godey’s moral agenda.  Mrs. Daffodil tales were 
humorous sketches about an older farm wife whose social encounters, particularly those 
involving urban dwellers, led to humorous misunderstandings.  De Forrest’s purpose is 
clearly reader entertainment with, perhaps, a subtle message regarding Mrs. Daffodil’s 
obvious lack of culture and education.  Despite her lack of enlightenment, Mrs. Daffodil 
is respected by other characters and presented in an endearing manner.   
Haven’s fiction, however, is consistently well-grounded in the basic tenets of 
moral motherhood.  In this particular serialization, “Margaret’s Home: A Household 
Tale,” Margaret Grant and her young sister, Susie, endure the shackles of poverty 
following their mother’s untimely death and their father’s subsequent marriage to a 
demanding woman.  Margaret works twelve-hour days, six days a week at the local dry 
goods store while her young sister, who is in poor health, cares for three young 
stepchildren and a demanding stepmother.  Their father’s time is consumed with 
perfecting his latest invention for which he is awaiting a patent.  From January 1858 
through December of the same year, Godey’s readers were invited to sympathize with 
Margaret Grant’s circumstances.  Having assumed the maternal role for her frail sister, 
she denies herself personal and material comforts.  Through a series of narrative 
conflicts, primarily set in her workplace, Margaret remains steadfast in caring for her 
sister and encouraging her to look forward to the day when they might have their own 
small home.  Ultimately, Margaret’s maternal commitment to her sister, and even to the 
financial support of her father’s household, is rewarded when her boss, the co-owner of 
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Churchill and Choate’s, professes his love for her and asks for her hand in marriage.  The 
promise is fulfilled and Margaret’s reward is complete when she enters her own well-
furnished home that includes a room for young Susie.   
Ironically, the two chapters presented in the July 1858 issue do not portray any of 
the domestic tranquility advised in the article immediately preceding Haven’s narrative.  
“A Wife’s Power” informs the reader “No spirit can endure bad domestic influence.  Man 
is strong, but his heart is not adamant.  He delights in enterprise and action; but to sustain 
him he needs a tranquil mind and a whole heart.”73  The second Mrs. Grant is a source of 
discord in the Grant household rather than tranquility.  The previous installments have 
revealed Mrs. Grant to be constantly complaining about how difficult it is to maintain a 
household when, in actuality, it is her sickly stepdaughter, Susie, who is responsible for 
the four younger Grants.  Haven’s title, “Margaret’s Home: A Household Tale,” is not to 
be ignored with respect to the content positioning in this issue.  Readers who have 
followed Margaret’s plight in the preceding six issues are well aware that Margaret’s 
father depends upon her stability to continue his vocational pursuit.  The two chapters 
presented in this July issue focus on Margaret’s emotional quandary over a seemingly 
valid rumor that Mr. Churchill, her boss and someone for whom she secretly holds a 
romantic interest, is engaged to marry a beautiful young woman.  The rumor crushes 
Margaret’s personal hopes as Miss Wright would fulfill any social expectations of a 
young proprietor’s bride and the recent accusation that Margaret might have stolen a 
valuable piece of silk from store merchandise causes her to doubt Mr. Churchill could 
possibly reciprocate her romantic intentions.  As Margaret reflects on her situation, she 
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chastises herself for having thought her circumstances could be different.  “Poverty, 
domestic discord, weary toil were before her, perhaps utter loneliness.”74   Readers of the 
July issue would likely sympathize with Margaret’s fear of not being worthy of becoming 
the mistress of Mr. Churchill’s home, but they would also recognize Margaret’s 
stabilizing influence in the Grant household.  It is through Margaret’s work outside the 
home and her unselfish care for her ailing sister, that Mr. Grant is capable of working for 
a patent and still meeting the demands of his household.  While Margaret’s working 
status is justified and even normalized in the narrative through the characterization of her 
co-workers as middle-class young ladies all working for spending money, Haven 
sanctifies Margaret’s employed position, a position Hale would support as well, through 
the final installments of the serialization.  Although Margaret’s father has remarried, the 
current Mrs. Grant does not provide the domestic stability required for Mr. Grant’s ability 
to succeed in the public sphere.  Margaret has taken upon herself the maternal role that is 
necessary for Mr. Grant’s success.  As the tale continues over the next six issues, 
Margaret’s work outside the home is validated through Mr. Churchill’s direct admiration 
of Margaret and her father’s ultimate success.  Margaret’s maternal responsibility allows 
her father to successfully obtain a patent for which he is paid $10,0000 and Margaret is 
eventually honored by a direct comparison to the unworthy mistress of the Grant 
household, Mr. Grant’s second wife.    
Hale’s unique perspective of enlightened women employing their domestic 
influence to bring about change permeates the fiction published in Godey’s.  Whether the 
heroines are elderly or very young, their piety and industry is eventually rewarded over 
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the arrogance and deceitfulness of other female characters, and their display of maternal 
characteristics brings about harmony in the home or redirects a wayward man.  In the 
March 1864 issue, a short narrative by Lulie demonstrates the power of maternal morality 
through a young, orphaned heroine who draws her guardian brother from the degradation 
of intemperance through her skill as a writer.  In the absence of their parents, young Mina 
Sleever functions as the mistress of the home.  The reader, observing Mina mending her 
brother’s shirts, is invited into Mina’s thoughts about her efforts in writing and her doubts 
about financial fruit from such endeavors.   When Mina’s brother returns home one night, 
long after he promised, “strong fumes of wine and cigar smoke” accompany him through 
the door, and Mina frets over how she can rescue her brother from this evil.  She decides 
to put her writing skills to the task and purposely writes a story that speaks to John’s 
situation.  After reading the story, John asks Mina’s forgiveness for his actions and 
promises her that with God’s help Mina shall never suffer such pain and anxiety again.  
He acknowledges her writing talent saying, “You have saved me, Mina; your talent has 
been put to some account this time.”75   The narrator concludes that John “kept his 
promise, ratifying it” by buying Mina a beautiful writing desk.   While Lulie’s story 
presents Mina as an enlightened young woman who has already published one story and 
has the blessing of the male head of household to continue in her writing endeavors, it 
also speaks to Mina’s power to influence her brother to better behavior through her quiet 
nature and domestic priorities.  While the reader is fully aware of the nature of brother 
John’s late night habits, the focus of the story is on Mina’s domestic role of influence and 
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her secret writing ambition.  The reader is satisfied with John’s apology and promise at 
the end of the story, and accepts the happy ending as Mina’s triumph.  Hale’s positioning 
of a poem immediately after Lulie’s story refocuses the reader on the issue of 
temperance.  “The Casket of Temperance” by Willie E Pabor presents the choice of 
temperance as an empowering force that is rewarded with beauty, riches, and honor in 
this life while the choice of intemperance yields poor health and wrath.  The final stanzas 
of Pabor’s poem encourages those who have chosen temperance to help their brothers 
who “would gather with the drunkard’s band / and fail to pass the Ivory Gate.”76  While 
Godey’s may not have directly engaged with social issues, Hale’s editorial influence 
reminds readers of their moral responsibility to social reform.   
Hale also makes her influence known through the engravings published in 
Godey’s.  In her first issue as editress, Hale’s influence appears in the pages of the 
“Editor’s Table.” Although articles in the “Editor’s Table” appeared anonymously, 
offering little more identification than “we” or “our” to project a Godey’s persona, the 
shift in style from previous “Editor’s Table” pieces points to Hale as the editorial author 
in this inaugural issue.  Hale writes, “We have, in another article, see the Conversazione, 
explained the principles we intend to inculcate by our illustrations of the ‘Fashions.’”77  
The column continues with a description of the fashion plates in the issue; “the first plate 
. . . a fancy sketch, which, while displaying the latest innovations in costume, is intended 
to show the influence of maternal example.”  After describing the image of a young girl 
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holding a book and looking up to her mother, both fashionably attired, Hale says the 
young girl’s “heart has already imbibed the poison of vanity.”  She then charges her 
readers to consider their motherly duties:   
Are such the feelings and sentiments you wish to inculcate?  Such the habits of  
mind you wish should predominate in the fair daughters, who, like pure blossoms,  
are unfolding beneath your fond care?  Look at the plate, dear lady, and consider  
the influence of maternal example. 78 
In her editorial, Hale draws her reader’s attention to the subtle details of the plate, making 
note of the adornments of both mother and daughter, but her editorial focus is not really 
the garments.  Hale’s purpose in describing the fashion plate is to draw the reader’s 
attention to the maternal narrative of the plate.  Her rhetorical questions communicate her 
view that neither the daughter’s “self-satisfied air,” nor her “mother’s mind and pursuits” 
reflects the standards of piety expected of America’s moral mothers.79  Hale’s editorial 
critique of this plate also exposes her overarching eye for Godey’s content.  Cynthia 
Patterson argues that Hale “had nothing to do with either the fashion plates or the steel 
engravings and their textual ‘illustrations’ – publisher Louis Godey arranged for all 
artwork in the magazine, and assigned the textual material accompanying the fashion 
plates to a series of fashion editresses.”80   Hale’s lack of direct involvement is confirmed 
within the editorial pages of Godey’s.  On multiple occasions, editorial notices clarify 
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that Mrs. Hale is not the fashion editress.  The Volume 41 Prospectus in the July 1850 
issue clearly states, the fashion plate department “is under the superintendence of a lady – 
one of our first modistes – who receives proof sheets of the Fashions direct from Paris, 
and is intimately connected with the publishers in that city.  This favor is granted to her 
exclusively.  They are arranged under her direction, to suit the more subdued taste of 
American ladies.”81   This identification of Godey’s fashion editress as a modiste 
eliminates Hale.  Nowhere is she associated with work within the garment industry.   
Although Hale may not have held full responsibility for Godey’s maternal representations 
in its artistic plates, she likely had significant influence, indirectly, over the fashion 
section of the magazine.  In reference to Louis Godey’s 1843 decision to “Americanize” 
fashions by “engaging illustrators to show feminine figures free of the ‘tight-lacing’ 
associated with European styles,” Patterson suggests – in a subsequent footnote – it was 
Hale’s influence that inspired Godey’s decision.82   Whether by her direct or indirect 
influence, the magazine maintained an agenda consistent with that put forth by Hale.    
In response to Frank Luther Mott’s claims that Louis Godey held an a-political 
position within his publication, Patterson explains that Godey’s selections of plates and 
the accompanying textual material often echoed issues familiar to his readers.  Citing 
several instances in which engravings in Godey’s correlated thematically with social and 
political issues treated elsewhere in the issue, Patterson argues that Godey’s readers were 
treated to a performance of morality throughout the magazine’s many features.83  
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Bohleke extends the argument that Louis Godey was purposeful in his use of art to 
promote at least a social agenda of maternal morality by explaining that both Godey’s and 
its direct competitor, Peterson’s, actually modified French fashion plates to reflect 
fashions more suitable for American women.  In her analysis of these “plagiarized 
plates,” Bohleke cites L. A. Godey saying the plates had been “modified from the 
grossness of the French” and would portray what a “modest woman might wear.”84  
According to Bohleke, Godey’s comments appear in the July 1846 issue of Godey’s with 
the presentation of its first “Americanized” plate.  This might explain Hale’s critique of 
the plate in the January 1837 issue, a plate likely borrowed but not modified.  
Nevertheless, the Godey’s commitment to moral motherhood is clear, and fashion plates 
provided more than mere fashion news for Godey’s readers; the scenes in each plate 
contained a narrative of their own.   Bohleke points out “a dress was not just a dress. . . 
Nineteenth-century women were bombarded with images of ideal womanhood. This 
entailed both prescriptive behaviors telling women what to do and how to be, as well as 
proscriptive behaviors detailing what not to do and how not to be.”85  Whether they could 
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afford to imitate the dress or the social scenes presented in the plates or not, Godey’s 
readers were presented with an image of womanhood that supported the mythologized 
motherhood America had nurtured throughout its existence.   
Bohleke says the American plates differed from French plates particularly in 
scenes involving children.  While French women were often depicted as disengaged with 
children in the scene or might even be turned away from them, the American plates 
depicted women “gazing upon their offspring with almost besotted admiration,” perhaps 
even engaged with or admiring the children of others in the scene.86  We see this maternal 
emphasis in “Latest Fashions,” which appears in the June 1861 issue.  The engraving 
portrays a woman and a child.  The woman, holding a parasol, looks down adoringly 
upon a little girl who grasps the buttoned front of the woman’s dress. The child’s hair is 
arranged in similar style to the woman’s.  Although the purpose of the engraving is to 
feature the gowns, and the textual description that follows offers no mention of the 
relationship of the two figures, the scene offers a sub-narrative of the woman’s nurturing 
interest in the child.87   Another example appears as “Children’s Fashions” in the January 
1874 issue.  Featuring gowns for children, both boys and girls, ranging in age from 
infancy to eight years old and a morning dress for a lady, the scene is focused on the 
woman attending to an infant on her lap with the other four children watching as she 
entertains the infant with a small bell.88  The message is clear that a calm and attentive 
maternal presence yields well-behaved children.  It likely promoted the notion that such a 
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mother could influence the economic condition of her household as well with mother and 
children so fashionably attired.   
Godey’s cover art also served to promote the valuable role of motherhood.  Many 
of Godey’s issues featured a gallery of maternal pictures surrounding a central scene of 
motherhood.  The January 1860 cover centers around two women engaging in a shared 
reading of an unidentified magazine while a little girl, holding a doll, stands at the older 
woman’s knees looking intently upon the scene.   The “Editor’s Table” offers the 
following description of the cover:   
Have you ever seen a lovelier group than the centre of our PRESENTATION  
PLATE exhibits? It shows a family of our friends.  See how warmly they 
welcome the Lady’s Book.  The father sympathizes in the pleasure of his wife and 
daughters; the little girl has forgotten her doll in the excitement of the new 
pictures . . . The scenes in the medallions at the four corners, representing the four 
seasons show woman in the innocent enjoyments of life, while still remembering 
her duties.89 
The editorial commentary regarding the cover art clearly directs the reader’s thoughts to 
the importance of mothers as well as to the relationship between happy homes and 
Godey’s readership.  Patterson addresses the significance of Godey’s textual material, 
citing Frank Luther Mott to explain that Godey’s “engraved embellishments” were not 
illustrations as they did not illustrate textual content.  Rather, textual content was 
commissioned to illustrate the engravings.90   Although the engravings were 
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commissioned specifically as art for the magazine, the interpretation of those engravings 
was controlled through the textual illustrations.  In the case of poetry or other literary 
“illustrations” the interpretation likely fell under the ever-watchful eye of Hale.  In the 
same January issue, an engraving appears at the beginning of the magazine titled, “The 
Light of Home.”   The engraving features a mother holding a toddler on her lap while 
looking adoringly at her young son who is building a house of playing cards.  A young 
daughter plays with a doll while seated at her mother’s knees.  Although the scene 
suggests mutual adoration between the mother and her children, the role of the mother in 
generating the general sense of peace and contentment in the scene becomes the focus of 
the editorial column explaining the plate nearly sixty pages later in the “Editor’s Table.”  
The editor writes that the scene reflects the “perfection of womanhood.  There is the wife 
and mother, the centre of the family, the magnet that draws man to the domestic altar, 
that makes him a civilized being, a social Christian. . . She is the teacher and inspirer of 
her children.”91  This maternal admonition continues for two columns in the magazine 
with examples of influence “every woman” can hold in the home. 
While Godey’s plates, fashion or art, did not all present maternal scenes, the 
maternal mentoring is often present in the textual material accompanying the plates.  For 
example, the March 1850 issue features an uncolored fashion plate identified as “an 
exquisite Parisian plate and titled “Children’s Fashions.”  The accompanying description 
offers details for each of the six outfits presented: three girls’ garments and three boys’.  
Details include fabric type and color, trim materials, and wearing instructions.  The writer 
concludes the fashion description with a reference to the outfit worn by a young child 
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standing next to the oldest boy:  “As for the miniature fop at his side, our artist has 
evidently intended a comparison between sensibly arrayed and over-dressed children.  No 
mother could adopt the velvet coat, with its frogs and tassels, the white vest, and plaited 
undersleeves, unless she wished her child to grow up that most to be despised appendage 
of society – a dandy.”92  This tangential critique of a mother’s role in properly nurturing 
her child for social and moral success is consistent with the motherhood message 
perpetuated throughout Godey’s.   
While Godey’s maintained a commitment to the moral improvement of its women 
readers throughout its publishing existence, the years under Hale’s editorial watch were 
marked by a subtle nationalism that worked specifically to promote America’s unique 
brand of moral motherhood.  In the final issue under Hale’s editorship, December 1877, 
Hale reflects upon the success of her editorial career.   Hale’s parting words as editress 
appear in “The Editor’s Table.”  After acknowledging the upcoming change in Godey’s 
management, Hale says she has “felt a strong desire to give to my faithful readers some 
short account of my efforts for the elevation of my countrywomen during the last half-
century.”  Hale begins her “short account” with a history of how she came to be 
associated with the Ladies Magazine in Boston and her passion for the education of 
women.  She speaks of her merger with Godey’s when she became the “literary editress” 
and explains how she has used the “Editor’s Table” over the years to encourage women 
to be involved in educating the young, indicating that the changes in the education system 
are partially due to her “constant presentment to the claims of woman as a teacher.”  
According to Hale, “The verdict of public opinion is, that our children are better taught 
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than in former times, and that woman, as an instructress, is, at last, in her rightful 
place.”93   In her final paragraphs, Hale offers her “Farewell”:  
It has been our endeavor to devote the influence of the Lady’s Book particularly to  
the work of improving the education of women, and extending their opportunities  
of usefulness, within proper and natural limits.  The great advance which has been  
made of late years gives good reason to hope that the social influence of woman,  
enlightened by knowledge and guided by the precepts of religion, will continue to  
increase, and that with it will extend the reign of domestic purity, of temperance,  
of good government, and of peace.”94  
The myth of moral motherhood prevailed under Hale’s maternal eye.  Through Godey’s 
she entered America’s domestic spaces and modeled the motherhood she advocated.  Her 
readers were instructed through the literature, the art, and the editorial articles that 
explained the appropriate readings of the material she presented.  Her admonition 
regarding social issues took on the gentleness she prescribed for a mother’s tongue; it was 
interwoven among the literature and art, subtly promoting the nationalist agenda Hale 
believed to be proper for America’s moral mothers.  
Conclusion 
Although Godey’s was not the only periodical to perpetuate the American myth of 
motherhood, it was likely the most widely circulated periodical to do so.  Other popular, 
general-interest magazines in nineteenth-century America that offered targeted material 
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for women readers included Frank Leslie’s Illustrated News and Frank Leslie’s Lady’s 
Magazine, the many Harper’s publications, Peterson’s Magazine, Saturday Evening 
Post, and Scribner’s publications.   In addition to these popularly circulated magazines, 
many smaller, local and regional periodicals reprinted works from periodicals with 
national audiences.  Ideas circulated as rapidly as the periodicals and the conscious 
elaboration of “mother,” through the periodical press, became the model by which 
mothering was analyzed and discussed.  This reproduction of motherhood advice and 
representation, which originated in New England, quickly disseminated across the 
expanding U.S. territory with periodicals.  While many of America’s mothers did not 
have the privilege of social class or environment that enabled them to conform to this 
model of moral motherhood – an issue that will be explored within the chapters in this 
study – most mothers seemed to be aware of the model.  
In addition to the educative role periodicals played in propagating America’s 
mythological motherhood, periodicals provided a cultural space of literary production for 
female authors to engage with a specific audience.  Examining the treatment of 
motherhood within these contained spaces of publication provides a means of exploring 
the political and social negotiation of the idea of womanhood during the latter years of 
nineteenth-century America.  The widely disseminated construct of the true woman as a 
mother who exhibited an expected set of child-centered behaviors and emotions fell short 
of defining the complexity of America’s women in the late nineteenth century.   The 
purpose of this study is to examine the women of post-bellum America through the ways 
in which female authors presented and interacted with images of motherhood within 
periodicals.   By examining the ways in which motherhood manifests in the works of a 
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variety of female authors, intended to represent the racial and social diversity of 
America’s post-bellum women, I intend to expose the alternate manifestations of 
American motherhood in nineteenth-century America.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
DECONSTRUCTING SOUTHERN MOTHERHOOD: KATE CHOPIN  
 
“I never dreamed of Mrs. Pontellier making such a mess of things and working 
out her own damnation as she did.”1  Kate Chopin, donning the voice of a proper 
southern lady, attempted to smooth over the inflamed attitudes of her critics by placing 
the blame for Edna Pontellier’s actions squarely onto the heroine’s fictional shoulders.   
Reviewers of Chopin’s last novel, The Awakening, had expressed shock and disgust at 
Chopin’s portrayal of a mother who abandons her motherly duties to indulge her 
sensuous desires.   Edna Pontiellier’s actions were indeed shocking for a nineteenth-
century, American literary audience.  Mothers were expected to engage in self-sacrificial 
behaviors for their family, to be public icons of piety and purity; Edna exhibited none of 
these traits.   In Unruly Tongue, Martha J. Cutter explains the extent to which Chopin’s 
novel affected her career as an author.  Published in 1899, the novel cost Chopin socially 
and economically, according to Cutter; reviewers condemned the work as “vulgar, 
morbid, and unwholesome,” and Chopin “eventually lost the contract for her next 
collection of fiction, A Vocation and a Voice, . . . [which] was not published until almost 
a hundred years later.”2  Although her writing career was brief, in terms of time – Chopin 
wrote and published for approximately eleven years – she had earned respect as a writer, 
publishing many short stories, some poetry, and essays in local and national periodicals.   
If Edna’s actions were of her own volition, then she could be blamed for Kate Chopin’s 
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authorial demise.  Although Chopin had written of other female characters who 
entertained less than ladylike desires and behaviors, Edna carried them to full fruition 
with no remorse or consequence, and publishers shied away from any such heroines that 
might seek escape in the future through Chopin’s pen.  Reviewers often praised Chopin’s 
craft in writing, but her characters seemed to exercise free will.  Chopin’s own words say 
as much.  In her statement on The Awakening, Chopin reveals her methodology: “Having 
a group of people at my disposal, I thought it might be entertaining (to myself) to throw 
them together and see what would happen.”3    
From her first published poem, “If It Might Be,” for which she received $2.50 
from the America magazine, to The Awakening, Kate Chopin presented the emotional and 
physical realities of womanhood to her readers.4  Critics continue to debate which of her 
female characters are reflections of her own experiences and which are people she merely 
observed.  Regardless of her inspirational models, reading Chopin’s regulation of 
womanly expressions within the context of the periodical containers that published her 
works reveals that it was simply a matter of time until the “awakened” Edna Pontellier 
stepped forth in Chopin’s infamous novel.  
Southern Motherhood 
Broadly speaking, motherhood was a national treasure in nineteenth-century 
America.  As a nation, Americans had subscribed to the tenets of a nationalized 
motherhood, but what the nation saw as a framework for social and political stability, the 
South grasped as the very fiber of social and political existence.  The ideal womanhood 
 
3 Kate Chopin, “Aims and Autographs of Authors: The Awakening,” 296. 
4 Toth and Seyersted, eds., KCCP, 138.  Chopin’s poem is generally accepted to be her 
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of Colonial America had taken on class distinctions that excluded any woman whose 
economic conditions prevented her from reigning exclusively over her own domestic 
space, including white indentured servants and other white women who engaged in paid 
domestic labor, but feminine virtue in the South was further defined by the embodiment 
of race, which positioned blacks to the lowest levels of society.  Cynthia Kierner explains 
the unique relationship of womanhood to class and race in the Old South, a relationship 
that continued to prescribe behaviors long into a postwar South.  According to Kierner,  
From the colonial period, through the antebellum era, white southern women . . .  
occupied a public position that was sex-specific and largely served the interests of  
the existing order.  Consequently, colonial gentlewomen participated in genteel  
social rituals that sought to strengthen the authority of male elites over their  
presumed inferiors, while the religious and benevolent activities of antebellum  
women rarely threatened either male dominance or the putative supremacy of  
white men over white women and African Americans.”5    
Although the domestic responsibilities of both northern and southern women were the 
same, the ability to delegate more of those duties to slave labor created an elite level of 
motherhood in the South.  Elite southern women enjoyed “the leisure time necessary to 
cultivate the genteel accomplishments they and their families increasingly valued.”6  
Southern elites found ways to publicly display their gentility with exclusive sporting 
 
5 Cynthia A. Kierner, Beyond the Household: Women’s Place in the Early South, 1700-
1835, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1998), 3.  Kierner’s focus is on the Virginias 
and Carolinas, but she argues the cultural shift from Colonial to post-Revolution 
evidenced in these areas became the dominant culture in the antebellum South, and 
largely shaped attitudes in the Reconstruction era through the maternal influence of elite 
southern women.  
6 Kierner, Beyond the Household, 16. 
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events, dinners, and balls that excluded by class and race.  Kierner claims “these genteel 
civic rituals reflected and reinforced the existing social hierarchy.”7  By the nineteenth 
century, the South had a well-defined, hierarchical social system that added additional 
nuances to the American myth of motherhood.  For the South, the moral mother was not 
simply necessary for promulgating the moral standards necessary for a successful 
republic, she was the means by which the culture and manners of the socially elite could 
maintain their privileged status.  Essentially, she was the key to the success of the 
southern economic system, which depended upon social hierarchy to thrive.  To subvert 
that social order was to jeopardize the social and economic system elite southern women 
depended on.    
Expectations of motherhood in the South were not different from those upheld in 
the North: young women were expected to exhibit piety, to remain pure and virtuous, to 
marry and have children, and to guide those children to a morally useful life.  What 
distinguished southern motherhood from its northern counterpart was the social 
symbiosis associated with the class and race layering that formed the South.  If anything, 
southern motherhood was even more mythologized than the myth perpetuated among 
northerners.  The “idea” of mothering in the South extended beyond the care of one’s 
own children, particularly as tensions increased in antebellum America.  Marie S. Molloy 
explains that the idea of “family” in the nineteenth-century South “extended beyond the 
parameters of the ‘immediate’ family, reflecting the patriarchal structure of southern 
society during the antebellum period, with the husband (or patriarch) at the helm, and the 
 
7 Kierner, Beyond the Household, 43. 
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wife, children, and slaves dependent upon him for protection and support.8  Women of 
the Old South were fiercely protective of the southern way of life and the wealth and 
status they held as a result of the system of slavery.  Supporting and maintaining the 
patriarchal system that governed a slave-based economy ensured the elite white woman’s 
status in the South.  This added “cultural” notion of family associated with plantation life 
“defined women as part of a larger collective and elite white women had a designated 
role to play in southern society, as they were considered paragons of ideal womanhood to 
which the lower classes aspired.”9  Essentially, womanhood took on even greater 
importance, socially and economically, in the South. 
Kierner explains that the South provided unique opportunities for middle- and 
upper-class women to acquire property and a legal status typically denied women under 
the laws of coverture.  High mortality rates and the older age of men marrying, meant 
southern women often engaged in business decisions in the absence of their husbands, 
and many landholding husbands opted to make their wives legally responsible to settle 
their estates, many even leaving property in excess of the “common law rule of dower” to 
their wives.  According to Kierner, the younger ages of some of these wives meant that as 
widows they could enhance their holdings by remarrying.10  While patriarchal power was 
necessary for southern economics to thrive, southern women had levels of autonomy few 
 
8 Marie S. Molloy, “’A Noble Class of Old Maids’: Surrogate Motherhood, Sibling 
Support, and Self-Sufficiency in the Nineteenth-Century White, Southern Family,” 
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9 Molloy, “A Noble Class of Old Maids,” 404. 
10 Kierner, Beyond the Household, 11-12.  Kierner cites several examples of southern 
widows who managed vast properties and business dealings until their children came of 
age and took over.  In particular, she mentions a young widow, Martha Dandridge Custis 
who oversaw 17,500 acres.   
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northern women could acquire.  The Civil War provided additional opportunities for 
women to exert control over farms and plantations while their husbands were serving in 
the Confederate Army.   Urban, confederate women were also left to maintain family 
homes and businesses in the absence of their husbands.  The intricate social and 
economic layering of the South was essential for the survival of all southern elite 
endeavors.  Southern elite women were protecting more than their children and their 
property; they were protecting their way of life.  Anya Jabour explains that diary 
accounts of young southern women during the war reveal both their frustrations with 
gender restrictions and their willingness to exchange those roles for the masculine ability 
to protect the South.  “As conservatives, they continued to honor traditional definitions of 
southern ladyhood . . . As revolutionaries, they dared to consider casting aside their 
gender and its limitations – at least for the duration of the war,” often confiding in their 
diaries how they would respond if they were men.11  As members of the family structure, 
these young women also stood to lose status and privilege if the southern way of life met 
its demise.   
Like widowed women in the South, young southern women were also enjoying 
more autonomy through the wealth generated in a slave-labor system, particularly with 
the threat of war.  Daughters were increasingly mentioned in wills as female singleness, 
by choice or because of the loss of male life in a war-torn South, became increasingly 
common.  Censer points out that elite women of the postwar South, whether they married 
or remained single, were likely to inherit wealth in some form.  Not only were women 
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included in wills, but the proportions they inherited were often equal to other heirs.  In 
fact, unmarried daughters were sometimes awarded property or money in excess of what 
was awarded to married daughters of the same family.  “In their willingness to provide 
property as well as a home in their bequests, these parents guaranteed a modicum of 
independence to those who had traditionally been most dependent, the daughters who 
never married.”12  According to Censer these “parental legacies” indicate the growing 
acceptance of singleness among southern elite women.   Interestingly, this “growing 
acceptance” of singleness in the South did not necessarily translate into increased 
numbers of single women in the region.  Hacker, Hilde, and Jones claim that fears of 
spinsterhood were commonly expressed in southern women’s letters and private journals, 
but “approximately 92 percent of southern white women who came of marriage age 
during the war married at some point in their lives.”13   Although war casualties 
significantly impacted the number of young southern males, Hacker, Hilde, and Jones 
point out that the resulting marriage gap among southern women soon shrank because 
some young women married older widowers, some married beneath their social status, 
and some dared to marry northerners.  The Integrated Public Use Microdata Series 
(IPUMS) reveals that only 12% of southern born white females between the ages of 45 
and 69 were single in 1880, which is not a significant increase from the 7.5% in 1830, 
considering the male casualties of the war.14   
 
12 Jane Turner Censer, The Reconstruction of White Southern Womanhood, 1865-1895. 
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Conversations involving singleness among southern women likely ignore the 
longevity of marriage for these women, though.  Marriage to older widowers and the 
increased likelihood of women receiving financial consideration in family estates 
certainly eased the burden of single years for women; post-war households also changed 
to accommodate the years of singleness many women experienced.  Regardless of their 
marital status, though, southern women found ways to nurture and protect the social 
architecture of the South.  Further nuanced to include “usefulness,” the notion of 
motherhood among southern elites extended beyond its already broad sphere of influence.  
While the war might have interrupted the notion of the plantation “family” the genteel 
lifestyle depended upon, the class distinctions propagated from that “family” structure 
were deemed sustainable through the “useful” efforts of single, southern elite, daughters.  
Molloy explains the “Cult of Single Blessedness” as a newly adopted ideal in the South. 
Originally promoted through the writings of Catharine Maria Sedgewick as a means of 
“replicating traditional gender roles” through service to others, particularly within the 
family structure, young women found new purpose for their education and their potential 
“usefulness” to society.15   The Cult of Singleness removed the pressure from young 
women to marry and give birth, and women’s education programs began to emphasize 
teaching preparation.  Daughters of the southern elite filled the increasing demand for 
teachers in all levels of education as private and public schools sprang up across the 
South.  According to Molloy the number of women in North Carolina who were 
employed as teachers in 1860 rose from approximately seven percent to fifty percent by 
 
to “surname, sex, age, and position in household” from 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880 to 
construct marriage estimates in the U.S.   
15 Molloy, “A Noble Class of Old Maids,” 405. 
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1865.16   Southern elite women, whether married or single, engaged in social mothering 
to nurture and sustain their uniquely southern way of life, with the goal of that benevolent 
motherhood being to sustain the southern social structures that had built the South.  Amy 
Heuse explains that southern women engaged the public sphere by exploiting the rhetoric 
of the “republican mother, the cult of true womanhood, and the Southern lady,” in order 
to maintain the collective memory that would sustain their “collective identity.” 17  
Education was the primary means of social mothering as “educating children and keeping 
alive ‘the spirit of patriotism’ with the next generation was what good republican mothers 
did.  It was a selfless act meant to enrich and sustain community.”18  Although the 
ultimate objectives of southern motherhood differed from those held by northern women, 
the criteria associated with motherhood remained the same; motherhood was the linchpin 
of social stability, and southern women had a more complicated social system to uphold.   
A Matriarchal Heritage 
Chopin herself had been raised on the fringes of the southern myth of 
motherhood.  Born in 1850 to Thomas and Eliza (Faris) O’Flaherty, young Kate grew up 
in a busy, St. Louis household.  Her widowed grandmother, Marie Athénaïse Charleville 
Faris, had likely lived with the family since Eliza Faris O’Flaherty’s marriage to Thomas 
O’Flaherty in 1844, and her great-grandmother, Victoire Verdon Charleville, had moved 
in with the family after she was widowed in 1849.  Kate’s father, one of the founders of 
the Pacific Railroad, was killed in a train crash when Kate was five years old.  According 
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to Toth, at the time of his death in 1855, Thomas O’Flaherty “was still supporting 
[Eliza’s] mother and four of her younger sisters and brothers” in the O’Flaherty home, “a 
three-story brick mansion” on Eighth Street.  His son George, from his first marriage, 
was in boarding school at St. Louis University and Eliza’s youngest sister, Josephine, 
“was a Sacred Heart schoolgirl.”  At this time, “two of Eliza’s sisters had married.”  
Since Eliza was the oldest and married at 16, her two other sisters had likely lived with 
the family prior to their marriages.  It seems likely that Eliza’s entire family moved into 
the O’Flaherty household under the arrangements of the marriage because Toth includes 
“three teenagers (Charles, Zuma, and Wilson, who died in an accident), and little 
Josephine” as those O’Flaherty was “still supporting.” 19  At the death of Kate’s father, 
the O’Flaherty home quickly became a matriarchal womb of influence.   
According to Toth, young Kate “learned at an impressionable age to rely on 
women, and she listened to women’s voices throughout her life. . ., finding answers in the 
French women whose voices dominated her formative years.”  Her great-grandmother, 
Madame Charleville, taught her piano and French and told her scandalous stories of many 
prominent, St. Louis women who enjoyed independence and success.20   These tales, 
along with the tales of scandal and self-sufficiency that permeated Kate’s own 
matriarchal heritage, surely influenced her attitude about marriage and womanhood and 
likely breathed life into the many women she later wrote into existence.  Kate Chopin’s 
great-great-grandmother, Marianne Victoire Richelet Verdon, was a legend of female 
self-determinacy and the likely inspiration for one of Chopin’s earliest stories, “The Maid 
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of St. Phillippe.”   In her historical analysis of Chopin’s story, Bonnie Stepenoff traces 
the history of Marianne Richelet who came to America with her parents and settled in 
French colonized Louisiana.  She was married at age eighteen, widowed by age twenty-
three, and remarried within a year to Joseph Verdon.  According to Stepenoff, the 
Verdon’s filed a prenuptial contract, which  
stipulated that Marianne would keep, guard, and manage the effects, goods, and  
appurtenances that she had held as community property with Jean Assayer, her  
deceased first husband.  Joseph also promised to provide for her daughter  
Henriette until she reached adulthood or married.21 
Twelve years after their marriage, the Verdon’s filed for legal separation with Marianne 
retaining most of the couple’s assets along with their “jointly acquired” debts.  
Steppenoff reads the stipulation that neither party would seek further “pecuniary 
assistance,” as evidence that Marianne Verdon assumed full responsibility for the 
children, five in total including her daughter Henriette from her first marriage.  Four 
years later, Marianne Verdon gave birth to Godfrey Verdon, whose paternity is a matter 
of speculation, although Steppenoff cites Marianne’s will, which “lists Godfrey among 
 
21 Bonnie Stepenoff, “The Real ‘Maid of Saint Phillippe’: Kate Chopin’s French Colonial 
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the children fathered by Joseph Verdon.”22  Whether or not Chopin knew all the details of 
her great-great-grandmother’s life, she would certainly have heard of her success as an 
independent woman who ran a prosperous river trade business reported, at the time of her 
death, to include “seven boats” and an extensive inventory of goods.23   Steppenoff points 
out that both the fictional Marianne and the real Marianne Richelet Verdon “sought 
freedom outside of marriage.”24  Marianne, Chopin’s fictional “maid,” turned down two 
offers of marriage and chose to live a life of  “freedom” with the Cherokee rather than 
accept French, Spanish, or English bondage, ultimately venturing into the American 
wilderness claiming, “hardships may await me, but let it be death rather than bondage.”25  
According to Steppenoff, “the fictional woman accepted hardship and danger as the cost 
of her freedom . . . [while] the real Marianne courted danger by engaging in risky 
adventures in the river trade, a world of tough competition, dominated by men.”26   No 
doubt, one of Madame Victoire Charleville’s many tales included the story of Marianne 
Victoire Verdon’s fierce independence and defiance of patriarchal norms, and from 
Chopin’s pen came the Maid of Saint Phillippe, a buckskin clad, gun toting, seventeen-
year-old woman who “stepped from the woods” at sunset, the time when “housewives 
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were already busy preparing the evening meal,” and headed into the village of St. 
Phillippe where she joined her father and other men at the local tavern.27    
Young Kate’s personal muse and family historian, Madame Charleville, daughter 
of the infamous Marianne Victoire Verdon, was herself a model of determined 
independence.  Less than a year after her mother’s death, seventeen-year-old Victoire 
entered a marriage contract with Joseph Chauvin Charleville which stipulated that “each 
would retain the property they brought into the marriage . . . share the goods they 
acquired after the marriage, including any inheritance they received from their parents . . . 
and emphasized her right to take back ‘free and clear’ what she brought into the 
marriage.”28  Following her mother’s example, Victoire entered marriage with legal 
protections that allowed her to maintain independence regardless of the marital outcome.  
Furthermore, the Charleville marriage proved profitable as Steppenoff reports Joseph 
Charleville left his wife “a substantial estate” of land, livestock, a few slaves, and other 
possessions.29   Fortunately for the women in Kate’s family, Louisiana civil law upheld 
women’s rights to property and wealth.  When Louisiana came under American control, 
the Digest of 1808 was enacted, which “drew upon French and Spanish colonial laws and 
conformed, in style, to Napoleonic code.”30  Under Louisiana law, women were allowed 
to hold and protect property brought into the marriage.  A husband’s rights to dispense 
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with property prior to his wife’s death could be challenged in a court of law, and “wives 
and widows could also renounce community property if they feared that debts from their 
marriages exceeded their property.”31  Furthermore, Louisiana law protected female heirs 
by requiring that “legitimate children, male and female, inherit equally from their 
deceased parent’s community property.”32  Sundberg’s study reveals that the existence of 
these legal protections was not the most important factor in Louisiana women achieving 
and maintaining economic independence.   Rather, it was the women’s knowledge of 
their legal rights that allowed them to engage in “bargaining power” to negotiate 
marriage contracts.33   Kate’s maternal lineage was rooted in Louisiana’s Creole society.  
The women in her family were knowledgeable of their economic rights and they used 
them to their benefit.   
Resourcefulness continued among the women in the family.  Marie Athénaïse 
Charleville Faris, after being abandoned by her husband, Wilson Faris, resolved her 
destitute situation through an arranged marriage between her oldest daughter, sixteen-
year-old Eliza Faris, and then recently widowed Thomas O’Flaherty.34  The O’Flaherty 
marriage not only provided for Athénaïse and her children, but also provided a source of 
wealth for Eliza Faris after Thomas O’Flaherty’s tragic death.  And, like several of her 
matriarchal predecessors, Eliza was forced to claim her assets through the courts.  Toth 
reports that O’Flaherty had “left behind no will and no provision for his wife, his 
children, his other relatives, and the slaves.”  Eliza procured legal status for herself and 
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her children as Thomas O’Flaherty’s “official heirs” by affidavit.35   What Kate Chopin 
inherited from this matriarchal lineage was far more than the wealth and status they 
managed to acquire through marriage, which was not unheard of among southern women; 
Kate inherited a legacy of strength and self-sufficiency that challenged the mores of 
southern womanhood young girls were brought up to accept.  
The matriarchal nurture of Kate’s home was further supported by her close 
relationship with the neighboring Garesché family.  Close in age and the offspring of 
middle-class families, young Kate and Kitty Garesché were close companions in 
childhood.  Kitty Garesché’s letters to Daniel Rankin, according to Toth, reveal that the 
two girls did not experience a childhood typical of southern belles.  Kitty’s descriptions 
of their early activities suggest they were brought up like French girls and “neither girl 
was trained to be a wife;” their childhood activities included tree climbing, ice skating, 
and riding Kate’s pony.36    
Chopin’s Southern Education 
While young Kate’s private moments may not have reflected traditional female 
values, her education at the Sacred Heart Academy in St. Louis certainly presented a 
different set of expectations for young Catholic women.  At the early age of five, and just 
prior to her father’s death, Kate was enrolled as a boarding student at the Sacred Heart 
Academy in St. Louis.  The decision to send Kate to Sacred Heart was certainly 
supported by the women in the O’Flaherty home as Kate continued there until graduation.  
Toth claims the academy’s French Catholic origins would have aligned with Madame 
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Charleville’s influence at home: “It mixed women’s wisdom, rigorous intellectual 
challenges, homely chores, and the celebration of women.”37   While the academy 
certainly presented a veneration of female authority through the sisters who taught and 
the emphasis on the influence of the Virgin Mary, the mission of the Sacred Heart society 
was internationally consistent throughout the nineteenth century, and young Kate’s 
Academy training was well-aligned with traditional female expectations.  Ironically, the 
women in the O’Flaherty household were nurturing female independence while preparing 
young Kate to survive in a patriarchal society.    
Originating in 1800 under the authority of St. Madeleine Sophie Barat, the call for 
educating women spread and the Society expanded, placing schools throughout Europe 
and in America.38  Under Mother Barat’s guidance, the Society of the Sacred Heart 
flourished, “having as a Teaching Order a personality conscious of its aims, its methods, 
and its principles, preoccupied about the consistency and continuity of its action.”39  
Sacred Heart Academies all taught the same curriculum, which changed very little 
throughout the nineteenth century.   In 1834 the Young Ladies’ Academy at the Convent 
of the Sacred Heart in St. Louis was advertised in the Catholic Almanach, boasting its 
spacious campus and listing the following coursework:  
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English and French, Reading, Writing, Grammar, Arithmetic, Sacred and Profane  
History, Geography, Use of the Globes, projection of maps, Mythology, Poetry,  
Rhetoric, Natural Philosophy and Domestic Economy, Sewing, Marking, Muslin,  
Tapestry and Bead Work, Painting on velvet and satin, Drawing, Painting in water  
colours and crayon, Shell and Chenille work, Artificial Flower making, Filigree,  
Hair-work and crystallized Parlour Ornaments, Music vocal and instrumental.40  
O’Leary points out that the curriculum described was consistent with the French mother 
academy in Amiens.   Academic expectations were similar to those of male institutions, 
but the educational objectives of Sacred Heart Academies were focused on preparing 
young women for domestic care of the church or of their own homes.  Toth writes of a 
young nun who took particular interest in young Kate at the St. Louis academy, Madam 
Mary Philomena O’Meara, who was especially gifted in composition and noted for her 
ability to make history come alive through story telling.  Although Madam O’Meara may 
have been influential in encouraging Kate as a writer, her intentions were consistent with 
Sacred Heart goals.  According to Toth, “Madam O’Meara believed that Sacred Heart 
graduates should become ‘companions intellectually of their husbands, mothers fit for 
their sublime trust, women able to bear life’s responsibilities and courageous to meet 
them.’”41  Sacred Heart objectives echoed those of other female academies in nineteenth-
century America; young women were prepared to fulfill the mythologized role of 
motherhood the South was built upon.      
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The advertisement for the St. Louis academy also reveals that southern elite 
objectives were met.  O’ Leary explains that the addition of “hair-work and crystallized 
Parlour Ornaments” were outside the traditional emphasis of “plain sewing and domestic 
economy, stressed by the French tradition.”42  These additions to the St. Louis curriculum 
fit nicely with the genteel expectations of southern motherhood.  Kate’s Sacred Heart 
education provided her a more rigorous academic preparation than the public schools 
springing up in St. Louis at the time, and the Academy’s cultural emphasis on domestic 
skills and the arts was in keeping with southern elite expectations.  Furthermore, her 
induction into the elite society of the Academy, the Children of Mary, suggests that 
young Kate fit the outward expectations of model Academy students.  According to Toth, 
“Children of Mary were chosen by their schoolmates as well as their teachers.  They 
represented the best that Sacred Heart life had to offer:  leadership and hard work, piety 
and popularity, and scrupulous kindness to younger girls.”43  Certainly, Kate O’Flaherty 
received the best education a young woman in St. Louis could expect to have.  She was 
well-prepared to fulfill the role of a southern belle, but the realities of womanhood in her 
world never fully aligned with the mythologized expectations of southern womanhood.   
Coming of Age  
The absence of a male presence in the O’Flaherty home, no doubt, strengthened 
the female voices that surrounded young Kate, and the social upheaval that accompanied 
the war further solidified their female strength.  Like the women who raised her, young 
Kate experienced the collapse of personal patriarchy, through the loss of her own father 
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and the Garesché’s loss, which she witnessed.  Having refused to pledge his allegiance to 
the Union, Kitty’s father, Bauduy Garesché, “was expelled from St. Louis” in 1861; two 
years later, the Garesché property was confiscated and Kate’s best friend, Kitty, was sent 
to New York to live with her aunt.44  As southern sympathizers left to join the 
Confederate forces, Union military officials turned their strategic attention to the 
properties left to the care of Confederate wives.  Whites explains, “Whatever regard the 
Union authorities might have had for antebellum gender conventions, in particular the 
protected domestic status of women and children fell quickly.”45   Union presence turned 
to Union dominance, and when the safety of the O’Flaherty home was violated by Union 
soldiers, Kate’s fiercely independent womanhood was birthed.  In an act of defiance, 
Kate removed and hid a Union flag that had been placed on the O’Flaherty porch.  Union 
soldiers searched the house, demanding the return of their flag and threatening Kate’s 
mother, Eliza, at bayonet point.   Kate escaped imprisonment when a neighbor, a Union 
sympathizer, spoke on her behalf, declaring that she was not a threat to the Union.   
Although details of the account are vague, Toth suggests that a neighbor’s reference to 
the incident as an “outrage” suggests a possible sexual assault might have occurred, 
perhaps upon young Kate.46  While the details of the incident may never be fully known, 
it is apparent that young Kate’s self-perception did not include the idea of submission to 
men.   Union soldiers were not a threat to young Kate’s notions of womanhood. 
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Unlike earlier generations of Southern women who saw the war as a threat to their 
social existence, Censer explains that Southern women born between 1850 and 1860 – 
Kate’s generation – were less likely to define themselves in relation to the land, but rather 
“sought to redefine women’s sphere and influence after the war.”47   Regardless of this 
shift away from propertied status, the social status of southern belles remained a 
protected interest.  While Kate O’Flaherty may not have grown up in the typical 
patriarchal environment of the South, she was fully aware of the social expectations 
associated with southern womanhood, and no doubt, the women in the O’Flaherty 
household viewed marriage as an economic advantage.  Their heritage of independence 
had included a series of patriarchal maneuverings.   
As independent as they were, the women in Kate’s life would not have 
discouraged her from pursuing the model of southern womanhood.  Toth describes Kate’s 
“first young-adult portrait, made when she was sixteen,” as typical of a southern 
debutante’s portrait.  “Stand[ing] against a classical backdrop, she carries a fan, and 
wears a fashionably flounced hoop skirt.”48  Kate’s journal entries also reveal her 
outward compliance with southern social expectations.   Toth cites William Schuyler, a 
male friend, who described Kate as “one of the acknowledged belles,” but also a clever 
young woman who may not have fit the model of “high society.”49   Toth further cites the 
few diary entries Kate makes in her personal journal to show that Kate O’Flaherty was 
actively, but reluctantly, engaged in the St. Louis social realm as was expected of 
southern debutantes.  Toth interprets Kate’s writings as indicators of a pretentious disdain 
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for the social expectations placed upon her.  Toth writes, “she was, in fact, rather pleased 
with her ability to play the social game,” citing Kate’s self-reporting of a gentleman 
friend who remarked on her conversational skills.50   While feigned compliance with 
social expectations may be an accurate reading of young Kate’s personal writings, other 
diary entries shed light on the more likely root of her disdain:  the lack of suitable young 
men in the St. Louis social circles.  Scattered among her copied excerpts of works, 
representing a wide variety of authors and genres, Kate includes a few short diary entries 
that suggest a full schedule of social engagements, events she claims to despise and 
wishes to escape.  In a March, 1869 entry she claims,  
I am invited to a ball and I go. – I dance with people I despise; amuse myself with 
men whose only talent lies in their feet; gain the disapprobation of people I honor 
and respect; return home at day break with my brain in a state which was never 
intended for it; and arise in the middle of the next day feeling infinitely more, in 
spirit and flesh like a Liliputian than a woman with body and soul. 51  
The generations of maternal influence living in the O’Flaherty home most certainly 
supported Kate’s participation in southern society, and most likely encouraged it.   
Dresses and accessories for a young woman’s debut were an expected investment for 
securing a financially secure future through marriage.  Kate’s displeasure with the social 
pressures of the southern elite lifestyle was not about resistance to public presence.  She 
wasn’t even opposed to the underlying purpose of the events, to attract a suitable beau 
and begin courting.  According to her May 8, 1869 entry, she viewed marriage as a 
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means of financial security.  She writes of a three-week trip to New Orleans she took 
with her mother, a Mrs. Sloane, and two other girls.  She describes a “delightful” evening 
in the home of Mrs. Bader, a famous singer and actress whose “talents and womanly 
attractions won her a kind and loving husband – Mr. Bader – one of the first merchants of 
New Orleans and a man worth $ 600,000.” 52   Kate’s description of Mr. Bader suggests 
that money was the added bonus of finding a “kind and loving” partner.  Kate sought a 
husband who would recognize her as a woman, “body and soul,” and she didn’t need 
southern social rituals to accomplish that.  A year later, May 1870, Kate acknowledges a 
year’s lapse in her writing, but points to the eventfulness of the year as she will be 
married in two weeks.  She writes, “I feel perfectly calm, perfectly collected.  And how 
surprised everyone was, for I had kept it so secret.” 53  On June 9, 1870, Kate O’Flaherty 
married Oscar Chopin.   
While their budding relationship might have been a secret, the Chopin name 
would have been well known to Kate’s family.  Oscar’s father, Dr. Victor Chopin, owned 
a plantation consisting of 4,367 acres and 94 slaves in the Natchitoches area.54  He had 
married a wealthy young woman from Cloutierville, Julia Benoist.55   According to 
Seyersted, Madame Charleville was familiar with the Benoist family; he identifies Marie 
Benoist as “a relative, and likely also a friend.”56  Both Seyersted and Toth mention 
Kate’s visits to Oakland, the Benoist family estate near St. Louis.  Toth indicates that 
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during the winter of 1870, when Kate was nineteen, “there were many parties at Oakland, 
. . . [and] one of the frequent guests was Oscar Chopin.”57   While her marriage 
announcement may have been unexpectedly sudden, her husband-to-be was not likely a 
surprise to the family.  The Charleville family was well-represented in the Cloutierville 
area.  Toth reports that Kate’s mother, Eliza, “was related . . . to many local people, 
including the grocery store owner and notary and dry goods merchant.”58  Oscar Chopin 
may not have been a personal acquaintance prior to 1870, but Kate’s Cloutierville family 
members would have been well-aware of Oscar’s family.    
The interconnections between Kate’s family and the Natchitoches region are also 
referenced by Toth regarding a report from the war when Kate was thirteen; the family 
learned that the “Charleville boys,” cousins to Kate’s mother, were taken prisoners during 
the war along with a “nineteen-year-old neighbor boy, Albert Sampite.”59   According to 
Toth, Albert Sampite – pronounced “Al-BEAR Sam-pi-Tay” – is the influence for 
Chopin’s “most handsome, rough-edged male characters,” all of whom are named Alcée, 
which Toth argues is the pronounced equivalent of Albert Sampite’s name, “Al. S-----
é.”60   In addition to his likely influence in Chopin’s fiction, Sampite is also the subject of 
much biographical speculation.  It is widely accepted that Kate Chopin had a romantic 
interest in her Cloutierville neighbor, Albert Sampite, in the years following Oscar’s 
death.  Biographers cite Sampite and Chopin family members who acknowledge a 
relationship between the two on some level of intimacy, along with other documented 
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details of association.  While such details certainly feed biographical readings of 
Chopin’s work, it is unknown if her relationship with Albert Sampite served as her 
inspiration for writing him into her fiction.  Kate’s observations of the Sampites and other 
people in the Natchitoches region began long before her marriage to Oscar Chopin and 
their eventual decision to settle in the area where Oscar’s family had property, but this 
decision likely provided Kate Chopin many personal interactions with the Natchitoches 
locals whose lives certainly formulated the mental menagerie of characters she later 
penned into existence. 
Independence and Authorship  
Following the failure of Oscar’s cotton brokerage in New Orleans, the Chopins 
moved to Cloutierville, where both Oscar and Kate had family.  After Oscar’s untimely 
death in December1882, thirty-two-year-old Kate quickly assumed the responsibilities of 
their debt-ridden business and properties along with caring for their six children.   Like 
the matriarchs who preceded her, she made the most of her marital acquisitions and her 
family inheritance to live a life of independence and self-sufficiency.  According to Toth, 
the young widow “corresponded with New Orleans cotton factors, drew up contracts with 
local planters, farmers, and sharecroppers, stocked the store, kept careful financial 
records, and got people to pay their bills.”61    In 1884, Kate sold all but two small 
plantations and moved back to St. Louis to raise her children in her mother’s home.62   In 
January 1889, she made her writing début with the publication of a love poem in 
America.63  Months later, May 1889, Chopin submitted a short story, “A Poor Girl,” to 
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Home Magazine for publication.  According to Chopin’s notes, the story was returned 
December 1, 1889 for “objection to incident not desirath [sic] to be handled / remarks 
‘well written full of interest’ if changed would, reconsider.”64   Determined and 
resourceful, Chopin showed the story to her friend and then St.Louis Post-Dispatch 
editor, John Dillon, from whom she received “damning praise.”65  While the content of 
the story is unknown – Chopin notes that she destroyed the story – this submission marks 
her purposeful pursuit of a writing career, and likely, her understanding of the role 
publishers would play in shaping her characters and content.   In June 1889, one month 
after her initial submission of “A Poor Girl,” Chopin notes the acceptance of “Wiser 
Than a God” by the Philadelphia Musical Journal, with acceptance of “A Point at Issue” 
by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch following in August of the same year.  By the time she 
received the disappointing rejection of “A Poor Girl” in December 1889, Chopin had 
received two acceptances from two different magazines and the satisfaction of seeing one 
of those stories already in print with “A Point at Issue” appearing in the October 1889 
Post-Dispatch.  “Wiser Than a God” appeared two months later in the December issue of 
the Philadelphia Musical Journal.  On December 6, 1889, five days after her noted 
rejection of “A Poor Girl,” Chopin notes publication of “With the Violin” in the St. Louis 
Spectator.  Her earliest works – “Wiser Than a God” published December 1889 in the 
Philadelphia Musical Journal, “With the Violin” published December 1889 in the 
Spectator, and “Miss Witherwell’s Mistake” eventually published January 1891 in Home 
Magazine’s Fashion and Fancy – were simple stories with characters exhibiting pure 
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motives and good will.  “Miss Witherwell’s Mistake” permits a young girl and her love 
interest to reconnect under the supposed protective eye of her aunt; however, the reader 
finds Roland Wilson to have been harshly judged by the girl’s parents and genuinely pure 
in his affections for their daughter.  “Wiser Than a God” promotes similarly pure motives 
between a young couple, but the girl chooses to pursue her career as a concert pianist 
over marriage. Essentially, these stories are sentimental tales; they all include characters 
assumed to be white and pure motives prevail.   
Throughout the year, Chopin submitted five different stories to seven different 
periodicals.  Her disappointment with the Home Magazine rejection was assuaged with 
three successfully published stories, even though two of those were within local 
periodicals.  During her writing career, spanning the years 1888 to 1902, Chopin made 
over 280 submissions to 40 different periodicals, publishing close to 70 short stories.  Her 
account books reflect careful tracking with rejected stories quickly submitted to another 
periodical.  Youth’s Companion and Vogue were Chopin’s most consistent publishers.  
During her writing career, she submitted 34 separate stories to each; “The Egyptian 
Cigarette” is the only story submitted to both periodicals.  The Companion published 
eleven of the stories she submitted and Vogue published eighteen.  According to Shaker, 
Chopin’s literary earnings during her lifetime were $2300 with nearly one-third of those 
earnings, $750, coming from the Companion.  From 1891 to 1902, the Companion paid 
Chopin for twenty stories even though they only published eleven.66  A careful reading of 
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Chopin’s publishing history reveals her awareness of America’s mythic mother and her 
careful negotiation of that mother’s character in her publishing pursuits.   
Motherhood in Chopin’s Youth’s Companion Stories  
The Youth’s Companion was founded in 1827 by Nathaniel Willis during a time 
in which “reading matter for children was carefully supervised . . . The attitude was 
widely held that when children read, they were expected to gain some edification, 
preferably edification of the soul.”67  Under Willis’s ownership, the Companion earned a 
solid reputation as a family paper.  Issued weekly, readers could expect literary works 
from major American writers and articles by “leaders of science and industry, of theology 
and education, of politics, of exploration, of all major human pursuits.”68   In 1857 Willis 
sold the Companion and its list of 4800 subscribers to Olmstead and Company, which 
included the editorship of Olmstead partner, Donald Sharp Ford.  In 1867 Ford obtained 
sole ownership of the weekly paper, publishing under his own publishing company, 
which he named Perry Mason and Company, Publishing.69  Other than the addition of 
annual “Premium Issues,” which offered premium gifts for subscribers who solicited new 
subscriptions, most of Ford’s changes involved organizational and formatting issues.   
Ford also sought established authors to anchor the paper’s reputation and marketability.  
By the turn of the century, when Kate Chopin was an established contributor to the paper, 
the Companion boasted “the largest number of readers in the world” with a half-a-million 
subscribers.70   In addition to literary contributions, the Companion featured a variety of 
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writings on topics such as science, geography, music, and current events.  Cutt reports 
that the editorial policy posted in the paper in 1865 claimed the paper was “devoted to 
piety, morality, brotherly love – no sectarianism, no controversy.”71  Under Ford’s 
control, the Companion grew in its commercial content with display ads consuming more 
space.  Ads represented a variety of items, including fashion items, hygiene products, 
health and grocery items, bicycles, toys, and musical instruments.  It was a family 
magazine featuring a broad range of interests, but family values remained consistent 
within its pages.  Cutt speaks of the Companion’s literary content throughout the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as “a reflection of American mores and values 
over many years . . . And if it reflected American values, it often helped to shape them.”72  
Kate Chopin’s submissions to the Companion are indicative of the family values the 
publication professed.  There was no danger of an unscrupulous mother escaping her pen 
in those submissions.     
Motherhood was not a central theme in Chopin’s Companion tales, but mothers 
often appeared as secondary characters.  Chopin’s Companion mothers, whether white or 
of color, manifested expected mothering behaviors and attitudes.  Although Chopin’s 
mothers of color were just as likely to demonstrate mothering behaviors as her white 
mothers, she was consistent in maintaining southern social hierarchies.  In fact, Shaker 
argues that race is central to Chopin’s Companion fiction, and motherhood is a means of 
establishing those southern hierarchies.  Shaker claims Chopin’s treatment of “locals” in 
her Louisiana fiction “meant transforming non-Louisianians’ general understanding of 
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the Creole and Cajun as mixed-race people into ‘purely’ white folks.”  Shaker argues that 
Chopin’s stories “overwhelmingly figure Creoles as the descendants of exclusively white 
French aristocracy and, metaphorically speaking, Cajuns as their ‘country cousins,’ 
reserving racial otherness for her African Americans and Native Americans.”73  This 
treatment is evident in Chopin’s first story to be published in the Companion, “For Marse 
Chouchoute.”  Chouchoute is a young Creole boy whose decision to stop by an evening 
dance rather than attend to his job of delivering the Centreville mail to the railway station 
meets harsh consequences.  Chopin’s inaugural Louisiana tale offers a moral lesson for 
young Companion readers with racially marked characters.   
“For Marse Chouchoute” begins with young Chouchoute receiving instructions 
for his new job.  He will be paid handsomely for “taking charge of the United States 
mail-bag.”74  The reader is quickly made aware of Armand Verchette’s ethnicity when 
the narrator explains that Armand has a nickname, Chouchoute, and nicknames are 
common among Creoles.  The reader is next introduced to Wash, who is identified as 
“the little negro boy who accompanied him.”  Interestingly, Wash is more attentive to the 
instructions Chouchoute receives, and it is through Wash’s thoughts that the reader learns 
of Chouchoute’s mother, whom he “worshipped . . . as if she were already an angel in 
Paradise.”75  Overcome with emotion when she hears of Chouchoute’s good fortune, 
Madame Armand caresses her son’s black hair with her “white and wasted hand.”  The 
narrator describes Madame Armand as a poor woman who lives with her “fatherless boy” 
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in a “cottage so small and so humble that it just escaped the reproach of being a cabin.”76 
There is no further mention of Madame Armand until the last sentence of the story when 
Wash, who is lying on a bed suffering from injuries he incurred trying to deliver the mail 
Chouchoute had neglected, says he hopes Ma’ame Armand knows of something that will 
help his head quit “tu’nin’ ‘round dat away,” so he can get back to looking after Marse 
Chouchoute.77  Shaker argues that Madame Verchette’s “purity (of race and character) is 
confirmed not only by her deathly pallor, but also her passivity, idleness, and 
asexuality.”78  These “feminine qualities,” according to Shaker, grant whiteness to both 
Madame Verchette (Madame Armand) and thus pass to her son.  While Shaker’s case for 
Creole whiteness may be weak with regard to this story, it is the case that Madame 
Armand’s motherly goodness overshadows the dreadfulness of her son’s careless actions.  
Wash, who was nearly killed while slinging the mail bag onto the moving train, extends 
complete forgiveness to Chouchoute whom he hopes to continue looking after once 
Madame Armand heals his head from the accident.   
The power of motherhood to effect change is common in Chopin’s Companion 
stories. In some cases, such as the one Chopin presents with Madame Armand, it is the 
mother’s goodness and purity that brings about a favorable outcome in a child.  Shaker 
cites “Polydore,” published in the April 23, 1896 issue as an example of motherly 
influence saying, “Chopin draws from contemporaneous motherhood and childhood lore 
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to argue that, because of (white) woman’s maternal nature and (white) children’s eminent 
lovability, a beneficent Creole plantation mistress can love even as stupid a Cajun boy as 
Polydore.  Her fiction offers one more piece of testimony to the period’s belief that, 
through a (white) mother’s love for a child, anything is possible.”79 
In other Youth’s Companion stories, it is a child’s influence that beckons the 
maternal instincts from a woman, suggesting that all women, regardless of color or social 
class are inherently mothers.  Such a notion of motherhood defies the southern mythology 
that purity, piety, and domesticity are exclusive to white elites, but Chopin is careful to 
restore social hierarchies by the end of the story. We see this demonstration of 
motherhood in “Loka,” published in the December 22, 1892 issue and in “A Matter of 
Prejudice,” which appeared in the September 25, 1895 issue.  Like many of her 
Companion stories, Chopin opens her story “Loka” with a racial description: “She was a 
half-breed Indian girl with hardly a rag to her back.”80  The large, captioned illustration in 
the center of the page quickly frames the reader’s interpretation of this “half-breed,” 
showing a dark haired, barefoot, young woman in a seemingly indecisive moment.  Torn 
between the baby swinging in a cradle on the porch and the decision to run from the 
porch, she stands, wide-eyed looking at the baby.  The caption reads, “Loka longs for her 
Old Life.”81  When Loka appears in Natchitoches, she immediately becomes the concern 
of a local reform organization, the Band of United Endeavor.  She claims she doesn’t 
know where she belongs, but has been living among the Choctaw.  The narrator describes 
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Loka as “not beautiful,” “unkempt,” “big-boned and clumsy.” 82After failing as a 
dishwasher for the local saloon, Loka is placed with a “Cadian” family.  The Padues were 
a large farm family, and Madame Padue would provide “good moral training.”  Loka 
quickly became attached to the youngest Padue; the narrator reports, “it was only when 
entrusted with the care of little Babine, the baby, that Loka crept somewhat out of her 
apathy.”83  One day, when the family goes to town, Loka is left to care for Babine.  
Looking across the farm, Loka is struck with longing for her previous life.  Taking 
Babine with her, she walks into the woods.  That afternoon, when the Padue family 
returns, Madame Padue is frantic to find Babine.  When Loka returns with the baby, she 
pleads with Madame Padue not to send her away.  Loka claims she wanted to return to 
her life with the Choctaw, but she couldn’t bring herself to leave Babine, so they just 
spent the day in the woods together.  She defends her actions, saying, “I couldn’ ‘lef’’im. 
I couldn’ do dat.”84  The story ends with Mr. Padue intervening on Loka’s behalf, telling 
his wife that Babine was Loka’s “guarjun angel” and they would be wrong to take that 
away from her.  He concludes by saying, “We got to remember she ent like you an’ me, 
po thing; she’s one Injun, her.”85  Shaker argues that Loka’s “sentimental feelings for the 
infant bespeak the white half of her heritage,” a heritage that can overcome the Indian 
half if she remains within the colonizing influence of the Padue family.86  Chopin does 
reinforce racial hierarchy, granting whiteness to the Acadian Padue family while 
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maintaining Loka’s half-breed status, but she dares to allow Loka to experience maternal 
instincts despite her low status, instincts that surface when she interacts with Babine.   
Predominantly, Chopin’s Companion stories were regionally exclusive and 
morally thematic.  Her focus on child characters who learned moral life lessons or 
indirectly influenced adults to recognize their own moral shortcomings was central to the 
storylines.  Even in her 1893 story “A Matter of Prejudice,” when she shifts the character 
focus to an elite, French Creole woman, Chopin pulls in a child’s ability to rekindle 
maternal instincts as the means of resolving the adult conflict.  The careful reader 
recognizes Chopin’s diversion from the southern myth of motherhood.  The morality of 
the adults in her stories is significant to each story, and it certainly informed adult readers 
of the complexities of Louisiana culture, but Louisiana motherhood is recognizably 
different from the norms of southern motherhood.  Chopin’s regional stories dare to call 
mythic motherhood into question.  If mothering instincts are not exclusive to class or race 
membership, then they may not be norm exclusive at all.  It would be seven more years 
before one of Kate Chopin’s mothers would be so bold as to abandon her children, but 
the authoress had already established her indifference to any prevailing paradigm of 
motherhood.  The fact that Chopin was purposeful in her representations of mothers is 
evident in her publishing pursuits.  Shaker points out that Chopin’s “marketing strategies 
. . . show an unwillingness to risk rejection.”87  Her Companion mothers, as unorthodox 
as they might have been, manifested consistent motherly traits unlike some of the 
mothers who ventured forth in her Vogue tales.      
Chopin’s Mothers in Vogue 
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On December 17, 1892, Arthur Baldwin Turnure published the first issue of Vogue 
magazine. “Vogue set the rules for social conduct and was avidly read by those who 
considered themselves part of New York’s elite as well as by those who strove to join 
it.”88  The Vogue masthead reflects the leisurely life associated with Vogue subscribers.  
Two women lounge in a wallpapered room, reclining on either side of the Vogue banner.  
Each woman, or one woman in a mirrored pose, is dressed in a loose-fitting gown with 
bare feet.  The woman on the left examines herself in a hand-held mirror, while the 
woman to the right of the banner is leafing through a magazine.   Vogue subscribers could 
expect the latest information on fashion, home decorating, etiquette, social gossip, 
literature, and art.  The illustrations in Vogue all present women in fashionable gowns, 
often in social settings with ornate furnishings.  The advertisements feature more 
expensive items and beckon those with more exquisite taste.  For example, the January 
14, 1893 issue includes ads for hair tonic, watches, and plaster that is useful for back 
aches, similar to ads placed in the Companion, but most of the page includes ads for 
items such as champagne, china, clocks, and candelabra.  One advertisement is for a 
“Silence Cloth or Dining Table Pad,” which can be purchased in a variety of sizes and 
“will not adhere to polished dining boards.”89  Throughout the pages of the magazine, 
women are portrayed as genteel ladies.  Even advice sections within the magazine are 
dedicated to helping women maintain their ladylike appearance in the presence of 
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gentlemen.  While the reader might expect a coy woman to show herself within the 
imaginative pages of the magazine, a scandalous woman was not to be expected.   
Kate Chopin didn’t wait for Vogue magazine to appear before she began soliciting 
the attention of its editors.  Months before Vogue’s first issue appeared, Chopin submitted 
three stories: “A Shameful Affair,” “The Father of Desirée’s Baby,” and “The Lover of 
Mentine.”90  The year had certainly been disappointing for her as a writer.  Prior to her 
submission of “A Shameful Affair” in August, Chopin had already received twenty-two 
rejections from publishers, four of those specifically for “A Shameful Affair.”  According 
to her manuscript books, she submitted “A Shameful Affair” to Vogue in August 1892 
and received a rejection in October, two months before Vogue’s first issue was published.  
Although “A Shameful Affair” did not make it into Vogue, her other two submissions 
were accepted and appeared in the January 14, 1893 issue.  It’s not surprising that these 
stories were not submitted to The Youth’s Companion.  Chopin’s primary characters in 
her Vogue stories were adults and they engaged thoughts and behaviors unlike those she 
wrote about in her Companion stories.  “A Shameful Affair,” which was never published 
during Chopin’s lifetime, featured a shockingly daring young heroine in comparison to 
those who appeared in her Companion stories.  Perhaps Chopin was testing the 
boundaries of a promising new publishing outlet, or perhaps Edna Pontellier was seeking 
her opportunity to escape the constraints of Chopin’s careful pen.   The narrator does 
inform the reader that the story’s heroine, Mildred Orme, would not have entertained 
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thoughts of a shameful affair “if Satan had not intervened.”91  Chopin shields her heroine, 
Mildred Orme, from outright scandal through her third person narrator, who informs the 
reader of the young farmhand’s blue eyes and strong shoulders, and of his “rough attire 
that bared his throat to view and gave perfect freedom to his every motion.”92  Although 
Mildred professes to her hostess, Mrs. Kraummer, that she thinks the young farmhand is 
untrustworthy, she orchestrates an opportunity to be alone with him at the river where he 
has gone to fish.  As the story progresses, the narrator steps further away from the 
intervening position allowing Mildred’s actions to speak for themselves.  Mildred is fully 
complicit in the passionate kiss she receives when the young farmhand comes to her aid 
to reel in a fish she has caught.  Later, when the farmhand apologizes for his behavior and 
says he hopes Mildred will someday forgive him, she surprises the farmhand and the 
reader by saying, “some day – perhaps; when I shall have forgiven myself.”93   
With four rejections for “A Shameful Affair,” Chopin quickly learned that she 
had not yet found the time nor the place in which her heroines could freely express their 
desires as women.  Her next submissions to Vogue carried themes of longing and self-
sacrifice, but her female characters were careful to uphold the mores of motherhood 
expected of them.   “The Father of Desirée’s Baby” appears in the January 14, 1893 
issue, immediately after a two-page fashion article on the proper wear of bonnets and 
hats, with details regarding suitability for various events and recommended fabrics and 
trims.  Desirée is a beautiful young mother whose past is unknown.  She was raised by a 
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wealthy family after they found her sleeping by the stone pillar outside their gate.  Mrs. 
Valmondé assumes the child was sent by Providence to fill her childless arms.  Years 
later, Desirée marries and she and her husband have a son.  In a few months, Desirée’s 
husband grows indifferent to her and their son.  After noticing that her child looks like 
the quadroon boy who serves in their house, Desirée questions her husband; he replies, 
“It means . . . the child is not white; it means that you are not white.”94  Desirée returns to 
her mother taking her baby with her.  The story concludes with Armand burning the 
cradle, Desirée’s clothing, and her letters.  He pauses before burning one last letter he 
found at the back of the dresser.  It was a letter his mother had written to his father, 
saying, “I thank the Good God for having so arranged our lives that our dear Armand will 
never know that his mother, who adores him, belongs to the race that is cursed with the 
brand of slavery.”95   Chopin dares to address the issue of miscegenation in her story, but 
Desirée maintains her pure motherly status.  When she is rejected by her husband, she 
humbly walks away, crossing the stubble of the field that bruised her feet and tore her 
gown.   
Chopin’s story, “The Lover of Mentine,” is placed immediately after “The Father 
of Desirée’s Baby” in the same Vogue issue.  Similar to Desirée, Mentine is characterized 
as a self-sacrificing mother who loves her husband.  While Desirée represents French 
Creole society in Louisiana, Mentine lives in poverty.  Prior to her marriage to Jules 
Troden, most people in Natchitoches assumed Mentine would marry Doudouce.  But 
Jules Troden had “come up from Avoyelles and captivated her with his handsome eyes 
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and pleasant speech.”96  After hearing that Mentine’s life is difficult, with four children in 
seven years, Doudouce decides he must go to see her.  When he arrives, Doudouce 
observes Mentine’s aged condition, far beyond the seven years she has been married.  
Her face has deep lines, her voice has become shrill, and she is surrounded by children.  
As he leaves, Doudouce ponders the love he had and still has for Mentine.  He wishes he 
could take her and her children away from their life of poverty “because she was 
Mentine, he loved her; fiercely, as a mother loves an afflicted child.”97  Turning to look 
back, he sees that Mentine is not looking after him, but she is holding her baby and 
looking off where her husband is headed back to the field.  Chopin’s early Vogue stories 
were not shocking; unlike her previous stories that were child-centered, these stories 
centered around the emotional conflicts adult women might experience, but they didn’t 
violate the social norms of womanhood.    
Nine months later, Vogue published Chopin’s “A Lady of Bayou St. John.”  The 
first page of Chopin’s story features a signed photograph of Frances Evelyn Brook, 
socially known as Daisy Grevelle, the Countess of Warwick.  A lengthy biography for 
Lady Brook follows in the Vogue supplement, which states,  
added to her utter disregard for public opinion, and to the jealousy aroused among  
other women by the marked predilection which the Prince of Wales [Edward VII]  
manifests for her society, has perhaps constituted the origin and basis of the many  
mendacious stories that have been told about her.98   
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Although Chopin’s story is about a Louisiana woman living on a plantation with her 
slaves while her husband was serving the Confederacy, Lady Brook’s photograph and her 
social reputation likely influenced the readers of Chopin’s story.  Chopin’s heroine, 
Madame Delisle is a lonely young wife, waiting for her husband to return.  A neighboring 
Frenchman visits frequently.  “His pleasant brown eyes sought hers with warm, friendly 
glances that comforted her as a caress might comfort a disconsolate child.  She took to 
watching for his slim figure, a little bent, walking lazily up the avenue between the 
double line of magnolias.”99  Chopin develops desire in her Vogue characters that she 
avoids in her Companion stories.  When asked by Sépincourt, the Frenchman, to go to 
Paris with him, the narrator tells us that Madame Delisle detected his seriousness “in the 
quiver of his sensitive lip and the quick beating of a swollen vein in his brown throat.”100  
Later, when Madame Delisle receives a letter from Sépincourt begging her forgiveness 
for his presumptuous behavior, the narrator says it was “like music, awaking in her a 
delicious tumult that seized and held possession of her whole being.”  Sépincourt knew 
her heart when he found her “waiting for him beneath the spreading branches of a live-
oak that guarded the gate of her home like a sentinel.”101  Chopin’s language in her 
Vogue stories invites her reader into the emotional conflict of her female characters, but 
she continues to use a third person narrator to protect her heroines from speaking their 
desire.   Chopin’s pen continues to constrain her characters; Madame Delisle is not a 
mother, but she is a married woman.  As soon as she agrees to go to Paris with 
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Sépincourt, she receives a letter telling her that her husband has died.  She bids 
Sépincourt goodbye, choosing to live her life in widowhood, an honorable resolution for 
Chopin’s audience.   
 Over the next four years, Kate Chopin’s heroines grow increasingly bold.  In the 
“The Dream of an Hour,” her heroine, Mrs. Mallard, is overcome by an overwhelming 
desire that manifests itself in the new spring life that quivers outside her open window.  
“Her pulse beat fast, and the coursing blood warmed and relaxed every inch of her 
body.”102  Mrs. Mallard’s orgiastic experience is particularly scandalous considering her 
recent news that her husband has been killed in a train accident.  Despite Chopin’s third 
person narrative treatment of the experience, her heroine’s whispered “free, free, free!” 
acknowledges her surrendered will.103  In a sudden twist of dramatic irony, the reader and 
Mrs. Mallard learn that her husband was not a passenger on the train and he has returned 
home, news that is too much for Mrs. Mallard to bear; she dies on the spot.   
Although her heroines are growing increasingly bold in their expressions of 
desire, they are not mothers.  It isn’t until the September 16, 1897 issue of Vogue that she 
presents a mother who neglects her children’s needs to satisfy her own wishes.  In “The 
Pair of Silk Stockings,” Mrs. Sommers has unexpectedly acquired fifteen dollars.  Her 
thoughts are instantly of her children’s needs and how to make her small fortune go the 
farthest.  Before her shopping trip, she has decided upon new shoes for Janie, fabric for 
shirts, new stockings, caps for the boys, sailor hats for the girls, and a gown for Mag.  
The reader is not too concerned when Mrs. Sommers pauses to touch the piles of silk 
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stockings in the store or even when she asks the sales clerk if there are any eights-and-a-
half.  After purchasing a pair of the stockings, Mrs. Sommers proceeds to a dressing room 
to put on her new stockings and then on to the shoe department where she purchases new 
shoes, going so far as to spend extra to have what she wants.  After purchasing a pair of 
gloves, she retires to a restaurant where she indulges her appetite with an elaborate lunch 
complete with wine and desert, and finally to the theatre.  While in the cable car on her 
way home, the narrator says an observer with a keen eye might detect in Mrs. Sommers 
“a poignant wish, a powerful longing that the cable car would never stop anywhere, but 
go on and on with her forever.”104   This was the last Vogue story Chopin published until 
after The Awakening in 1899.  
Negotiating a Publishable Motherhood 
Until Edna Pontellier appeared, Kate Chopin’s heroines had cautiously presented 
the reality of Louisiana womanhood.  Motherhood was not defined by class or race; it 
included the raw realities of passion, self-sacrifice, and disappointment.  Kate Chopin 
knew the realities of motherhood.  She was a devoted mother who fit the model of 
southern motherhood with regard to her own children.  According to Seyersted, Chopin’s 
writing “was done in the family living room, where the children were swarming around 
her. . . she spoiled them [her children] by being always available.”105  While many argue 
that her fictional heroines are merely biographical reflections of her own experiences and 
desires, it’s more likely that Chopin was merely capturing the realities of the lives that 
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surrounded her.   No doubt, she encountered plenty of tales when she waited on 
customers in Oscar’s grocery store in Cloutierville.  Although their lives were interesting, 
the publishing world was not yet ready to accept that white, middle-class women 
entertained thoughts of self-satisfaction or sexual desire.  Chopin’s restraint in 
characterization was purposeful.  Edna always existed in her mind, but the publishing 
world wasn’t ready to put Edna Pontellier into print.  Chopin chose to gain her authorial 
status where she could publish and allow the Ednas of her imagination to develop as she 
acquired that status.  Seyersted reports that Century editor, R. W. Gilder, had advised 
Chopin to tone them [her women] down,” and that Chopin complied with his 
recommendations because she was “eager to appear in the Century.”106  In 
correspondence with Gilder about “No Account Creole,” Chopin writes, “I have 
conveyed the impression of sweetness and strength, keen sense of right, and physical 
charm.”  With regard to “A Night in Acadie,” Chopin wrote Gilder, “I have made certain 
alterations which you thought the story required to give it artistic or ethical value . . . The 
marriage is omitted, and the girl’s character softened and tempered by her rude 
experience.”107  Despite her attempts to meet Gilder’s standards, the stories were never 
published in Century.  What is certain is that Kate Chopin’s original representations did 
not meet the expectations of a publishable womanhood or motherhood.  A good indicator 
of the realities she wished to present is in the story she wrote, but never attempted to 
publish, “The Storm.”  Although she wrote “The Storm” shortly after the Way & 
Williams acceptance of The Awakening, she put it away and waited for her novel to be 
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published.  The story, which was never published in Chopin’s lifetime, portrays a daring 
young heroine that Edna Pointellier had only dreamt of being.   Calixta and Alcée 
Laballière, two flirtatious characters previously introduced in “At the ‘Cadian Ball,” meet 
again when the married Alcée seeks shelter in Calixta’s home during a cyclone.  Calixta’s 
husband, Bobinôt, and their young son, Bibi, are in town waiting for the storm to subside.  
Chopin’s decision not to submit the story for publication suggests she was well aware 
that the erotic descriptions of Calixta and Alcée’s encounter and the consummation of 
their desires was unpublishable.  According to Seyersted, Chopin was waiting for the 
reception of her novel to determine the direction of her future works.108  But Edna 
Pointellier was not well-received, and Kate Chopin never sent “The Storm” for 
publication.  Chopin had been negotiating a publishable motherhood throughout her 
writing career.  If Edna Pointellier’s decision to abandon her children to avoid an 
unfulfilling marriage was not palpable for her reading audience, then Calixta’s 
unrestrained passion with a married man in her husband’s bed would never be accepted.  
Conclusion 
 Like her grandmothers, Kate Chopin had stories to tell.  She knew women, 
including mothers, who did not fit the rigid criteria her southern upbringing would have 
her believe.  She and her southern friends had been conditioned to believe that a life of 
purity and piety would position them to enter a suitable marriage, and a suitable marriage 
would secure their economic and social positions.  They had been educated to fulfill 
those societal expectations, and they had been socialized through school and southern 
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social activities to become the next generation of southern mothers.  Even her matriarchal 
heritage supported the idea that a suitable marriage was desirable and possibly necessary 
for security.  But the stories of real women, those in her family and those she lived 
among in the Natchitoches Parish, were begging to be told.  After her husband’s death, 
Chopin drew on the resourcefulness of her maternal ancestors; she put her finances in 
order and turned to the stories inside her to provide a living for herself and her children.  
Chopin’s strategic efforts to secure publishers for her works reveals her knowledge of 
America’s mythic mother and her understanding that, in reality, motherhood did not align 
with those traditional expectations.  Her Youth’s Companion mothers could violate 
southern mores of motherhood because they retained the class and race hierarchies 
expected of them.  Other, more daring mothers could peek out from the covers of more 
progressive magazines, but mothers who demonstrated passion and self-fulfillment 
without consequence dared not appear.  If knowing Edna Pointellier could bring about the 
demise of her writing career, Calixta would surely bring about social ruin.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE GOSPEL OF DOMESTICITY:  FRANCES ELLEN WATKINS HARPER  
 
While Kate Chopin was searching for a publisher who would allow her to lift the 
veil from America’s mythic, southern mother, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper was writing 
that mythic motherhood onto her black female characters.  The lessons from the hearth 
that served to ennoble motherhood as a means of social construction had excluded 
America’s black mothers.  Harper had personally advocated for racial uplift as a popular 
abolitionist and suffragist speaker, but it wasn’t until she witnessed the plight of her 
southern sisters first hand that she saw the limitations of joining hands with white 
sympathizers.  Harper’s message shifted after her first southern tour.  Speaking directly to 
black mothers, she reclaimed the motherhood they had been denied and charged them 
with the social responsibility of racial uplift.  Drawing on common sentimental strategies 
and employing affective control, Harper channeled her maternal message to her black 
audience in the three serialized novels she published in the Christian Recorder over a 
span of twenty years: Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869), Sowing and Reaping (1876-77), and 
Trial and Triumph (1888-89).      
A Free-Born Abolitionist  
Harper was raised by her aunt and uncle, a middle-class black family in 
Maryland, following the death of her mother when she was three years old.  Her uncle, 
William Watkins, was the founder of the Watkins Academy, where Frances Ellen 
Watkins received her education in “grammar, reading, writing, natural philosophy, music, 
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and mathematics.”1  In addition to her academic preparation, Harper’s rhetorical 
education was of the highest level.  Logan reports that William Watkins “maintained a 
reputation as a persuasive and eloquent public speaker . . . [whose] speeches were 
published in a number of abolitionist newspapers.”2  According to a former student, 
William Watkins expected precision in his students’ speaking and writing:  “he was so 
signally precise that every example in etymology, syntax and prosody had to be given as 
correctly as a sound upon a key-board.”3  Harper attended her uncle’s academy until she 
was thirteen when she was expected to earn her own living.  Like many black girls at the 
time, Harper was hired as a domestic servant.  Bacon reports that she was employed “as 
seamstress and nursemaid in the home of the Armstrongs, a white family who owned a 
bookshop.”4  William Still describes her as an industrious young woman, who was 
“rarely trifling away time as most girls are wont to do in similar circumstances.”5   
In 1851, twenty-six-year-old Frances Watkins accepted a position as the “first 
woman instructor at Union Seminary,” where she taught domestic science.6  A year later, 
she moved to York, Pennsylvania to teach younger children.  Francis Ellen Watkins’ 
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decision to dedicate her talents to the abolition movement came in 1853 after she was 
denied re-entry into her home state of Maryland, following the passage of a law that 
“prohibited the entrance of free blacks.”7  Determined to aid the abolitionist cause, 
Frances Ellen Watkins moved to Philadelphia where she spent considerable time in an 
underground railroad station.  Here, “she listened to the tales of runaways” and continued 
to write poetry.8  She soon joined the abolition lecture circuit and began traveling through 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, the New England states, and Canada.  
During these early years of lecturing in the North, Harper (then Watkins) sought 
to enlighten Northern whites and literate African Americans to racial injustices.  Her 
letters and essays, written during her pre-marriage lecturing period, indicate that she 
spoke to mixed audiences and spent considerable time with whites.  In a letter dated 
August, 1854, she writes to William Still telling him of her first week lecturing, noting a 
particular lecture “in a white church in Providence” with an estimated six hundred in 
attendance.  One month later, she writes of her traveling companion as “a pleasant, dear, 
sweet lady,” noting that they eat and sleep together, and adding parenthetically, “she is a 
white woman.” 9  Although she notes some racist treatment during her time in the North, 
Harper’s primary message in these early letters is one of hope; she consistently notes the 
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efforts of abolitionist women who desire to use their social and political influence to 
bring an end to slavery.  Harper’s message is clear in her early speeches and essays; she 
views the African American’s social and intellectual impoverishment as the outcome of 
an evil system imposed upon African Americans by a “dominant race”; in what is 
considered to be the text of one of her earliest anti-slavery lectures, Harper says those 
who have been “born to an inheritance of misery” are the products of a system that 
“dwarfs the intellect, stunts its development, debases the spirit, and degrades the soul.”10  
Harper informs her audience, that such conditions would follow any people who had been 
placed in such circumstances.   In “Could We Trace the Record of Every Human Heart,” 
delivered May 13, 1857 before the New York City Anti-Slavery Society and later 
published in the National Anti-Slavery Standard, Harper speaks directly to Northern 
participation in slavery through the Fugitive Slave Act, saying the South won’t suffer loss 
of fugitive slaves because “the ready North is base enough to do your shameful 
service.”11  In these early writings, Harper places full responsibility for slavery upon 
whites, Northern and Southern. Harper’s early letters convey similar ideology regarding 
America’s race problem as she treats the evils of slavery as a plight that can and should 
be extinguished through the efforts of conscientious Northerners.  In her letter to John 
Brown, written just prior to his execution, Harper extends her appreciation “in the name 
of the young girl sold from the warm clasp of a mother’s arms . . . [and] in the name of 
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the slave mother.”12 Harper tells Brown she hopes his “martyr grave will be a sacred altar 
upon which men will record their vows of undying hatred to that system which tramples 
on man and bids defiance to God.” 13  Harper asks Brown to view his sacrificial efforts 
from the eyes of helpless slaves.  One recurring theme in her poetry at this time is the 
idea of slave mothers and the grief they experienced as their children were torn from their 
arms with little hope of ever seeing them again.  Like many abolitionist writers, Harper’s 
early works employ motherhood as a means of inviting her readers to sympathize with 
the condition of slave mothers and children as they struggle against the inhumane 
bondage of slavery.  In her introduction to Harper’s early poetry, Foster writes “along 
with spirituals and slave narratives, Harper’s poems have been recognized as providing 
the most authentic renditions of the slaves’ points of view available to nineteenth-century 
readers.”14    
Harper’s earliest fiction, which was published in the Anglo-African Magazine – a 
literary magazine featuring works by African American writers for African American 
readers – employed similar treatment of sentimental strategies.  Noted as the first short 
story published by an African American, Harper’s “The Two Offers” (1859) presents 
Harper’s vision of true womanhood.  Through the life choices of two cousins, Laura 
Lagrange and Janette Alston, Harper reveals that marriage is a choice, but marriage and 
motherhood are not the determining factors of true womanhood.  While Laura has 
enjoyed a privileged upbringing, Janette’s parents were “rich only in goodness and 
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affection.”15  Harper’s narrative follows the typical sentimental plot; Laura makes a 
choice between two marriage offers.  Although she considers both good offers, her real 
reason for deciding to marry is to avoid becoming an old maid.  Laura’s happiness is 
soon extinguished by her husband’s vices.  She eventually falls ill and dies, abandoned by 
her husband.  Janette, on the other hand, has become a woman of strength and literary 
accomplishment.  Somewhere in her past she had suffered “a painful separation,” but she 
“gathered strength from suffering.”16    Racial indicators are completely absent.  Janette is 
described as “that pale intellectual woman” and at Laura’s death, “they parted the dark 
locks from her marble brow.”17  Harper’s moral message is not racialized, but rather 
speaks of self-determination and the power of motherhood to shape lives.  At one point, 
Harper interrupts the narrative to explain that “the true woman” needs more than human 
affection; she must be properly educated “because no perfect womanhood is developed 
by imperfect culture.”18  She later instructs her reader regarding the virtues of good 
mothers; after introducing Laura’s husband as a young man whose home was “not a true 
home,” she explains, “home should always be the best school for the affections, the 
birthplace of high resolves, and the altar upon which lofty aspirations are kindled.”19  
Harper concludes her story by offering Janette as the true picture of womanhood.  She 
had no husband and “no children nestling lovingly in her arms called her mother,” but  
In her the down-trodden slave found an earnest advocate; the flying fugitive  
remembered her kindness as he stepped cautiously through our Republic, to gain  
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his freedom in a monarchial land, having broken the chains on which the rust of  
centuries had gathered.  Little children learned to name her with affection, the  
poor called her blessed, as she broke her bread to the pale lips of hunger.20 
 Although Harper’s Anglo-African readers were predominantly black, her fiction spoke to 
the issues of the heart as a woman’s issue.  Her message of motherhood, at this time in 
her life, applied to women regardless of race. This is not to say that Harper was ignorant 
of the racial obstacles preventing African American mothers from recognition as true 
women.  Rather, it was a means of uplifting her African American readers to realize their 
potential as mothers to impact their homes and thus their children.     
During a lecture trip to Ohio, Frances Ellen Watkins met Fenton Harper, “a free 
black, a widower with three children.”21  They were married in 1860 and “Frances 
Watkins Harper invested her small savings in a farm” where she was “content to stay at 
home, helping to augment the family income by making and selling butter.”22  Harper’s 
lecturing and writing were limited during the next three and a half years.  Fenton died in 
1864, and Harper was soon forced back to the lecture circuit to provide for her three step 
children and her only daughter, Mary Frances Harper, who was born in 1862.  Bacon 
reports “the administrator of Fenton’s estate seized [the farm Harper purchased] and all 
her possessions, including her butter tubs, her chief means of support, to pay [Fenton’s] 
debts.”  Harper attempted to keep her family together while she lectured, but eventually, 
she had to “board [them] with various families while she traveled.23  Little is known of 
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Harper’s personal experiences as a mother, but her commitment to maternal 
empowerment suggests it was a role she highly valued.  While Harper’s views on the 
power of motherhood as a means of racial uplift were consistent throughout her life, her 
writings took on new level of intensity after her tour of the South in 1867.  Harper’s 
speeches demonstrate a shift in political ideology that coincides with her personal life 
experiences.   
Southern Motherhood and Sentiment 
It wasn’t until after her own experiences as a wife and a mother and her 
engagement with African Americans living in the South that Harper’s use of motherhood 
became noticeably purposeful as a means of channeling racial uplift.  In the article, “’The 
White Women All Go for Sex’: Frances Harper on Suffrage, Citizenship, and the 
Reconstruction South,” C. C. O’Brien addresses the popularly held notion of race and 
gender equality as a monolithic issue that would be resolved through the unified efforts of 
abolitionists and suffragists, citing a pamphlet published in 1865 that promoted “the 
lifting of the entire nation into the practical realization of our Republican Idea.”24  Harper 
later realized and spoke against this flawed assumption that white authority would resolve 
African American issues.  O’Brien explains that cracks began to appear in the façade of 
this “Republican Idea” when Frances Watkins Harper, an advertised convention speaker, 
delivered her speech “We Are All Bound Up Together” in which Harper attributes the 
“airy nothings” and “selfishness” of white women as stumbling blocks to true equality.25  
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In this speech, Harper speaks to the injustices she felt as a woman unexpectedly widowed 
with children to support, and specifically “as a colored woman” in a country “which has 
made me feel as if I were in the situation of Ishmael, my hand against every man, and 
every man’s hand against me.”26  O’Brien examines the growing divide between 
abolitionists and suffragists, explaining that the once unified efforts of the two camps 
sharply divided at the annual meeting of the American Equal Rights Association in 1869.  
By this time, Harper had made one trip to the South and had seen for herself the futile 
efforts of existing politics to bring equality to African Americans.  According to O’Brien, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Pauline Davis’s claims that giving African American men 
the right to vote before granting voting privileges to white women would place white 
women at risk of sexual violation compelled Harper to choose racial allegiance over 
allegiance to women’s rights.  O’Brien points out that Harper’s “allegiance to black men 
does not forego woman’s suffrage indefinitely; it merely indicates that black women 
stand a better chance of attaining equality by casting their lots with black men than by 
working with white women.”27   
From 1867 to 1871, Harper traveled and lectured in the South.  Although she had 
heard first-hand slave accounts while lecturing in the North and during her stay in the 
underground railroad station in Philadelphia, it wasn’t until this period in the South that 
Harper truly comprehended the complexities of the emancipated South.  Foster says, 
“The poverty was beyond any she had previously experienced, but the hospitality, 
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optimism, and hard work of most blacks and many whites surpassed her expectations.”28  
Harper’s concern for the emancipated blacks becomes evident in her writings.  In a letter 
dated March 29, 1870, Harper speaks of the poverty she sees in the South among the 
“colored” population and says that she often meets privately “with the women of this 
place if they will come out,” but she doesn’t “make any charge, or take any collection.”29  
Harper concludes her letter saying, “I belong to this race, and when it is down I belong to 
a down race; when it is up I belong to a risen race.”30  Harper recognized the need for 
African Americans to be the instruments of their own uplift.  Southern whites were 
experiencing their own struggles after the war, and Harper quickly recognized that 
African American concerns were not the highest priority in a Southern Reconstruction.  
In her first letter from the South, written to William Still and dated May 13, 1867, Harper 
explains that she is often asked what she is lecturing about during her time in the South.  
“If I say, among other topics politics, then I may look for onset.  There is a sensitiveness 
on this subject, a dread, it may be, that some one will ‘put the devil in the nigger’s head,’ 
or exert some influence inimical to them.”31  Harper continued to speak to white 
audiences during her time in the South, but she sought specific opportunities to address 
the downtrodden.  She writes to Still from Athens, Georgia February 1, 1870 saying, 
“Here is ignorance to be instructed; a race who needs to be helped up to higher planes of 
thought and action.”32  This attention to educating the race becomes evident in her fiction 
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as she reaches out to African American readers through the pages of the Christian 
Recorder. Although Harper continued to espouse sentimental tropes as a means of 
engaging her audience, her emotional conditioning of motherhood in her serialized novels 
establishes the complicity of black motherhood in communicating Harper’s message that 
racial uplift will come by the hands of the race and not through the efforts of whites.  
Although Harper was influencing many in her southern travels, she needed a more 
powerful platform, a means of getting her message beyond the confines of a lecture 
circuit.  The Christian Recorder provided that expanded audience. 
The Pulpit and the Periodical 
When Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s name appeared in the March 20, 1869 
issue of the Christian Recorder as the author of a serialized novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice, 
Recorder readers were already familiar with her name.  She had already established a 
“reputation as an effective platform orator,” having traveled as a lecturer with the Anti-
Slavery Society since 1854.33  Her poetry appeared in a variety of abolition publications, 
and she had two published books of poetry, Forest Leaves (c. 1846) and Poems on 
Miscellaneous Subjects (1854).  I. Garland Penn identifies her as “a regular contributor to 
The New York Independent, The Christian Recorder, The AME Review, and The Anglo-
African.”34  Recognized as a poet, an essayist, and a speaker to both white and black 
audiences, Harper’s middle-class upbringing had prepared her for acceptance in a variety 
of settings.  Logan describes her as “easily the most sought after and critiqued African 
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American woman speaker and writer of the nineteenth century.”35  In a notice printed in 
the July 3, 1869 issue of the Christian Recorder the writer describes a June 24th lecture 
by Harper at Bethel Church saying, “Mrs. Harper stands among her colored sisters, as 
Saul stood among his brethren.”36  Comparing Harper to the tall and handsome young 
man divinely appointed to be Israel’s first king was a comparable coronation for a woman 
who stood head and shoulders above her colored sisters, physically and intellectually.37 
According to Logan, the black press heavily promoted Harper, but the fact that many of 
the articles they printed about her “were reprinted from white newspapers” indicates she 
was highly respected among white readers as well.38 
The very appearance of Harper’s three novels in the Christian Recorder suggests 
her intended, or at least acknowledged, audience was primarily African American.  In 
Black Print Unbound: The Christian Recorder, African American Literature, and 
Periodical Culture, Eric Gardner points to the significance of the Christian Recorder as a 
means of connecting the African American community.  The African Methodist 
Episcopal Church (A.M.E.) utilized the pages of the Christian Recorder, along with the 
work of itinerant ministers, conferences, and shared hymnals or other media printed 
through the A.M.E. to “knit together an ever-growing, ever-diversifying Church 
nation.”39  In his study, Gardner positions the Christian Recorder as  
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simultaneously, a stunning set of literary texts (broadly defined), a crucial  
assemblage of sociopolitical commentary on African American life and  
possibility and a textual meeting place of diverse African American individuals  
and ideologies, as well as a collection of physical artifacts that circulated within  
the larger and often hostile world of American print and that were placed into  
circulation through acts that demonstrate limited African American agency.40  
From its inception in 1852, the Recorder was a means of promoting literacy among 
African Americans and informing them of social, political, and religious news.  While the 
four-page, weekly issues of the Recorder may have presented a broad variety of 
information and types of texts, the goal of the paper was clearly and singularly defined by 
the A.M.E church.  Julius H. Bailey addresses the church agenda for its print outlets in 
Around the Family Altar: Domesticity in the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1865-
1900; according to Bailey, the church used its publications “to impart advice regarding 
the religious life of the home” and “to dispel myths about the black family.”41  Bailey 
indicates that early Recorder contributors “debated and discussed how to best uplift the 
race,” with “the formation of a black domestic ideology” among those discussions.42  
Columns in the paper presented articles on education, voting rights, and controversial 
racial ideologies along with notices of upcoming conferences, church appointments, and 
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inquiries to locate former family members.  Most importantly, the paper created a 
network that kept the ever-growing denomination connected. 
The rapid growth of the A.M.E. church presented problems with denominational 
unity.  According to Bailey, church membership numbers swelled to over 450,000 by 
1896 “with approximately 80% of the members residing in the South,” and the Christian 
Recorder became a vital organ in the denomination to disseminate information that 
pertained to African Americans and helped them to interpret that information.43   
Although Recorder subscription numbers do not come close to the A.M.E. membership 
numbers, Gardner’s work reveals that readership was predominantly African American 
with A.M.E. pastors often subscribing to multiple copies they personally dispersed to 
congregants or other readers.  Stephen Ward Angell addresses this secondary, but 
directed dissemination of print, explaining that during the Civil War, A.M.E Bishop 
Henry McNeal Turner, who was the U.S. Army chaplain of Colored Troops, “obtained 
packages of two leading black newspapers, the Christian Recorder and the New York 
Anglo African on a weekly basis.”44  Gardner points to the dynamic scope of the 
Recorder’s reach through an examination of subscribers during the early post-war era; he 
concludes:   
Recorder subscribers were both incredibly diverse geographically and quite  
mobile.  This combination of geographic range and active movement undoubtedly  
pushed the Recorder to become a meeting place – imagined philosophically but  
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also fully material in the printed pages that passed through the mails and across  
the nation to the subscribers.45   
Regarding the racial make-up of Recorder subscribers, Gardner cites subscription records 
from 1864 and 1865, reporting “almost 99% of the subscribers [he] was . . . able to 
identify were African American,” and of the few white subscribers he identified, a 
“handful . . . engaged in social causes.”46  Although Gardner reports that he could not 
detect possible motives for some of the white-identified subscribers, the scant number of 
these subscribers hardly warrants consideration when determining audience.   
Subscription statistics, however, reflect only a fraction of the actual number of 
readers or of those influenced by the Recorder.  Like many nineteenth-century 
periodicals, Recorder readership exceeded subscribership, but the purposeful distribution 
of multiple-copy Recorder subscriptions alone suggests significant influence of the paper 
beyond the subscriber base.  Carla L. Peterson provides insight into the potential 
readership of a single Recorder subscription, quoting a Recorder reader who said, “The 
Recorder [is] truly the colored people’s organ in the United States, and the best family 
paper (colored) now published.  Fathers and mothers that cannot read, when the day’s 
work is done, press the school children or some friend into service and the Recorder is 
read in the family circle.”47  Beyond the intimate influence of family and friends, the 
Recorder held significant influence in the extended African American community.  
Angell indicates that the small subscription numbers of African American periodicals 
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could not account for “the well-organized grapevine among African Americans” and the 
extended dissemination of news and information that occurred through this means. 48  
Although Harper continued to affect a white audience through her lectures and her 
published poetry, her reading audience in the Christian Recorder would have reached a 
much larger black population; it is reasonable to assume that she recognized this more 
racially concentrated audience and wrote accordingly.   
Harper’s message of motherhood to her Recorder audience was in line with the 
domestic message promoted by the AME Church.  The very fact that Harper’s work was 
published in the Recorder indicates editorial, and therefore church, approval.  Bailey 
explains that the male hierarchy of the AME Church utilized literature to define gender 
roles, but essentially, those gender roles were reflective of the gender roles they intended 
for the church as female preachers began requesting church licenses.49  Although the 
subject of female preachers appears throughout AME Church history, the issue took on 
new debates after the war as church leaders utilized “the ideology of domesticity in 
various ways, employing means that would elevate the status of the AME church and 
uplift the African American race.”50  Daniel Payne, AME Church Bishop and a strong 
proponent of the home as a significant site of racial uplift, published a letter in the 
Recorder advocating a woman’s role in the home over her desire to preach from the 
pulpit.  According to Bailey, Payne considered it “utter neglect of [women’s] household 
duties and obligations” for a married woman to serve as a pastor.51  Under Elisha 
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Weaver’s editorship, beginning in 1861, the Recorder focused on the religious aspects of 
“the respectable Christian home.”52  Bailey explains that although African American 
readers were not likely to be able to replicate the material conditions of the women 
targeted in most ladies’ magazines, the church promoted the ideals of domesticity 
regarding the home and the domestic powers of mothers to influence future generations.  
The church’s message of domesticity as a means of racial uplift continued under 
Benjamin Tanner’s editorship, 1867 to 1884.  According to Bailey, Tanner used the 
Recorder to portray “black families as every bit as virtuous, vital, and valuable to the 
American nations as their Anglo-American counterparts.”53  This message of racial pride 
and the individual’s potential for racial uplift was promoted through the pages of the 
Recorder, Bailey argues, through “ordinary people” whose contributions “reveal[ed] the 
multiple ways African Americans in the second half of the nineteenth century employed 
domesticity for empowerment, control, and the hope for a brighter future.”54  Bailey 
specifically cites Harper as an “influential” individual whose contributions “embraced 
elements of the white Victorian cult of domesticity and translated the ideology to fit the 
particular condition of African Americans in the post-Civil War era.”55  Themes of 
domesticity permeate Harper’s fiction, however, her sentimental approach takes on a 
subtle shift after her journey through the South, particularly her narrative strategies and 
her use of characterization. 
Sentimental Discourse through an Affective Lens 
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Nineteenth-century speakers and writers commonly employed sentimental appeals 
to motherhood as a means of enlightening their audiences to injustices suffered by 
African Americans.  In The Masochistic Pleasures of Sentimental Literature, Marianne 
Noble presents sentimental texts as powerful conveyors of emotions across racial and 
class lines, arguing that  “by witnessing and simultaneously recalling their own suffering” 
readers of sentimental texts experience “a visceral understanding” of the pain and 
suffering experienced by others.56  According to Noble, sympathy “idealizes the 
recognition in others’ experiences of counterparts to one’s own, thereby eradicating the 
gaps between individuals and fostering a oneness among them.”57  Sentiment by way of 
motherhood became a popular rhetorical device in antebellum America.  In Harriet 
Beecher Stowe’s “Concluding Remarks” to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, she appeals to the 
sentiment of her readers, specifically directing white mothers to sympathize with the 
plight of the slave mother who is powerless to protect her family: 
 And you, mothers of America, – you who have learned, by the cradles of your  
own children, to love and feel for all mankind, – by the sacred love you bear your  
child; by your joy in his beautiful, spotless infancy; by the motherly pity and  
tenderness with which you guide his growing years; by the anxieties of his  
education; by the prayers you breathe for his soul’s eternal good; – I beseech you,  
pity the mother who has all your affections, and not one legal right to protect,  
guide, or educate, the child of her bosom!  By the sick hour of your child; by  
those dying eyes, which you can never forget; by those last cries, that wrung your  
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heart when you could neither help nor save; by the desolation of that empty  
cradle, that silent nursery, – I beseech you pity those mothers that are constantly  
made childless by the American slave-trade!  And say, mothers of America, is  
this a thing to be defended, sympathized with, passed over in silence?58 
Stowe calls upon her readers to feel, first, their own maternal losses and heartaches, and 
then to extend those feelings to those who have embodied the same feelings, but whose 
lives have been rendered powerless through the bitter bonds of slavery.  As African 
American women entered the world of authorship, initially through slave narratives, their 
work clung closely to sentimental constructs.  They relied on the power of sentiment to 
draw white women readers into their sufferings as enslaved women with the anticipation 
that these middle-class white women would rally behind their call for freedom.  Crystal 
Lynn Webster addresses the use of maternal sentiment among African American activists 
in her article, "In Pursuit of Autonomous Womanhood: Nineteenth-Century Black 
Motherhood in the U.S.,” explaining that “black women activists . . . adopted a political 
rhetoric of motherhood in their activism and writing by highlighting their role as primary 
influencers of the domestic sphere.” 59   
While Stowe and many others, including African American orators and writers, 
sought to bring about social and political change by building emotional bridges, 
sentiment alone was insufficient to dissolve the racial inequalities that existed.  In the 
Introduction to The Culture of Sentiment: Race, Gender, and Sentimentality in 
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Nineteenth-Century America, Shirley Samuels explains the “double logic of power and 
powerlessness” as it relates to sentimentality.  According to Samuels, sentiment often 
provided “emotional significance” to political actions and thereby “linked individual 
bodies to the national body,” but, in nineteenth-century America, “the imagination of 
national embodiment . . . repeatedly excluded the racial and gendered body.”60  Lynn 
Festa further explains the problematic nature of sentiment in her study of early 
sentimental fiction as a means of connecting Europeans to colonized peoples in other 
countries.  In Sentimental Figures of Empire in Eighteenth-Century Britain and France, 
Festa points out that sympathy merely “allowed readers to identify with and feel for the 
plight of other people while upholding distinctive cultural and personal identities.”61  
According to Festa, while sympathy creates a connectedness to others, that connectedness 
“gives rise to difference and hierarchy rather than similitude and equity.”62   This 
“emotional elitism,” Festa explains, allowed the “sentimental reader to enlarge the 
premises of the self to embrace the world, while preserving the ground upon which she or 
he stands.”63  The community gained through such experiences, then, is not with the 
objects of one’s sympathies, but rather with those of similar position who are 
experiencing similar feelings.  In the case of sentimental texts in nineteenth-century 
America, white women sympathized with the narrated tales of loss African American 
mothers felt when their families were torn apart by slavery, or through the reports of 
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continued injustices the African American community experienced after the war; their 
emotions, however, were extended from a position of white power and privilege, a 
position that might be moved by pity to bring about a better life for underprivileged 
women, but not social equality.   While images of motherhood were capable of evoking 
strong sentiment, that sentiment was not sufficient to effect the political change necessary 
for racial equality.  The problem with motherhood as a means of bridging racial gaps was 
two-fold with regard to African Americans: the sentimental modes of discourse used to 
bridge the gaps of race and gender were insufficient in establishing equality, and the 
synonymous relationship between motherhood and womanhood – widely assumed in the 
late nineteenth century – was not extended to African American mothers.    
Venetria Patton explains the exclusionary status of true womanhood in 
nineteenth-century America in Women in Chains: The Legacy of Slavery in Black 
Women’s Fiction, arguing that womanhood was a racialized construct, and the mark of 
slavery on African American women was “particularly evident in the realm of 
maternity.”64  The very ideas of piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity excluded 
African American women, including free blacks whose heritage was tainted by slavery, if 
not in actuality then stereotypically.  Even if a slave woman had escaped the sexual 
violations that robbed her of piety and purity, she was denied womanhood because she 
was not free to rule within her private sphere of influence, her own home.  Furthermore, 
any attempt to speak of her condition or her experiences at the hands of whites violated 
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the “submissiveness and implied silence” associated with true womanhood and exposed 
other violations of purity and domesticity that would exclude the African American 
mother from true womanhood.65  Conflating the ideals of womanhood with motherhood 
further distanced African American women from womanhood.  “Because women and 
mothers were seen as synonymous, disallowing female slaves the rights and privileges of 
motherhood also denied their status as women and omitted them from the cult of true 
womanhood,” according to Patton.66  Patton essentially argues that slavery functioned to 
degender African American women.  This degendering further complicates the appeal to 
sentiment as a means of bridging racial gaps.  Even if white female readers could pity an 
African American mother, they were limited in their ability to see themselves in the same 
pitiful conditions.  Despite the political freedoms African American women gained after 
the Civil War, Patton’s argument reveals that slavery’s bonds on African American 
female identity held long past emancipation.    
When Frances Ellen Watkins Harper published her first novel in the Christian 
Recorder, she understood the rhetorical limitations associated with interracial activism.  
By publishing her first novel in an African American periodical, Harper spoke directly to 
her own race.  While she utilized sentiment to emotionally draw her audience into the 
realities of their post-war struggles, she utilized narrative strategies to embody that 
sentiment in her characters, particularly mothers, as a means of claiming womanhood for 
her female readers and empowering them for racial uplift.  In her critical introduction to 
Harper’s works, Mary Washington addresses Harper’s empowerment of female 
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characters, arguing that Harper deconstructs many elements of the sentimental novel by 
“devising ways for [her] heroines to become political and social activists.”67  Harper’s 
“deconstruction” of sentimental tropes occurs as she creates narrative spaces that draw in 
African American mothers to a shared emotional experience while excluding white 
mothers who exist within that same space; within these spaces, African American 
mothers engage emotionally while white mothers function as non-emotional conveyors of 
plot. 
In “Affective Geographies: Sojourner Truth’s Narrative, Feminism, and the 
Ethical Bind of Sentimentalism,” Naomi Greyser echoes other critics of sentimental 
literature regarding  “the power of sentimentalism’s promise:  to transfer experience, 
make suffering so painfully vivid that it eradicates behaviors that produce it, cultivate a 
fellowship of humanity, and undo disenfranchisement.”68  Greyser further argues that 
“this ‘touching’ register of sentimentalism constructs shared feeling out of social 
distance, so that the resulting formations become affective geographies: palpable 
emotional connections among subjects that often emerge across boundaries of race, class, 
and gender.”69  Csengei echoes the argument, claiming that social bonds “are dependent 
on the transferential bond of the reading process and are shaped by the mutual emotional 
investment of the participants.”70  While these arguments offer explanations for reader 
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connections with sentimental texts, they assume that readers share some pre-established 
social and cultural positions or positional ideologies with the characters that allow for the 
transfer of sentiments.  As I have previously argued, textual sentimentality is limited in 
its ability to cross racial boundaries as the positions of subject and object of the sentiment 
are retained.  A transfer of sentiment that induces social action, then, will most 
successfully occur when the subject and object hold similar positionality.  With regard to 
cultural theory, Brian Massumi argues that positionality “defines the body . . . [by] its 
beginning and endpoints” rather than by the movement that occurs between those points; 
“movement is entirely subordinated to the positions it connects.”71  Unlike Greyser, who 
sees subject and object of sentiment as predefined positions, Massumi views 
“positionality [as] an emergent quality of movement.”72   It is the movement that 
establishes, or exposes, the positions.  While Greyser’s “affective geographies” may 
indeed exist in Harper’s sentimental texts, they should not be read as the product of 
shared feelings between subject and object, as Greyser’s argument suggests, but rather as 
spaces of affect with potential for emotion and emotional connection.  These “affective 
geographies” in Harper’s novel, then, should be read as affective spaces of movement 
within which her African American readers are invited to engage with her black 
characters while remaining emotionally distanced from white characters.  Harper’s 
affective geographies are the spaces she creates within the tropes of sentimentalism; 
framed by the ideologies that distinguish the tropes, these spaces become the field on 
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which Harper’s characters play out their potential to produce and to demonstrate affect.  
Massumi uses a sports metaphor to describe this field of immanence, explaining that “the 
formal rules of the game capture and contain the variation”; movement within the space 
modifies the space, and the players on the field, Massumi claims, “relate to each other in 
their collective becoming.”73  These affective geographies, then, are thresholds of 
becoming; or, as Deleuze and Guattari describe it, they are the points “beyond which 
what is anticipated takes on consistency or fails to.”74  
Within the sentimental spaces of Harper’s narrative, she controls the movement 
within the space through maternal emotion. In Massumi’s terms, this is explained as the 
capture and closure of affect: 
 Affect is autonomous to the degree to which it escapes confinement in the  
particular body whose vitality, or potential for interaction, it is.  Formed,  
qualified, situated perceptions and cognitions fulfilling functions of actual  
connection or blockage are the capture and closure of affect.  Emotion is the most  
intense . . . expression of that capture – and of the fact that something has always  
and again escaped.75  
Harper’s black characters are capable of capturing affect, as evidenced by the emotion 
that escapes, while her white characters are blocked from emotional expression within the 
same scenes.  Massumi argues that without “escape, no excess or remainder,” there is no 
potential that “actually existing, structured things live in and through that which escapes 
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them.”76  Harper’s black characters, then, are allowed to continue, to reterritorialize onto 
a new field of potential, and therefore “become,” while her white characters act as mere 
objects on the field.  This capture and closure affects Harper’s reader as well.  In What is 
Philosophy? Deleuze and Guattari explain that the novelist “invents unknown or 
unrecognized affects and brings them to light as the becoming of his characters”; these 
characters, then, as “beings of sensation” stimulate affect in readers allowing them to 
“become with them.”77  
In Harper’s first serialized novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice, her racially-coded affective 
geographies work to transfer sentiment from her black characters to her black readers, but 
do not offer any sentimental transference from her white characters.  In addition to the 
reader sympathies Harper generates and directs through these affective spaces, she also 
employs these spaces as a means of transferring her reform ideology.  Csengei explains 
the role of tears as the “means by which a culture established its ideologies through the 
individual’s affective responses.”78  For Harper, these ideologies are transferred 
affectively through the tears of her black characters, a strategy she confirms in the final 
installment of the novel when she speaks to her audience directly, stating that “the 
lesson” to be learned through Minnie’s story is “that it is braver to suffer with one’s own 
branch of the human race, – to feel, that the weaker and the more despised they are, the 
closer we will cling to them, for the sake of helping them, than to attempt to creep out of 
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all identity with them in their feebleness.”79  Harper strategically resists any opportunity 
to create affective spaces in scenes of white characterization and to block emotional 
responses from white characters within those spaces in order to distance her reader from 
whites as potential encouragers or bearers of uplift.  It is clear in reading Harper’s text 
that blacks, particularly black mothers, are the answer to reform amidst the racial 
oppression of the post-bellum era.  Harper’s African American readers sympathize with 
and become woman with her black characters as they become woman and agents of 
social reform; the fact that Harper’s white characters are blocked from crossing the same 
thresholds of affect to emotional escape blocks her African American readers from 
connecting with them as agents of reform.  
Minnie’s Sacrifice 
In her novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice, Harper follows the lives of two mulatto children, 
Louis LeCroix and Minnie LeGrange Carpenter, who are taken from their plantation 
homes to be raised as white children in the North.  In their early adult lives, both Louis 
and Minnie experience startling realizations that they are of mixed racial heritage, and 
both submit their futures to the uplift of their black brothers and sisters in the South. 
Although their early lives are narrated as distinctly separate experiences, they eventually 
meet, marry, and move to the South.  Louis’s path of racial uplift takes him to the public 
sphere, typical of males in sentimental literature, while Minnie’s sentimentally prescribed 
role of domesticity takes her into the homes of the black women within her community. 
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From the first installment of Minnie’s Sacrifice, which appeared on the first page 
of the March 20, 1869 Recorder, Harper engages her reader through maternal sentiment, 
directing the flow of sentiment through racially marked mothers, or mother figures.   In 
the opening scene, the reader meets Miriam, a grieving slave mother, sitting beside her 
deceased daughter’s body, her daughter’s newborn, mulatto son wriggling in blankets 
beside her.  Harper draws her readers back into the system that continues to bind them 
despite the recent passing of the 14th Amendment that guaranteed African Americans 
U.S. citizenship, and in this initial installment she reminds them of the near-sightedness 
of white-imposed racial solutions.   In the first scene, Harper’s reader enters Miriam’s 
“lowly cabin” to observe her “painfully rocking her body to and fro”: 
It was the old story.  Agnes, fair, young and beautiful, had been a slave with no  
power to protect herself from the highest insults that brutality could offer  
innocence.  Bound hand and foot by that system, which has since gone down in  
wrath, and blood, and tears, she had fallen victim to the wiles and power of her  
master; and the result was the introduction of a child of shame into a world of sin  
and suffering.80 
Harper narratively positions her reader in the present with a clausal reminder, “that 
system” had ended with war.  The story is old, but the racial implications of the system 
are fresh in her readers’ minds as are Miriam’s motherly tears.  This scene of motherly 
grief is abruptly interrupted with the entrance of the master’s young daughter, Camilla 
LeCroix.  Camilla’s high-spirited manners are in sharp contrast to Miriam’s grief.  Harper 
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disrupts the affective space she created with Camilla’s short clipped sentences and run-on 
thoughts as she enters the cabin and throws her arms around Miriam’s neck: 
Oh! Mammy, I am so sorry I didn’t know Agnes was dead.  I’ve been on a visit to  
Mr. LeGrange’s plantation, and I’ve just got back this afternoon, and as soon as I  
heard that Agnes was dead I hurried to see you.  I would not even wait for my  
dinner.  Oh! How sweet she looks . . . just as natural as life.  When did she die?81 
Although this moment works narratively to introduce the first of Harper’s dual 
protagonists – Agnes’s baby, later named Louis LeCroix, “whose golden hair, bright blue 
eyes and fair complexion showed no trace of the outcast blood in his veins”82 – the clear 
distinction between Miriam’s weeping and Camilla’s obvious lack of grievous sentiment 
works to mark an affective separation between the races.  Harper intensifies this affective 
gap when Miriam questions Camilla’s intention to ask her father if she can bring Agnes’s 
baby to “the house” to raise him as a white child.  Camilla attempts to assuage Miriam’s 
fears by assuring her that Mr. LeCroix never refuses her anything she has set her heart 
upon, a statement she supports by saying, “he bought me two thousand dollars worth of 
jewelry when we were in New York, just because I took a fancy to a diamond set I saw at 
Tiffany’s.”83  The narrative space has become sentimentally void, and Harper’s readers 
are quickly reminded that to Camilla, Agnes’s mulatto son is nothing more than a 
possession whose whiteness gives him value.  Camilla’s intentions may be to save 
Agnes’s mulatto child from the horrors of slavery, but his redeeming value is his 
whiteness.  She tells Miriam “it is a shame for him to be a slave, when he is just as white 
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as anybody.”84  Although it is within Camilla’s white power to remove the baby’s slave 
status by acting as a surrogate mother to remove his blackness and raise him as a white 
child, the closure of the affective space holds Harper’s readers in the same hopeless state 
Miriam was in.  
Harper extends this racial marking of affect through maternal tears when she 
introduces her second protagonist, Minnie LeGrange Carpenter, a mixed-race slave child.  
The reader’s first encounter with Minnie is in Mrs. LeGrange’s domestic space – the 
LeGrange sitting room – a space in which the true woman should reign.  According to 
Nancy M. Theriot, this is the space in which nineteenth-century women held their 
greatest influence by “emphasizing their uniquely ‘feminine’ qualities – self-sacrifice for 
the sake of others, heightened moral sensibility, gentleness, and self-restraint – which 
they linked ultimately to their capacity to mother.”85  In an outburst of rage directed at 
Minnie as a result of the embarrassment Georgette LeGrange has suffered when a 
neighbor woman speaks of the resemblance between Minnie and Mr. LeGrange, Mrs. 
LeGrange cuts Minnie’s hair, “her cheeks red with excitement and her eyes half blinded 
with tears of vexation.”86  Mrs. LeGrange insists the child be sold, saying, “I want a new 
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set of pearls anyhow.”87  In this case, the tears of a white mother are tears of hatred 
motivated by the presence of her husband’s mulatto child.  While a plantation mistress’s 
ire was not uncommon for slaves to witness, Harper’s use of the scene serves to close off 
any sentimental transfer from the white Mrs. LeGrange to her readers.  Mrs. LeGrange’s 
tear-filled tantrum is designed to protect her and her children’s white privilege from the 
stain of blackness Minnie’s presence provides.   
Allowing his wife to believe he has sold the child to a slave trader, St. Pierre 
LeGrange arranges, instead, to have Minnie taken North where she will be raised and 
educated as a white child.  When LeGrange tells Minnie’s mother, Ellen, about his 
arrangement, “the sad hearted mother . . . dr[ies] her tears” before continuing on with her 
work.  She asks Mr. LeGrange, the father of her child, for a likeness of Minnie as she 
might not recognize her child if she sees her again.88  The reader is affectively compelled 
to sympathize with the grievous tears shed by Ellen, the black mother, but remains 
distanced from the white characters involved in Minnie’s circumstances and blocked 
from any sentimental transfer with them.  The affective closure of Mrs. LeGrange’s tears 
of hatred serve to strengthen the affective capture of emotional tears shed by Minnie’s 
mother.  The significance of Mr. and Mrs. LeGrange’s actions in these scenes is not to 
elicit any sympathy from the reader, but rather to widen the racial gap that has already 
been created between the characters.    
Harper’s use of maternal tears as a means of affectively engaging her readers 
remains consistent throughout the novel; black characters are the only characters to 
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respond to situations with sentimental tears while Harper denies white characters the 
release of emotion through tears in similar situations and merely narrates their emotional 
state.  We see this in Harper’s narration of both Minnie’s and Louis’s realizations that 
they are not white.  Minnie’s initial encounter with her slave mother occurs publicly.  
Minnie is understandably shocked by the revelation and demands that her adoptive 
parents tell her the truth of her heritage.  Although the reader is moved by Minnie’s 
shock, the lack of emotion from Anna, her adoptive Quakeress mother, closes off the 
affective space.  Anna sheds no tears over Minnie’s struggle to comprehend the truth of 
her black ethnicity.  The narrator merely describes Anna’s reaction as “somewhat grieved 
at the shock that Minnie had received.”89  Although Anna is affected by Minnie’s 
discomfort, she does not express her grief and the reader is not compelled to sympathize 
with Anna’s grief.  On the contrary, when Minnie acknowledges her true heritage by 
reaching her hand out to Ellen and calling her “Mother,” “Ellen’s eyes filled with sudden 
tears.”90  Harper opens the affective space with Ellen’s maternal tears, and both Minnie 
and the reader enter that space.  Minnie moves into the field of immanence to become 
“woman,” the woman who will usher in Harper’s model of reform.   
Louis’s revelatory experience is marked more by the absence of white emotion 
and the active direction of a black maternal figure to steer Louis toward his identity as a 
black male.  While Minnie knew she was adopted and had a “history,” Louis is unaware 
of any possible familial disruption.  Throughout the years, Louis has been mothered by 
Miriam, but he was unaware of any family connections.  Miriam’s mothering role has 
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been that of mammy as far as Louis is concerned.  Upon Louis’s return to Camilla’s 
home as an adult, the narrator informs the reader “Miriam was delighted to see Louis, and 
seemed never weary of admiring his handsome face and manly form.  And Louis, who 
had never known any other mother seemed really gratified by her little kindnesses and 
attention.”91  Unaware of his heritage, Louis tells Miriam and Camilla that he has joined 
the Confederate cause and serves as a captain in the Confederate army.  Harper creates an 
affective space around this scene in which Miriam and Camilla anxiously struggle with 
the secret of Louis’s heritage.  They agree that he must be told the truth, but their reasons 
differ:  Camilla disapproves of the war against the Union and the loss of young lives 
while Miriam sees his commitment to the Confederacy to be an act against his own 
people.  In a verbal outburst, accompanied by “her face paling and flushing by turns,” 
Miriam informs Louis of her fears.  As a mother figure, Miriam steps into the affective 
space by asserting her right to prevent Louis from denying his black heritage.  Louis 
responds with “a look of horror and anguish” as Miriam “watched in breathless anguish 
the effect upon the fated victim.”92  Stunned by the evidence Miriam produces – 
emancipation papers for herself and for Louis that Mr. LeCroix had placed in her hands 
before his death – Louis looks to Camilla, the only living representative of the family he 
has known, and asks for confirmation of Miriam’s revelation.  Camilla’s 
acknowledgement is void of emotion; the narrator simply indicates “her eyes were dry 
and tearless.”93  The omniscient narrator informs the reader that Louis quietly left the 
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room, “[feeling] as a mariner at midnight on a moonless sea, who suddenly, when the 
storm is brewing, finds that he has lost his compass and his chart.”94  Once again, Harper 
develops an affective space within which both black and white characters have the 
potential for affect, and once again, emotional response is blocked from the white 
character, leaving the reader to sympathize only with the black characters.  Louis is 
strongly affected by the realization of his black heritage, and it is the black mother figure 
who interrupts his white existence with this reality.  Louis responds by entering into the 
affective space of racial reality and begins a journey as a Confederate deserter whose 
escape to the North is made possible through the help of blacks along the way.  The black 
men and women he meets on his journey become his compass; they offer geographical 
direction but also moral and cultural direction as he discovers what it means to be black.   
Sentimentally speaking, Minnie’s mother, Ellen, and Louis’s grandmother, 
Miriam, have exerted their “true womanhood” by claiming motherhood.  They have 
assumed their domestic duty as mothers to guide and direct their children, or in Miriam’s 
case, her grandchild.  In her essay, “Reconstructing ‘Free Woman’: African-American 
Women, Apprenticeship, and Custody Rights during Reconstruction,” Karen Zipf argues 
that claiming rights of motherhood became a powerful means of establishing 
independence and status as free women for emancipated black women.  Zipf explains, 
though, that for black women, claiming motherhood was not merely a means of 
negotiating an identity within white constructs of womanhood, but also an ideological 
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challenge of racial assumptions.95  Harper overcomes the racial assumptions associated 
with womanhood by controlling the transfer of sentiment within racially-marked, 
affective spaces and therefore only her black characters and black readers are allowed 
potential for change.  Ellen and Miriam empower black mothers to claim their rights as 
mothers as well.  By framing these spaces within the trope of motherhood, Harper creates 
spaces of womanhood potential.  Since it is only black female characters who cross this 
threshold, their “becoming-woman” sweeps Harper’s black female reader into the same 
moment of becoming.   
While motherly tears provide the most obvious signifiers of affective capture and 
closure in the novel, we also see Harper’s use of affectively-controlled descriptions of 
mothering as she presents the process by which both Minnie and Louis grow to accept 
their calling as emissaries of racial uplift. When Minnie is abruptly taken from her 
mother, she is placed in the care of Thomas and Anna Carpenter, a Quaker couple in the 
North.  After a brief reference to Anna’s admiration of Minnie as “a beautiful child” and 
her inquiry as to whether Minnie had “fret[ted] about her mother,” the scene turns to a 
conversation between the Carpenters and the man who delivered Minnie into their care 
about the racial politics currently dividing the North and the South.96  No further attention 
is given to Minnie until Anna places her into the “high-chair in which their own darling 
had sat a few months before, when she had made gladness and sunshine around her 
parent’s path”; the reader anticipates some motherly sentiment at this point, perhaps even 
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some transference of that sentiment to Minnie as Anna “dusted the chair,” with a “tender 
light in [her] eye,” but nothing more motherly occurs.97  The affective geography in this 
scene holds the potential for motherhood, but Anna’s emotional mothering is blocked.  
The conversation again turns to racial politics; the narrator withholds any evidence of 
Anna’s motherly actions.  There is no indication that she prepares food or that she feeds 
Minnie as a reader would expect since the child was placed in a highchair.   
Over the course of the narrative, the Carpenters’ relationship with Minnie could 
be described as warm, but there is a noticeable absence of motherly actions on Anna’s 
part.  Harper makes this especially notable by actually casting Thomas Carpenter into an 
occasional nurturing role instead of Anna.  Just prior to Minnie’s encounter with her 
slave mother, Thomas Carpenter asks Anna if Minnie is ill.  He has noticed a change in 
her and expresses his concerns.  Anna, who is busy “labeling preserves,” responds by 
saying, “I have been so busy about my preserves that I have not noticed her 
particularly.”98  Harper has not only drawn attention to Anna’s lack of motherly attention 
in this scene by making Thomas the more attentive parent, but, more importantly, she has 
made a clear distinction between womanhood and motherhood.  The nineteenth-century 
domestic figure was indeed engaged in household work, but her domesticity was equated 
with motherhood.  In this scene, Anna’s womanhood negates her motherhood since she 
had not been attentive to her child’s change in actions and temperament.  The affective 
space is further closed when Thomas tells his wife that she must speak to Minnie because 
“women understand how to manage these things better than men do,” but Anna wants 
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Thomas to speak with Minnie instead. 99  Harper is reversing roles in this scene, with 
Thomas stepping into the nurturing role while Anna shrinks from it.  Although Minnie 
and Anna do engage in a conversation shortly thereafter, it is Minnie who speaks, pouring 
out her concerns for the “colored” people.  Shortly afterward, when Minnie discovers the 
truth of her birth, it is Minnie’s slave mother, Ellen, rather than Anna who nurtures and 
cares for Minnie through motherly actions following the shock of the encounter.  The 
narrator describes Ellen “hover[ing] around [Minnie’s] pillow, preparing food for her, 
and “comb[ing] Minnie’s hair,” all actions that have been noticeably absent in scenes 
involving Minnie and Anna.100  Minnie’s response to these actions is affectively narrated 
as well: “she turned her eyes tenderly towards Ellen” and calls her “Mother.” 101  
Through the emotional responses of Ellen’s motherly actions and Minnie’s emotional 
reciprocation, Harper’s reader is drawn into this affective space to become woman with 
Ellen and Minnie. 
 Ellen’s role as mother overshadows Anna’s from this point forward in the 
narrative.  Following Minnie’s marriage to Louis LeCroix, Ellen moves with the young 
couple and continues to be a motherly influence in Minnie’s life.  There is no further 
mention of Anna except to say that Minnie had learned domestic skills from her that she 
later employs in empowering the black women in her community.  Ellen is the one who 
comforts and encourages Minnie when Louis is called away from home.  Their 
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conversations are marked by dialogue exchanges rather than the one-sided conversation 
Minnie had with Anna earlier.    
Although Louis and Minnie do not have children of their own to whom Minnie 
might express motherly attentions, her role as nurturer and encourager within her 
southern black community exemplifies the motherly ambitions Harper hoped to inspire in 
her black female readers.  In Barbara Welter’s seminal text, “The Cult of True 
Womanhood: 1820-1860,” she states “the true woman’s place was unquestionably by her 
own fireside . . . domesticity was among the virtues most prized.”102  After her marriage 
to Louis LeCroix, Minnie begins her work of helping southern blacks who struggled to 
realize their newly acquired freedom in the post-war South.    
She felt that if the race would grow in the right direction, it must plant the roots of  
progress under the hearthstone.  She had learned from Anna those womanly arts  
that give beauty, strength and grace to the fireside, and it was her earnest desire to  
teach them how to make their homes bright and happy.103  
While the reader had not witnessed Anna’s domesticity in earlier chapters, Harper credits 
the white Quakeress with having taught Minnie necessary skills while she was in Anna’s 
care.  Despite Anna’s role in teaching Minnie domestic skills, Harper closed any possible 
affective space between them.  Harper posits Anna as a support for future mothering, but 
it is Minnie and her slave mother, Ellen, who engage in the actual responsibilities of 
motherhood and therefore, “true womanhood.”   
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It is worth noting that Harper’s use of a Quakeress as Minnie’s adoptive mother 
may well be a means of countering Stowe’s use of the Quakeress, Rachel Halliday, as a 
model of motherhood.  In Jane Tompkins’ Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of 
American Fiction, 1790-1860, she describes Stowe’s Rachel Halliday as “a Christian 
woman who . . . rules the world from her rocking chair.”104  Tompkins argues that 
Stowe’s use of the Quaker community in Uncle Tom’s Cabin is to show that “Christian 
love fulfills itself not in war, but in daily living, and the principle of sacrifice is revealed 
not in crucifixion, but in motherhood,” and Rachel Halliday “is God in human form.”105  
Like most black abolitionists, Harper had read Stowe’s novel, but more significantly, 
Harper celebrated Stowe’s work through poetic response as Foster notes with regard to  
Harper’s poems “To Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe,” “Eliza Harris,” and “Eva’s Farewell,” 
which were all inspired by Stowe’s novel.106  Harper’s Aunt Chloe poems also reflect a 
purposeful linkage to Stowe’s text.  Such obvious parallels invite scrutiny of Stowe’s 
Quakeress, Rachel Halliday.  Like Stowe’s Quakeress, Harper’s Quakeress, Anna, offers 
a safe haven from the bonds of slavery, but she does not fulfill the same maternal role as 
Stowe’s Rachel Halliday.  Harper not only prevents her reader from observing Anna as a 
nurturer of domestic skills, but she is also completely absent in Minnie’s spiritual 
guidance.  Once again, it is Ellen who fulfills this role, when Harper opens an affective 
space in which Minnie, fearing Louis’s safety as he goes out from their home for a 
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political meeting, reaches out to Ellen for spiritual strength and guidance.  The affective 
space remains open to capture the emotional exchange between mother and daughter, and 
Harper’s black reader is allowed to become woman in the same moment with Minnie 
when the narrator explains “Ellen felt very anxious, but she tried to hide her disquietude 
and keep Minnie’s spirits from sinking.”107  In this scene, Ellen is the ideal woman, the 
mother who sacrifices her own anxieties and exercises self-control for the sake of her 
child.  In the same scene, Ellen models Christian virtues for Minnie when Minnie asks 
her if she ever “feel(s) bitter towards these people, who have treated you so unkindly.”108  
After explaining that suffering draws people closer to God, Ellen encourages Minnie to 
go about her usual Saturday activities of visiting the “lowly cabins.”  She returns to 
“work upon a dress for a destitute and orphaned child,” sensing a “holy peace.”109   By 
engaging in domestic work and busying herself with “morally uplifting tasks,” Minnie 
follows her mother’s example and becomes the model of true womanhood for Harper’s 
readers.110  Harper’s readers are blocked from seeing any mother other than a black 
mother engaged in the actions that will bring about racial uplift.  
 As an ideal woman, Minnie influences the mothers in her community to become 
the agents of reform within their domestic spaces, and she inspires her husband, Louis, as 
he engages in reform in the public sphere.  In Minnie’s conversation with her mother, 
Ellen, she mentions the Christian strength she witnesses among the downtrodden of her 
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community saying, “some things they see clearer through their tears.”111  Once again, 
Harper uses the tears of black characters, even though they are stock characters in this 
scene to represent the collective body of suffering blacks in the post-war South.  Through 
the suffering blacks in Minnie’s community, Harper opens an affective space in which 
Minnie enters.  It is in this space that the reader learns of Minnie’s death.112  The next 
available installment opens with the women of Minnie’s community visiting her home 
where her body has been prepared for burial.  As the women share their memories of the 
previous day with Minnie when she visited them in their homes, encouraging them and 
listening to their sorrows, the reader experiences Minnie’s role in the uplift of this 
community.  One suffering mother whose daughter had been lynched for saying she 
wished to “marry a Linkum soger,” said Minnie “was mighty sorry, and sat dere and 
cried.”113  Inside this affective space, the women’s memory of Minnie’s tears mingle with 
those of the downtrodden blacks, creating a space of potential growth.  As a mother 
figure to the lowly, Minnie, not Anna the Quakeress, has become Harper’s “God in 
human form.”  Minnie exemplifies this figure as she ends her days in giving of herself 
and her talents to bring uplift to her race.  It is important to note Harper’s own words in 
her concluding chapter when she directs her readers to view Minnie’s lesson of sacrifice 
as an example of “truly dignified womanhood.”114  
  Prior to her death, Minnie’s role as wife fits the domestic ideal of the nineteenth-
century.  She maintains the private sphere of her home and assists the women in her 
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community to do the same while Louis functions within the public sphere, using his 
inherited resources to promote the political and educational interests of the colored 
people.  After the war, when Louis and Minnie return to the South, Louis tells his white 
“sister,” Camilla, that he and Minnie intend to open a school, and he plans “to facilitate 
the freedmen in obtaining homes of their own.”115   Harper uses conversations in Minnie 
and Louis’s home to address some of the political issues facing her African American 
readers similar to the way in which she used the Carpenters’ Quaker home except that 
Minnie maintains an emotional presence in her domestic space, unlike Anna Carpenter 
whose presence merely functions to provide details necessary for plot development.  
Peterson argues that Harper uses “the white antislavery community,” as represented by 
“the Quaker abolitionists who adopt Minnie” to speak for the Southern black 
community.116  Harper does use a scene in the Carpenter home to show some of the 
workings of the underground railroad and the experiences of escaped slaves when a 
runaway slave from Kentucky named Moses is brought to their home. Anna assures 
Moses that he need not fear for his safety in their home and she offers comfort by 
showing him to a bedroom where he can rest until morning.  Harper makes a point in 
narration, however, that it is after “his kind friends left the room” that “a flood of 
emotions crept over the bosom of Moses,” and he ponders the kindnesses of these 
Northerners.117  Although Harper’s Quakeress functions to elicit some details of black 
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conditions and historically pertinent events in this scene, Harper’s use of motherhood to 
silence the efforts of the whites in Minnie and Louis’s lives while empowering black 
mothers in this novel is the loudest voice.  This is evident in Minnie and Louis’s home in 
their private conversations and in conversations with visitors to their domestic space.  
Harper uses conversation between Minnie and Louis to introduce the political tensions 
associated with the voting rights of African Americans in the South after the passing of 
the Reconstruction Act of 1867.118  During their conversation, Mr. Jackson, a local, visits 
and tells of his personal business losses because of his political views.  He tells Louis and 
Minnie that he was offered a $500 bribe to vote against his party.  The reader learns that 
Mr. Jackson’s “colored friends” recently raised “seventy-five cents” to help him feed his 
family.119  Unlike the situation in the Carpenter home, when the runaway slave was 
allowed to tell his story, but didn’t express emotional intensity until the whites in the 
scene have left the room, Mr. Jackson’s loss is reinforced through Minnie’s later 
conversation with Louis in which she reiterates the family warmth and comfort Mr. 
Jackson gave up for his political convictions.  Minnie and Louis’s conversation moves to 
a discussion of the woman’s vote, an issue that Harper, herself, had spoken to publicly.  
Through the tender exchange between Louis and Minnie, Harper reinforces her own 
preferences for universal suffrage as a means of securing “national peace.”120  Harper 
extends the affective space of Louis and Minnie’s home into Louis’s public sphere by 
connecting Minnie’s death – likely related to the death threats Louis had received in his 
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political activism – to Louis’s determination to lift their people “from the dust of the 
centuries and place [them] among the most honored names in the history of the human 
race.”121  Minnie’s death is not an end of uplift, but a new beginning.    
In the concluding chapter of Minnie’s Sacrifice, Harper directly addresses her 
readers to state her purpose for writing, saying she hopes her novel will “have its place 
among the educational ideas for the advancement of our race.”122   Harper returns to the 
pages of the Recorder seven years later with Sowing and Reaping, and eleven years after 
that Trial and Triumph appears.  Her message in these novels remains racial 
improvement and uplift through intraracial empowerment, but her affective strategies 
differ from those she employed in Minnie’s Sacrifice.   
Sowing and Reaping 
Harper had laid a solid foundation with Minnie’s Sacrifice; her affective strategies 
worked to empower African American women to “become woman” and therefore 
mothers who could bring about racial uplift from within their homes.  Seven years later, 
she sought to rally those mothers to the cause of intemperance, a social malady that knew 
no boundaries of class or race.  Harper’s message of racial uplift is complicated in 
Sowing and Reaping by her absence of race-marked characters.  Although her use of 
affective spaces is significantly decreased from the pattern she set in Minnie’s Sacrifice, 
it is no less purposeful.  Harper invites her African American readers to engage in 
benevolent motherhood as agents of temperance. 
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Early in the tale, Harper introduces two young women, Belle and Jeanette.  
Belle’s cousin, Jeanette, is critical of Belle’s decision to break her engagement to Charles 
Romaine, a young man who can offer her social and financial security.  Although Mr. 
Romaine has a promising future as a partner in his father’s law practice, Belle fears his 
drinking habits will lead to a life of debauchery and ruin; “not a safe foundation on which 
to build up a new home,” she tells her cousin.123  Jeanette pursues and marries Mr. 
Romaine, and the reader follows her down the trail of despair as she experiences the 
death of both her infant son and later her husband.  Belle, on the other hand, devotes her 
life to temperance work.  The narrator says, “there was no hut or den where human 
beings congregated that she felt was too vile or too repulsive to enter, if by so doing she 
could help lift some fallen soul out of the depths of sin and degradation.”124 When Belle 
encounters Mary Gough, a feeble but beautiful young woman whose husband has drunk 
his family into poverty and shame, Belle goes to her home and cares for her, preparing 
food for her and her children and then locating a woman in the neighborhood to continue 
to care for Mary as she regains her strength.  Harper uses Belle and Mother Graham, the 
neighbor woman, to model the domestic skills of womanhood.  They cook, care for 
Mary’s children, and nurse Mary back to health.  Through the efforts of Belle, Mother 
Graham, and a local businessman named Paul Clifford, Joe Gough becomes a sober 
member of the temperance organization and gains employment.  Mary regains her 
strength and assumes the responsibilities of her home, which include her role “as the 
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ministering angel who keeps [her husband’s] steps.”125  Harper concludes her novel 
telling the reader that Belle married Paul Clifford and maintained a successful home; 
Belle “saw her daughters ripening into such a beautiful womanhood, and her sons 
entering into the arena of life not with the simplicity which is ignorant of danger and evil, 
but with the sterling integrity which baffles the darts of temptation with the panoply of 
principle and the armor of uprightness.”126  
Despite the lack of racially marked characters, Harper’s theme of moral uplift 
through the efforts of female characters, particularly through maternal influence, is 
consistent.  Belle emulates the womanly model of moral uplift; Mary Gough, through the 
nurturing of Belle and Mother Graham and her own self-determination, sees her family 
restored; and Belle’s cousin Jeanette, who chose wealth over morality reaps a life of 
shame and loss.  Harper’s thematic purposes are not disputed, but her use of racially 
ambiguous characters is the subject of many studies.  Debra J. Rosenthal points to 
Harper’s essay, “The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union and the Colored Woman,” 
published in the African Methodist Episcopal Church Review in 1888 to argue that 
Harper saw the temperance issue as a means of bringing the races together: She argues 
that “the deracialized discourse of temperance in the novel points to a shared identity 
between black and white and a common goal of achieving middle-class respectability, 
thereby radically suggesting communality between the races.” 127    
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According to Rosenthal, Harper’s use of “racially indeterminate” characters is 
purposefully speaking to black readers, “by depicting African Americans leading middle-
class lives indistinguishable from those of whites, . . . engaged in social and moral 
elevation.”  She argues that authorship and publication in a black periodical counteracts 
the usual assumption of whiteness in fictional characters, “therefore the intelligent, 
prosperous, honorable characters defy easy stereotyping.”128  Rosenthal suggests that 
Harper’s black readership would automatically see themselves in the characters.  I would 
argue that Harper’s main intemperate character, Joe Gough, creates a purposeful racial 
marking of character that would be familiar to Harper’s readers.  According to Ian R. 
Tyrrell, John Bartholomew Gough, a British immigrant and prominent orator on the 
abolition and temperance circuits, had “toured extensively in the South and was 
enthusiastically received despite several demonstrations provoked by his well-publicized 
anti-slavery convictions.”129  Gough’s own writings echo similarities, personally and by 
acquaintance, to Harper’s Joe Gough, a fact that certainly points to Harper’s familiarity 
with Gough’s story.130   Both of Gough’s wives were named Mary, just as Harper’s Joe 
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Gough is married to a woman named Mary.131  Furthermore, John B. Gough’s physical 
presence in the South as a prominent temperance speaker increases the likelihood that 
many of Harper’s readers would have recognized the surname Harper chose for her 
fictional drunkard, Joe Gough.  Although Gough doesn’t give extensive examples of his 
encounters with African American audiences, he does mention a specific trip to Virginia 
in 1846 in which he speaks of the institution of slavery, saying “I conversed often with 
the slaves,” and in Charlottesville Gough tells of a colored man who introduced him to a 
gathering saying, “We’ve come here to have a temperance meeting, and Brodder Gough 
is a gwine to lectur’ to the colored people.” 132  Gough died in 1886 just after lecturing in 
Philadelphia.  It’s not unreasonable to expect that Harper’s readers were well-aware of 
the man, John B. Gough. 
While Harper’s deracialized characterization might lead to a variety of 
interpretations, her affective patterns are clear and purposeful.  Harper controls the 
positionality of her characters through affective geographies marked by tears with only 
four of her characters showing tearful responses:  Belle Gordon, Paul Clifford, Mary and 
Joe Gough.  Similar to Minnie’s Sacrifice, tears become the signifier by which Harper 
marks the fictional spaces of potentiality, but hope is the emotional excess from which 
her characters reterritorialize onto a new field of potentiality, allowing them to become 
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instruments of uplift and change.   Ben Anderson identifies hope as a component of the 
“affective fabric” of life, . . . the circulation, and distribution, of hope dampens social – 
cultural life across numerous scales: from the minutiae of hopes that pleat together 
everyday life to the larger scale flows of hope that enact various collectives.” 133  
Although Harper’s second novel presents far fewer scenes of emotion than Minnie’s 
Sacrifice, she is no less purposeful in her control of the few instances she presents.  Tears 
continue to signal potential, particularly because they appear so seldom in Sowing and 
Reaping, and that potential flows from hope.  Hope, then, becomes the excess from which 
Harper’s characters will become instruments of social change.  “Hope anticipates that 
something indeterminate has not-yet become . . . hope matters because it discloses the 
creation of potentiality or possibility.”134   Reading Harper’s tear-framed spaces and the 
flow of hope or blockage of hope within those spaces exposes the message of moral uplift 
she is directing to her African American readers.       
Early in the narrative, Harper uses dialogue between Belle Gordon and her cousin 
Jeanette to reveal Belle’s moral logic as the two discuss Belle’s rejection of Charles 
Romaine’s marriage proposal.  After a lengthy discussion exposing their contrasting 
views of alcohol, Jeannette acknowledges the pain Belle is experiencing as a result of her 
decision.  She says, “And yet Belle this has cost you a great deal, I can see it in the 
wanness of your face, in your eyes which in spite of yourself, are filled with sudden 
tears.”135  Although Belle acknowledges the pain of her decision, her hope rests in her 
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future.  She tells Jeannette, “life must mean to me more than ease, luxury and indulgence, 
it must mean aspiration and consecration, endeavor and achievement.”136  According to 
Anderson, “Hopefulness . . . exemplifies a disposition that provides a dynamic imperative 
to action in that it enables bodies to go on. As a positive change in the passage of affect it 
opens the space – time that it emerges from to a renewed feeling of possibility.”137   By 
contrast, Jeannette, who later marries Charles Romaine, never displays tearful responses 
even though she suffers greatly as the narrative progresses.  Although the narrator 
indicates that Jeanette’s discovery of a drunken Charles at their wedding reception is “an 
unspoken prophecy to be verified by bitter tears,” the reader never sees those tears and 
the “prophetic” nature of those tears indicates a hopeless future.  Later, the reader is 
reminded of the socially desirable decision Jeanette has made in marrying Charles as 
women in the community discuss her new modern home with stylish furnishings as well 
as her expensive clothing and jewelry, declaring that she is surely happy.  Jeanette is not 
happy, though, as she paces the floor of her lavish home late one night; her son is dying, 
and Charles is at the saloon. The only emotional response the reader sees from Jeanette is 
“her face crimsoning” when the doctor makes an indignant remark about Charles’s 
absence.138  In the last chapter of the narrative, the reader learns that Charles later drank 
himself to death.  When Jeanette finds his “frozen corpse” outside their home, “one wild 
and bitter shriek rent the air, and she fell fainting.”139  Harper clearly blocks reader 
connections to Jeanette through the noticeable absence of tears and the lack of hope for 
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her future happiness.  Her character serves only to advance Harper’s didactic message 
that women must exercise their moral agency to choose a suitable husband.  The narrator 
describes Jeanette’s life as a young widow, saying, “Tears from her eyes long used to 
weeping have blenched the coloring of her life existence,” but the reader was withheld 
from ever experiencing Jeanette’s tears.  The reader’s disconnection from Jeanette 
actually strengthens the transference of Belle’s hope to the reader, allowing readers to 
become hopeful with Belle. 
Paul Clifford, whom Belle eventually marries, is another character whose tears 
mark an affective space within which Harper’s characters might become instruments of 
change, particularly through maternal guidance.  Harper describes Clifford as “the only 
son of a widow, whose young life had been overshadowed by the curse of 
intemperance.”140  Fearing that her son would follow in his father’s footsteps, Clifford’s 
mother “spared no pains to create within his mind a horror of intemperance, and when he 
was old enough to understand the nature of a vow, she knelt with him in earnest prayer, 
and pledging him to eternal enmity against everything that would intoxicate”; Harper tells 
her reader that Clifford’s mother “sowed the seed which she hoped would blossom in 
time, and bear fruit throughout eternity.”141  Paul Clifford is a major character in the 
narrative, but Harper presents his mother as the force behind his strength of character, 
and her hope in Clifford’s future connects the reader to her maternal efforts.  Clifford 
appears in the opening chapter of Harper’s narrative.  Harper uses dialogue between 
Clifford and John Anderson to reveal the moral distinctions between the two men.  
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Clifford disputes Anderson’s theory that business decisions should be determined by 
financial potential rather than moral ideals; Clifford justifies an earlier decision he made 
against foreclosing on a man’s debt because of the hardship it would bring to the debtor’s 
wife and children.  In direct address to her reader, Harper describes Clifford and 
Anderson as “the antipodes of each other,” foreshadowing distinctions between the two 
to be later revealed.142    Twelve years pass before the reader next encounters Paul 
Clifford.  He is pondering a serious financial dilemma, but within fifteen minutes of a 
note coming due to the bank, a young man enters Clifford’s grocery to pay a debt the 
man’s deceased father owed to Clifford.  Harper marks Clifford’s response to the young 
man’s integrity with tears.  “Strong man as he was a mist gathered in his eyes as he 
reached out his hand to receive the thrice welcome sum.”143  Within this affective space, 
Harper informs her reader of the role the young man’s mother played in his character 
development.  He tells Clifford that despite the hardship she faced after his father’s 
financial demise and death, his mother maintained faith in God as a “Friend and a Father 
coming near to her in sorrows, taking cognizance of her grief, and gently smoothing her 
path in life.”144  Her hopeful existence impressed him and shaped his own moral 
conscience.  Once again, Harper directs her reader’s attention to the influence of a mother 
in determining the moral character of her son.  By contrast, Harper blocks affective 
connections in her later presentation of John Anderson’s life.    
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Anderson is the owner of a saloon in which many of the men in the community, 
including Charles Romaine, have succumbed to the temptations of alcohol.  In the latter 
chapters of the narrative, Harper tells of Anderson’s unhappy life.  She directs the reader 
into the Anderson home, which she describes as “a home of wealth, luxury and display, 
but not of love, refinement and culture.”145  Anderson marries for money, and Harper 
attributes the demise of his family to the lack of direction in their home.  Because of his 
wife’s lack of motherly care,  “her sons . . . often sought attractions in questionable 
places, away from the somber influences of their fireside, and the daughters as soon as 
they stood upon the verge of early womanhood learned to look upon marriage as an 
escape valve from domestic discomforts.”146  Eventually, Anderson is struck with 
paralysis while his son suffers alcoholic tremors in the next room.  The narrator reports 
that “marriage has brought him money, but not the sweet, tender ministrations of loving 
wifely care, and so he lives on starving in the midst of plenty; dying of thirst, with life’s 
sweetest fountains eluding his grasp.”147  Anderson’s final days are hopeless, and 
Harper’s readers have no hope to connect with.    
Harper’s most complex use of tears and the transference of hope occur through 
the characters Mary and Joe Gough. The Gough household is the object of Belle Gordon 
and Paul Clifford’s temperance reform, and Mary Gough is the affective center of 
Harper’s message.  The reader first encounters Mary Gough in a chapter titled “Belle 
Gordon.”  Harper frames this introductory scene through Belle’s tears, with the narrator 
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describing Belle’s response to finding Mary, unconscious, on the street.  “Tears gathered 
in the eyes of Belle Gordon as she lifted the beautiful head upon her lap and chafed the 
pale hands to bring back warmth and circulation.”148  Mary had fainted while returning 
home from delivering needlework to her employer.  Within the frame of Belle’s tears, the 
reader learns that Mary Gough is the wife of a drunkard and a mother of young children.  
Upon entering the Gough home, Belle promptly engages in maternal actions:  stirring a 
fire in the grate with the few coals she finds, finding a few leaves of tea and some dry 
crusts, and covering Mary before going to a nearby grocery to purchase “some of the 
good things of life” for Mary and her children. 149  Belle’s kindness invokes the reader’s 
hope for Mary and her household.  At this point, Mary Gough is clearly the object of 
Belle’s sympathies and therefore the object of the reader’s sympathies.  Harper further 
characterizes Mary Gough in this scene through clear class distinctions.  The reader is 
already aware of Belle Gordon’s privileged social class, but her interaction with Paul 
Clifford at the grocery emphasizes the social separation of the two women.  Clifford 
immediately offers to have Belle’s grocery purchase delivered to her home, assuming it is 
too heavy for her to carry. When Clifford learns of Belle’s intentions to take groceries to 
an area with “a very bad reputation,” he offers to accompany her to assure her safety.150  
He also looks to Belle’s concerns about staying in the Gough home for the night to care 
for Mary.  Clifford brings Mother Graham, a neighbor woman “whose face in spite of the 
poverty of her dress had a look of genuine refinement which comes not so much from 
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mingling with people of culture as from the culture of her own moral and spiritual 
nature.”151   
In her next chapter, Harper moves Mary Gough from object to subject through a 
tear-framed scene in which Mary tells her story to Belle Gordon, beginning with her 
memory of the previous day’s events.  She explains that she was walking home, her “eyes 
almost blinded with tears” after hearing her employer speak of cutting her wages.152  
Harper confirms Belle’s social distance from Mary Gough in this scene when Belle 
sympathizes with Mary’s economic situation by saying she will ask a friend of hers if she 
might employ Mary.  When Mary tells Belle that the friend she references, Mrs. Roberts, 
is the employer Mary has been working for and she has been reducing her price per piece 
already, Belle responds in defense of her friend saying, “But Mrs. Gough, the times are 
very hard; and the rich feel it as well as the poor.”153  Although Belle remains a major 
figure of reform in Harper’s novel, the social distancing in this scene blocks hope, 
preventing the reader from becoming an instrument of hope and change with Belle.  
Harper later restores hope through Mary Gough’s self-determination to support her 
husband in his struggle with alcohol.  Mary tells Belle, “if I can be the means of saving 
him, the joy for his redemption will counterbalance all that I have suffered as a 
drunkard’s wife.”154  Mary Gough becomes woman in this scene, determined to live a life 
of self-sacrifice, submissively supporting her husband, and caring for her children.  
Harper’s reader sees Mary Gough’s self-determination as hope and the potential for 
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becoming woman transfers to reader potential. Later, when Belle intends to confront 
Mary’s husband about his heinous act of cutting Mary’s hair and selling it to purchase 
alcohol, it is Mary’s kind and submissive heart that elicits tears from Joe Gough’s eyes.  
It is the “moisture in his eyes” that caused Belle to feel “her indignation changing to 
pity.”155  Mary Gough’s hope through self-determination is the instrument of change, not 
Belle Gordon’s reform efforts.  Although Belle, Mother Graham, and Paul Clifford are all 
instrumental in getting Joe Gough to attend a temperance meeting and sign a pledge, it is 
Mary Gough who sheds the tears that usher in hope when her husband returns from the 
meeting happily professing his new commitment.  Mary, “smiling through her tears,” 
recites a temperance song to express her happiness with Paul Clifford and Joe Gough 
declaring their “hope” for happiness in the days to come.156  In her last chapter, Harper 
tells her reader that Joe Gough has indeed kept his pledge; his home is marked by “plenty 
and comfort” and Mary is the “ministering angel that keeps his steps.”157   
Harper’s concluding paragraph focuses on Belle and her husband Paul Clifford, 
admonishing her reader to make the world a better place just as the Cliffords have done, 
for “if every one would be faithful to duty that even here, Eden would spring up in our 
path, and Paradise be around our way.”158  Unlike her racially distinct message in 
Minnie’s Sacrifice, Harper seems to be speaking to the heart of the issue of temperance.  
Utilizing sentimental strategies, Harper allows her readers to recognize the dangers of 
alcohol as a crisis of humanity that affects all races and classes of society.   She purposely 
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positions her readers as the empowered community capable of extending their sympathies 
onto others and bringing about social change within their own communities.  Her readers 
recognize that uplift is a community responsibility, but their sympathies are drawn to the 
roles of the mothers who are suffering the most deeply.  Although others might bring 
encouragement and physical assistance, it is the mother herself who will raise her family 
out of the pit of despair and into the hope of a brighter future.   
Trial and Triumph 
Harper’s serialization of Trial and Triumph eleven years later employs similar 
strategies to advocate for racial uplift through female education.  Her young heroine, 
Annette Harcourt, has lived in a Northern community with her grandmother since her 
mother’s death.  Through dialogue between Annette’s grandmother and one of the 
women in the neighborhood, Harper’s readers learn that Annette’s mother was seduced 
by a man noted for his “handsome looks and oily tongue.”159  While some members of 
the community believe Annette is destined for a life of hardship, others have invested 
their energies in encouragement and uplift.  Annette’s mischievous nature is a source of 
concern for many in the community, but her grandmother has noticed her propensity for 
learning and has determined that Annette will have a good education.  At her high school 
graduation, Annette delivers her commencement speech on “The Mission of the Negro.”  
While many in the community acknowledge Annette’s academic achievement, they doubt 
she has the social skills to advance in life.  After her grandmother’s death, Annette moves 
in with her uncle, Dr. Thomas, and his wife.  She is later introduced to a wealthy man 
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from the South, Clarence Luzerne, who admires Annette’s intellect and wishes to marry 
her.  Annette’s happiness is short lived when Luzerne discovers that his first wife, whom 
he believed to be dead, is actually alive.  Through the encouragement of a motherly 
mentor in her community, Annette moves to the South where she finds happiness and 
fulfillment as a teacher.  Luzerne’s wife later dies and he eventually finds Annette, 
surrounded by children and their families who have gathered to celebrate her thirty-first 
birthday.  Luzerne devotes his life to helping Annette in her efforts of racial uplift 
through educating the next generation. 
Harper sets her narrative in a northern city where Annette attends an integrated 
school.  The only white characters in the novel are not directly race marked, but 
identified as white by their reactions to the black characters and the issues facing those 
characters:  a few business men in the community, an Irish girl who creates conflict for 
Annette at school, and a teacher who is only mentioned as being “out of the room” when 
the Irish girl taunts Annette.160  Harper establishes the racial context of her narrative by 
describing the “colored” neighborhood her young heroine, Annette Harcourt, lives in as 
part of a larger white community with occasional references to “our race,” reflecting the 
spatial segregation Harper’s readers would recognize in urban America.  The absence of 
dialect in Harper’s narrative eliminates stereotypical blackness even though class 
distinctions clearly exist.  Anna Engle points out that Harper’s purposeful separation of 
“race and class” works to demonstrate that “African Americans can achieve class 
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mobility.”161  In describing Annette’s community, Harper is clear that the issue of 
community segregation is a white construct:     
The court in which Mrs. Harcourt lived was not a very desirable place, but, on  
account of her color, eligible houses could not always be obtained, and however  
decent, quiet or respectable she might appear on applying for a house, she was  
often met with the rebuff, “We don’t rent to colored people,” and men who  
virtually assigned her race to the lowest place and humblest positions could talk  
so glibly of the degradation of the Negro while by their Christless and inhuman  
prejudice they were helping add to their low social condition.162 
Harper addresses the class distinctions within Annette’s community by positioning 
Annette as one who falls under the narrator’s description as “ostracised by the whites on 
the one side and socially isolated from the more cultured of their race on the other 
hand.”163  Within this clearly defined community of race, Harper utilizes affective 
strategies that mirror the growth of womanhood in her main character, Annette Harcourt.  
Sentimental scenes are sprinkled throughout the narrative directly reflecting the hope 
emanating from select characters, but tear-framed scenes don’t appear until late in the 
novel in relation to Annette’s growing awareness of her own purpose as a woman.  
Essentially, Harper allows her weekly readers to observe the issues and personalities that 
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African Americans face, to bring those issues into their own rhetorical communities, and 
to “become” the instruments of moral and educational uplift along with Harper’s unlikely 
heroine.   
Early in the novel, Harper employs maternal images to mark the mothers who 
demonstrate the model of uplift Harper promotes.  Harper initiates affective connections 
with the mothers in the novel through their demonstrations of motherly engagements and 
the hope those engagements elicit to other characters.  In her first installment, Harper 
introduces Grandmother Harcourt and Mrs. Larkins.  Although Annette’s grandmother 
admits her weakness as a proper mother figure who can guide Annette to a productive 
life, she tells her female visitors that through education “doors are open to [Annette] 
which were closed against us.”164  In this scene, Harper withholds maternal actions from 
the female characters, including Grandmother Harcourt.  Mrs. Larkins, one of the 
neighborhood women who is particularly cruel to Annette, is described as a woman who 
is “strict” in her church attendance and generous in her financial support,  
but somehow with all her attention to the forms of religion, one missed its warm 
and vivifying influence from her life, and in the loving clasp of a helping hand, in 
the tender beam of a sympathizing glance, weary-hearted mothers and wives 
never came to her with their heartaches and confided to her their troubles.  Little 
children either shrank from her or grew quiet in her presence.165 
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Harper blocks Mrs. Larkins from any connection to motherhood, which becomes 
particularly noticeable when a young, black schoolteacher enters the room to check on 
Annette’s schooling.  Mr. Thomas, who lost his teaching position when the black school 
closed and students were integrated into the public system, is quick to respond to the 
women’s criticism of Annette’s education saying, “our race needs educated mothers for 
the home.”166  One week later, Harper’s readers reenter the story with Grandmother 
Harcourt chastising Annette for playing a trick on Mrs. Larkins.  Grandmother Harcourt’s 
frustration with Annette and Annette’s admission of responsibility but lack of remorse 
prevents any sympathetic response from the reader.  While Annette’s grandmother, Mrs. 
Harcourt, has cared for Annette since her own daughter’s death, she is burdened by the 
duties of day-to-day life and fails to provide the motherly affection Annette longs for.  
“There was no mother’s heart for her to nestle upon in her hours of discouragement and 
perplexity.”167  At this point, Harper introduces Mrs. Lasette, one of Annette’s former 
teachers, who offers Annette advice and comfort.  Mrs. Lasette’s character directly 
contrasts with the other female characters in the text.  The narrator describes her saying, 
“the moment the crown of motherhood fell upon her . . . she had poured a new interest 
into the welfare of her race.”168  Mrs. Lasette is known among the young girls in the 
community for her “council and encouragement.”169  Her presence brings hope, and she 
becomes the voice of encouragement to Annette and to Grandmother Harcourt to 
continue promoting Annette’s education.  Harper’s introductory chapters make a clear 
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distinction between mothers who raise children and mothers who use their maternal skills 
and knowledge to bring about racial uplift.  The narrator explains that Grandmother 
Harcourt had worked hard to provide her children with an education that would give them 
opportunities in the world, but she had been so busy working she had failed to see to the 
moral discipline of her children.  “A few thoughtful mothers,” the narrator explains, 
“tried to teach their sons to be worthy of the love and esteem of good women by being as 
chaste in their conversation and as pure in their lives as their young daughters who sat at 
their side sheltered in their pleasant and peaceful homes.”170    
In Trial and Triumph Harper employs Mrs. Lasette as the model of true 
womanhood, who brings moral uplift to Annette and serves as the primary exemplar of 
domesticity through her actions of mothering.   Mrs. Lasette uses her maternal influence 
for the uplift of the entire community, holding mothers’ meetings “to teach mothers . . . 
how to build up light and happy homes under the new dispensation of freedom . . . 
Women careless in their household and slatternly in their dress grew more careful in the 
keeping of their homes and the arrangement of their attire.”171  When Annette is taunted 
and ridiculed at school by an Irish girl, it is Mrs. Lasette who comforts her and 
encourages her to think Christian thoughts toward the girl.  Later, in a conversation with 
women in the community, including Annette’s grandmother, Mrs. Lasette extols the need 
for women to respond as mothers to others of the race.  She says, “many a young girl has 
gone down in the very depths who might have been saved if motherly women, when they 
saw them unloved and lonely, had reached out to them a helping hand and encouraged 
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them to live useful and good lives.”172  Mrs. Lasette’s council brings hope.  She presents 
Harper’s reader with a model of motherhood that brings about racial uplift.  Sarah 
Robbins describes this model as “a home-guided teaching that assigned moral training to 
motherly mentors,” which reflected a middle-class white model and therefore countered 
race-based conclusions regarding African American progress.173   Robbins argues that 
Harper appropriated the Republican Motherhood model of domestic literacy, which 
placed mothers at the heart of national uplift and female teachers as a natural extension of 
“women’s middle-class rightful teaching role into the larger community.”  By “adapting 
the white, middle-class model of benevolence to the needs of 1880s black urban life” 
through visitation and opening “her own home to members of her race like Mrs. Harcourt 
and Annette, [Mrs. Lasette is] linking them to an enlightened community culture.”174  
Mrs. Lasette’s efforts have a noticeable impact on Annette.  Despite the ridicule she has 
faced, Annette delivers a powerful message at her graduation that produces an affective 
response within her audience as well.  The narrator summarizes Annette’s opening 
message on the history of the Negro from the slave trade of Africa to the generations of 
slavery in America and reports, “it seemed as if the sorrow of centuries was sobbing in 
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her voice.”175  Annette’s affective response to the plight of her race shifts when she tells 
of deliverance, education, and the ballot.  As she spoke of the Negro’s mission to build 
good character and lift the banner of Christianity “as an ensign of hope and deliverance to 
other races of the world,” the narrator describes an affective space that opens and allows 
Annette’s response to extend to her immediate audience: 
It seemed as if an inspiration lit up the young face; her eye glowed with unwonted  
fervor; it seemed as if she had fused her whole soul into the subject, which was  
full of earnestness and enthusiasm . . . Men grew thoughtful and attentive, women  
tender and sympathetic as they heard this member of a once despised people,  
recount the trials and triumphs of her race, and the hopes that gathered around  
their future.176 
Although there are no physical tears in this scene, Annette’s clearly emotional 
engagement with her message and the impact it has on her audience draws the reader into 
the same space of becoming.  The hope within the moment elicits such engagement from 
Clarence Luzerne that the schoolteacher, Mr. Thomas, asks him if he is “entranced.”  He 
tells him he appears “perfectly spellbound.”177   
Throughout the novel, motherly figures continue to criticize and exclude Annette, 
but Mrs. Lasette’s maternal guidance and kindness bring hope, for Annette and for the 
reader who has come to sympathize with Annette as one with potential for change.  
Harper’s use of tear-filled spaces, although they are few in this text, are consistently 
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associated with Annette.  When her brother brings Annette to his home after her 
grandmother’s death, his wife treats Annette with open disdain.  “It seemed as though a 
chill struck to her heart when her Aunt bade her good morning.  There was no warm 
pressure in the extended hand.  No loving light in the cold unsympathizing eyes.”178   
Annette goes to her new room in Dr. Harcourt’s beautiful home where she is overcome 
with grief.  “All the floodgates of her soul were opened and she threw herself upon her 
bed and sobbed herself to sleep.”179  From this point forward in the novel, Harper signals 
affective spaces with tears, particularly Annette’s tears.  Even the tears shown by Mrs. 
Lasette, Grandmother Harcourt, and Annette’s uncle, Dr. Harcourt in a flashback 
describing the death of Annette’s young mother serve to draw the reader’s sympathies to 
Annette’s disadvantaged life.  Harper purposely uses these tears to draw her readers ever 
closer into the model of maternal sacrifice and domestic education that will bring the 
racial uplift white programs can never accomplish.  Harper’s marriage plot provides an 
additional twist that speaks to her belief that all women, married or single, rich or poor, 
should sacrifice their own temporary happiness and comfort to bring uplift to their 
brothers and sisters in the South.  
Annette is eventually engaged to Clarence Luzerne, but within the same chapter, 
the reader’s hopes that Annette might experience the rewards of happiness are dashed 
when Annette and Clarence are surprised by the appearance of Clarence’s former wife, 
whom he believed to be dead.  In the following chapter, Harper’s Annette demonstrates 
the same maternal care and kindness Mrs. Lasette has shown her throughout her life.   
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She takes the woman into her care and nurses her back to health.  Despite her shock and 
hurt, Annette informs Clarence that her “work at present is with this poor, unfortunate 
woman.”180  Sitting beside the ailing woman’s bedside, Annette tenderly mothers her, 
“gently smooth[ing] her beautiful hair and tr[ying] to soothe her into quietness.”181  Mrs. 
Lasette reenters the story to offer motherly comfort to Annette, following Annette’s 
broken engagement, and to reaffirm Harper’s message that it is motherhood that brings 
about reform.  As Mrs. Lasette “folded the stricken girl to her heart in tenderest manner,” 
Annette validates Mrs. Lasette’s motherhood saying, “you make me feel how good it is 
for girls to have a mother.”182  Mrs. Lasette brings hope to Annette, telling her she has 
been “tried in the fiercest fire,” but in this trial Mrs. Lasette says she has “been able to see 
the blessed fruitage of my love and labors.”183  When Mrs. Lasette and Annette pray 
about Annette’s commitment to a Christ centered life, “they mingled their prayers and 
tears, and when Annette rose from her knees there was a look of calmness on her face, 
and a deep peace had entered her soul.”  Although Annette does not possess a home of 
her own, she displays the purity, piety, domesticity, and submissiveness expected of the 
true woman.  Harper has brought about a full circle of womanhood from Mrs. Lasette’s 
motherly influence to Annette’s final act of “submission and full surrender” to a life of 
service to Christ.184  Michelle M. Wright addresses this circular nature of women’s 
writing, saying that “tropes of founding fathers rely on linear constructions of time, [but] 
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the trope of the mother speaks to circularity, connecting peoples not only to future 
generations but to previous ones.” 185  Terry D. Novak associates the circular nature of 
Harper’s work to her primary fictional focus of racial uplift “through preparing and 
encouraging women to become educated, self-sufficient members of the race who could, 
in turn, raise their children to be the same while also urging their spouses on to greater 
dignity as fruitful members of society.”186   
In an excerpt from her address to the Women’s Congress printed in the January 
1878 issue of The Englishwoman’s Review, Harper says, “the mothers are the levers 
which move in education.  The men talk about it, . . . but the women work most for it.”187  
Annette is fulfilling her motherly role through education of the next generation.  In her 
final chapter of Trial and Triumph, Harper says “Annette found, as a teacher, opportunity 
among the freedmen to be a friend and sister to those whose advantages had been less 
than hers.”188  Her value in the community is noted in the conversations of elderly women 
and young mothers who speak of her influence on their children, and Harper’s readers 
have come to identify with Annette’s maternal role in the community through the trail of 
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tears Harper has provided.  Harper secures Annette’s maternal role by returning to 
sentimental discourse through Clarence Luzerne’s return.  After his first wife succumbs 
to death, Clarence finds Annette teaching in a Southern town, surrounded by young and 
old in celebration of her thirty-first birthday.  Luzerne has also been “purified through 
suffering” in the years he and Annette have been apart.189  While such an ending might 
provide a desired dénouement for her readers, Harper is careful to clarify that their future 
is not one of self-satisfaction and emotional fulfillment.  Instead, Luzerne and Annette 
find their fulfillment in the joint mission of racial uplift: 
He had come not to separate her from her cherished life work, but to help her in  
uplifting and helping those among whom her lot was cast as a holy benediction,  
and so after years of trial and pain, their souls had met at last, strengthened by  
duty, purified by that faith which works by love, and fitted for life’s highest and  
holiest truths.190 
Annette Harcourt may have been the most unlikely figure in her community to rise to the 
noble call of racial uplift.  Few expected her to rise above her shameful birth and the 
poverty she grew up in.  Harper purposely directed her readers to sympathize with 
Annette, to become true woman with Annette regardless of their station in life.  Three 
years before publishing her novel Trial and Triumph, Harper published “A Factor in 
Human Progress” in the A.M.E. Church Review in which she calls on all members of the 
race to utilize their education and talents to become “sculptors of life.”191  If Annette 
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Harcourt could rise above her dismal beginnings, others could become harbingers of hope 
as well.  
Conclusion 
By the time her first serialized novel appeared in the Christian Recorder, Frances 
E. W. Harper was already an accomplished woman of letters and a highly acclaimed 
lecturer on abolition, suffrage, and temperance circuits, sharing convention platforms 
with Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and other well-known 
speakers of her day.  Those who didn’t hear her powerful orations from convention 
platforms or smaller church assemblies, likely saw her name in advertisements and 
pamphlets.  According to Bailey, Harper enjoyed a “standing advertisement in the 
Christian Recorder, describing her availability to speak at societies, organizations, and 
churches.”192  Motivated by her own maternal experiences and later by her direct 
involvement with southern blacks struggling to claim their postwar freedom, Harper 
chose to invest herself in the uplift of her race.  Harper’s message was clear; her white 
audiences were challenged to promote the political change necessary for racial equality 
while her black audiences were called to rise above the existing bonds of racial inequality 
and invest their time and talents to empower members of the race.  At the conclusion of 
her first serialized novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869), Harper gives a stern reprimand to 
blacks who choose to invest their energies in personal gain: 
Whatever gifts we possess, whether they be genius, culture, wealth or social  
position, we can best serve the interests of our race by a generous and loving  
diffusion, than by a narrow and selfish isolation which, after all, is only one type  
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of the barbarous and anti-social state.193   
She specifically identifies the Recorder as an instrument to be utilized in the purpose of 
uplift, asking, “where are the graduates from colleges and high school whose pens and 
brains lend beauty, strength, grace and culture to its pages?”194  Although the Recorder 
rarely offered more than one work of fiction and a poem, its pages were filled with news 
and reports about church ministers, members, and meetings from all over the country.  
Subscribers enjoyed the literary contributions, but the primary reason for subscribing was 
no doubt the church connections.  The church was the official purveyor of theology and 
teaching.  What Harper’s readers were hearing in church was consistent with the message 
of her fiction and the fact that it was published in the church’s official newspaper 
confirmed its theological authority.  With her first novel, Harper exemplified the role of 
the Christian Recorder as a means of racial uplift.  Over a period of twenty years, she 
published three didactic novels in the Recorder: Minnie’s Sacrifice, Sowing and Reaping, 
and Trial and Triumph, skillfully employing elements of sentimental writing to guide her 
readers to a domestic model of uplift that mirrored the Republican mother model that had 
been denied them.  Through her fiction, Harper claimed womanhood and validated 
motherhood for her readers, redirected their dependence upon white reform efforts, and 
guided their domestic energies to nurture morality within their homes.  Her message 
remained consistent throughout her life.  In 1892, near the end of her literary career, 
Harper addressed the Brooklyn Literary Society, on the necessity of educating young 
women to be enlightened mothers. She claims “no race can afford to neglect the 
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enlightenment of its mothers,” and lays the responsibility for the moral character of future 
generations at the hearth where enlightened women “may be able to bless their homes by 
the purity of their lives, the tenderness of their hearts, and the strength of their 
intellects.”195     Harper may not have sought a preaching license to officially speak from 
the pulpits of the AME Church as some African American women did; she chose, instead 
to preach the message of domesticity promoted by the church from her pulpit in the 
Recorder and thereby provide a path of reconstructed mentality for her African American 
readers.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
NEW FRONTIERS OF MOTHERHOOD:  ELIA PEATTIE  
 
While Kate Chopin’s work exposes the inconsistencies of a monolithic 
motherhood and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s work seeks to claim the power of 
America’s mythic motherhood for racial uplift, Elia Peattie’s work exposes motherhood 
in the borderlands of female realities.  Late nineteenth-century America was a period 
marked by moving frontiers.  A “a second wave of western movement within the North 
Central region” occurred just prior to the turn of the century as settlers sought the 
remaining acres of free land in the Great Plains.1  Ironically, a significant drought in the 
Great Plains was forcing hopeful farmers off the land, and urban migration was 
simultaneously on the rise.  The plains states were a cauldron of shifting populations. By 
the turn of the century, America’s population was undergoing a major shift to urban life.  
“Even in the West less than half the population lived on farms” by 1900.2  With the 
increase in female opportunities provided through urban growth, the era also saw the rise 
of the New Woman.  Theriot points out that late nineteenth-century women sought “job 
training and public permission to enable them to fill nondomestic roles.”3  America’s 
mythic mother had traveled the vast empire of the nation, and with each step into the 
frontier, she had been challenged by new realities.  Elia Peattie’s life and works, fiction 
and editorials, reveal the borderlands of plains womanhood during this period of 
 
1 Patricia Kelly Hall, and Steven Ruggles, “‘Restless in the Midst of Their Prosperity’: 
New Evidence on the Internal Migration of Americans, 1850-2000,” Journal of American 
History 91, no. 3 (December 2004): 839. doi:10.2307/3662857. 
2 Hall and Ruggles, “Restless in the Midst,” 831. 
3 Nancy Theriot, Mothers and Daughters in Nineteenth-Century America: The Biosocial 
Construction of Female Identity, (Lexington, KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 
1996), 118. 
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geographical and cultural shifting.  In his memoir, The Incurable Romantic, Roderick 
Peattie writes that the Omaha house he grew up in “stood exactly on the margins of the 
frontier.”4  While Roderick, the third child of Robert and Elia Peattie, was referring to 
Omaha’s proximity to the western frontier of America, his geographical location is an apt 
metaphor for his mother’s position in the ever-changing geography of motherhood.  Born 
January 15, 1862 in Kalamazoo, Michigan, Elia Amanda Wilkinson was raised to fulfill 
the life of traditional motherhood.   The women in her family worked hard to maintain 
domestic stability while giving birth to several children and providing the domestic 
support their husbands needed to pursue their life goals.  Elia embraced her maternal 
heritage, but she chose to fulfill her family obligations through a career as a writer.  
Sidney H. Bremer and Joan Stevenson Falcone describe her as “a prolific writer of books 
for adults and children, a leading clubwoman and literary hostess, [who] raised herself 
and her family of writers well above the limited circumstances of her childhood.”5  The 
biographical details of Elia Peattie’s life reveal the maternal strength she inherited and 
the maternal realities she experienced, realities that allowed her to write of the 
geographical and cultural boundaries of womanhood she experienced and witnessed in 
her life on the plains.     
Early Years of Mythic Reality 
  In her memoir, which was left unpublished until after her death, Peattie provides a 
female-centric account of her family history.  The details she provides about the men in 
 
4 Roderick Peattie, The Incurable Romantic, (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1941), 
Hathi Trust, 4. 
5 Sidney H. Bremer and Joan Stevenson Falcone, “Peattie, Elia Amanda Wilkinson.” 
Women Building Chicago: A Biographical Dictionary, ed. Rima Lunin Schultz and Adele 
Hast, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2001), 678. 
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her family are most often centered around some narrative description of a maternal 
figure.  In the case of her Grandmother Cahill, Peattie narrates the family account of 
young Maria Marsh, who was twelve when she arrived in Michigan.  Watching young 
Maria come down the gangplank, “a grave young Virginian who had but recently come to 
the Midwest, remarked to a friend:  ‘I’d like to marry that girl when she grows up.’ He 
was Abram Cahill and he married someone else in the meantime.”6  Eventually, Abram 
Cahill was widowed and he did indeed marry Maria Marsh.  Peattie’s description of her 
maternal grandparents reveals that her grandfather was temperamental and not 
particularly affectionate, but the details she provides are all related to situations involving 
her grandmother who seemed to be deeply devoted to Abram Cahill despite his gruffness.  
Peattie reports that once, when her grandmother “touched his forehead and said: ‘I love 
you,’ he flashed a forbidding look at her.  ‘Never say that again,’ he warned, ‘or I shall 
hate you.’”7  The only context Peattie provides regarding this conversation is that her 
grandmother was a young bride.   Regardless of the circumstances, Peattie’s 
interpretation of her grandfather from this encounter was that he was a man with a 
“frightful temper.”  Peattie also reports that her grandmother said she always “addressed 
her husband as ‘Mr. Cahill,’ even in the intimacy of their chamber.”  Peattie ponders if 
there was intimacy there, but adds, “there were six children.”8  In another instance, her 
grandmother shared about a time when her grandfather came in for the “midday meal,” 
but when he found it was not ready, he went to the bedroom and took out “the baby 
 
6 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon: The Memoirs of Elia Wilkinson Peattie, digital 
reproduction of unpublished manuscript, ed. Joan Stevenson Falcone, 
http://plainshumanities.unl.edu/peattie/ep.starwagon.html. Chapter 1. 
7 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
8 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
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clothes she had made, washed and ironed for an expected arrival, and throwing them on 
the floor, trampled them with his muddy boots.”9  When Peattie protested that she would 
not have tolerated such behavior, her grandmother “smiled with a patient pride” and told 
her how well respected her grandfather was.  Little is known of Abram Cahill outside of 
Peattie’s recorded memories, but he was an influential member of the community.  His 
name is listed in the Kalamazoo Directory and Business Advertiser as a Trustee for the 
Village of Kalamazoo when the village was first organized in 1843 and also in 1844.10   
Whether Peattie’s details accurately reflect her grandfather’s nature, is unknown, but they 
do reflect her perception of her grandfather and what she chose to share about her 
grandparents’ relationship.  Peattie’s image of her Grandmother Cahill is clearly one of 
maternal strength that aligns with America’s mythologized motherhood.   
Peattie’s memories of her parents reflect similar patterns of gender expectations 
with most of her childhood memories centered around her mother.  She speaks of her 
birth, saying she was born to “a beautiful and docile young mother,” and talks of a 
childhood ambrotype of herself as a two-year-old beside her “luscious-looking mother.”11   
Her memories of her mother reflect sympathetic admiration.  She views her mother as a 
strong and capable woman whose life choices were controlled by the whims of an 
enterprising husband.  According to Bremer and Falcone, Frederick Wilkinson, an 
English immigrant, “graduated from Kalamazoo (Michigan) Law School, went West to 
seek gold at Pike’s Peak, and gained election to Colorado’s territorial legislature.  He 
 
9 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
10 James M. Thomas, Thomas’s Kalamazoo Directory for 1867 and 1868, (Kalamazoo, 
MI: Thomas, Stone Bros., 1867), 58. 
11 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
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married Amanda Marie Cahill [after returning to Michigan] and was serving the Union 
when she bore Elia Amanda Wilkinson in Kalamazoo in 1862.”12   During her father’s 
absence, Elia and her mother lived with her Grandmother Cahill.  She reports that her 
father returned three years later, “a changed man.  A bitter man, often a tender one; yet, 
on slight provocation, an irritable one.”13  After her father returned from the war, the 
Peattie family moved to St. Johns, Michigan and her father “built a modest wooden 
house” where they lived until Elia was twelve.  During those years, Elia’s father worked 
as an attorney for several wholesale mercantiles in Detroit, a job that required extensive 
travel to manage collections and customer accounts.  In his absence, Elia’s mother had 
the sole responsibility of the home and the family.  In addition to her domestic chores of 
laundry, preparing meals, and childcare, Amanda Wilkinson also killed the hogs, killed 
chickens for Sunday dinner, and chopped wood for the stove.  As a young girl, Elia was 
often called upon to help her mother who sometimes experienced nervous spasms that 
could only be alleviated with chloroform.  Sometimes, Elia had to administer it to her.  
Peattie writes of her mother, “the promise of her bright and devoted girlhood faded with 
this toil and poverty.  She seemed to make no protest.  Father could always intimidate her 
by walking up and down the floor and saying he didn’t see anything but the poor-house 
ahead.”14   
During this time, the Wilkinsons were in the process of building a much larger 
home on the property.  Peattie writes that her father’s drive to get ahead in the world 
often came at a great cost to her mother.  Although they could have lived comfortably in 
 
12 Bremer and Falcone, “Peattie,” 678. 
13 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
14 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
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the modest home he had built, “father wanted a grand house.  So he erected a brick house 
with sandstone decorations which he hadn’t the money to complete.”  The house was 
never completed and Peattie reports that her mother went without “hired help” and 
“appropriate garments” for her “lovely form.”15  Roderick Peattie, Elia’s third child, 
described his Grandfather Wilkinson as a man with “illusions of grandeur.  He was 
always building large wooden houses far beyond his means and with entrance halls 
incongruous with his simple life.  He had the estate complex.”16  Although Peattie recalls 
fond memories of her father during those years in Michigan when he would take her with 
him as he traveled for his job, her memories of their Michigan life are also of hard work 
as she was increasingly expected to assist her mother.  She writes that by the age of nine 
she came to realize she was quite alone in their growing household.  By this time, her 
mother had given birth to four more children; one son had died in infancy and a second 
son died at two-years-old.  Gertrude was born in 1869 and Kate in 1871.  Peattie writes 
that her parents didn’t seem to have the time to listen to her anymore and no one tucked 
her into bed at night; instead, she found herself often tucking in the younger children.17   
Although she suggests that her perspective might have been a bit dramatic, the increased 
pressures of the Wilkinson household led Elia to hold a less idealized view of her father 
and to feel a stronger attachment to her mother.  When she left with her father to travel to 
Chicago in 1871, she describes her feelings of leaving her mother as “one of the sharpest 
 
15 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 1. 
16 Roderick Peattie, The Incurable Romantic, 23. 
17 Elia W. Peattie, Painted Windows. (New York: George H. Doran Co., 1918), 32, Hathti 
Trust.  Peattie provides details of her childhood memories that seem happier than the 
briefer childhood summaries she provides in the memoir she wrote as an adult for her 
grown children. 
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pangs that has ever come to me.”18   Peattie’s view of her father as an impulsive man 
whose wife picked up the pieces of their lives that were left in the wake of his decisions 
is evident in her account of his decision to move the family to Chicago after the fire of 
1871.  She found it odd that he was so concerned about the family there as it was her 
mother’s family, who “were well placed, competent and rather satirical people.”  She 
explains, “they did not approve of father and the meager life he had provided for his wife, 
and I dare say they thought he was ridiculous and impertinent in coming to their aid.”19    
Once again, Peattie offers a view of her father as it is filtered through 
consideration of her mother, who packed up her life in Michigan and moved to Chicago.  
Peattie explains,  
He came home to talk this over with mother, and she, weary of thinking about the  
imposing house that was never finished and of nursing her babies alone evenings  
in the center of a village block, while father went back to the law office,  
ostensibly to work, but in reality to enjoy the sociability of other bored villagers,  
consented readily enough.”20    
Frederick Wilkinson saw great opportunity in the rebuilding of Chicago.   He opened a 
law office and built yet another home for his family; this one on the outskirts of Chicago 
and described by Peattie as “a double house [that] stuck up in the air like a packing-box 
on end – two stories and basement.”  She notes her “father’s grandiose ideas” extended 
into the large basement dining room with “false bronze casts of great Americans” looking 
down on them as they ate their “economical meals, mother with a babe on her tired 
 
18 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
19 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
20 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
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arm.”21  Peattie describes this era of her life as uninteresting.  She and her sisters attended 
Brown School, but Elia left school during her seventh-grade year to assist her father in 
his newest endeavor, a print shop, and to help her mother.  The family had also taken in a 
boarder, an elderly man who had loaned her father money.  Unable to repay the debt, 
Wilkinson offered the man free room and board as compensation.  Peattie writes,  
 He was a filthy old thing, and his presence in the kitchen, in the warm corner back  
of the stove, drove my mother almost mad.  Her face used to twitch with nervous  
misery and exasperation.  He was with us for years, and was like a curse upon the  
family.  Father thought he was paying him by keeping [him] in the house, but it  
was mother who paid.22  
Peattie records this period of her life as a point of compliant dissatisfaction.  Although 
she may not have fully realized it at the time, her memoirs reveal a growing awareness of 
the mythic pattern she was living.  In  1877, her mother gave birth to Bertha and Elia lost 
even the daily escape to her father’s print shop.  She reports: 
I became my mother’s helper, and worked all day in the house just as she did.  I  
made beds, dusted, cared for the children, ran errands, did the ironing, sewing,  
mending, did whatever there was to do.  I don’t know how mother would have got  
on without this help.  That is the only comfort to be had out of it.”23  
By the time she was fifteen years old, Elia was already fulfilling the role of a mother to 
her younger sisters, a role she maintained until she was twenty years old.    
 
21 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
22 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
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During those years, Elia’s Grandmother Cahill sometimes took her to visit her 
mother’s Chicago relatives, but the visits were merely reminders of the differences 
between their families.  Her grandmother spoke ill of Elia’s father, claiming “she was 
tortured by the sight of her daughter being worked to exhaustion, given no amusement 
and kept in poverty and of her granddaughters growing up without education.”24   Elia’s 
life had one bright spot at this time as she had met Robert Burns Peattie at a church 
sponsored party, and he frequently visited and brought her books to read.  His visits were 
less frequent, though, after Elia’s father decided to move the family to a larger home in 
Windsor Park near the lake.  Peattie reports that her mother seemed happier and enjoyed 
life more, but her seventh pregnancy proved too much for her fragile health.  After Hazel 
was born in 1882, the full burden of the household fell onto Elia.  In November, 1882, 
after a long period of cold weather, Elia collapsed while doing the family mending.  A 
physician living nearby diagnosed her situation as “nervous prostration” brought on by 
overwork.25  Following the doctor’s advice, Elia left home to recuperate at a dear friend’s 
home in Chicago.   
During her period of recovery, Elia enjoyed more frequent visits from Robert.  
They had known each other for six years, and decided to marry as soon as possible.  Her 
own life was growing considerably more peaceful, but her thoughts were of her mother.  
She writes, “I tried not to think how heavy the work would be for my poor mother.  I 
think the girls began to help her more, and that some help was hired.”26  Despite her 
concerns for her mother, Elia had no intentions of returning to the domestic 
 
24 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
25 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 2. 
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responsibilities of the Wilkinson home.  She recalls “feeling that I never, never wanted to 
go back home,” and she did not return again except for a brief time while preparing for 
her marriage to Robert.27  
Dutiful Daughter to Wife and Mother 
 Peattie’s female-centric perception of her family history is indicative of the 
generational interconnections Nancy Theriot explains in her study of how nineteenth-
century mothers “shaped daughters’ sense of body and female place.”28   Grandmother 
Cahill’s New England, middle-class upbringing most likely followed the script of the 
True Woman as mother. 29   The separate gender spheres associated with early 
nineteenth-century womanhood reinforced the maternal community within the home and 
“the mother-daughter relationship was the core experience of nineteenth-century 
feminine acculturation.” 30  With each generation, Theriot argues, the feminine script 
encounters the material realities of motherhood with mothers “performing” the feminine.  
By mid-century, “mothers taught their daughters that the essence of femaleness was the 
absorption of self into role. . . [daughters] were learning also that the feminine sphere 
often destroyed the physical and mental health of its occupants.  Their mothers were 
willing to pay such a price, and so daughters learned to exact it from themselves.” 31   
When Elia expressed shock at her grandfather’s outbursts of temper, her grandmother 
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justified her personal reticence saying, “he was very much looked up to . . . He was a man 
among men.”32   Elia’s early life seemed destined to follow the gender-scripted pattern of 
her maternal heritage.  Her own mother had received little education because 
Grandmother Cahill required her assistance in the home as more children were born.  
Peattie writes of her mother, “her heart and her mind were bound up in her mother’s 
heavy domestic burdens.  She was domestic to the core of her [being] and literally could 
not concentrate on anything so abstract as lessons while the concrete in life was 
demanding her attention.”33   Following those maternal footsteps, Elia also halted her 
education to stay home and assist her over-burdened mother as if it were an expected part 
of life.   
After Elia and Robert married, on May 10, 1883, they set up housekeeping in 
Robert’s mother’s home.  Peattie writes that Robert’s mother surely wondered about this 
young American girl making such changes in her home, but she never complained.  
Within the first year of their marriage, Edward Cahill Peattie (Ned) was born, and the 
young couple had to hire a wet nurse as Peattie says she “couldn’t nurse him.”34  
Fourteen months later, Barbara (Babs) was born and Elia needed help with her domestic 
responsibilities, which also included care for Robert’s mother.  Finances were tight for 
the young couple, a factor that contributed to the launch of Peattie’s literary career.  In 
the evenings, after their son Ned and Mother Peattie were in bed, the young couple 
placed Barbara’s cradle in the living room and crafted short stories together.  Peattie 
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writes “I would sew and dictate, stirring the cradle now and then, and Robert would write 
down what I dictated.”35   Peattie reports that the stories sold, but she doesn’t say where.  
She does, however, indicate that these stories resulted in an offer for her to take on the 
society and art section for the Chicago Tribune.  She claims to have been the “worst 
society reporter ever known to Chicago,” but the position provided them an additional 
“hundred a month.”36    
  Peattie seemed to enjoy her reporting even though she claimed to know very little 
about her subject.  She writes, “I proceeded to fill my lungs with life.  But all my real 
devotion was to the little home on Pearson Street and the precious babes there and every 
cent I earned went then and always, to my true comrade.”37  Although Peattie had entered 
the public sphere as the second female reporter in Chicago, she remained dedicated to her 
domestic responsibilities as indicated in the following description of her daily routine as a 
working woman:   
Forenoons, I washed my babies, put them away for their naps, bought the food,  
ordered the meals, helped about the house, did some sewing, and whisked down  
to the office.  The nurse took the children out in the afternoon and grandmother  
supervised their care.  She and the nurse did the cooking and kitchen work  
together.38   
Although Peattie relied heavily upon the help of other women in her household, some 
hired, she clearly viewed herself as the one responsible to manage that care.  She 
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continued to supplement the family income with her writing, even though her writing 
assignments often required great lengths of time away from her children.   
During the summer of 1886, Peattie traveled to summer resorts in Wisconsin, 
Michigan, Iowa, New York, and Rhode Island on assignment for the Tribune.  She took 
the children and a young woman to care for them to her parents’ home while she was 
away.  The following summer the Daily News sent her on assignment to Western resorts.  
These extensive assignments provided the family with sufficient income to build a home 
in Woodlawn where she and Robert “passed, socially, from aspiring bohemia to aspiring 
suburbia.”39  After her resort writing for the Daily News, Peattie indicates that her writing 
suffered as caring for the children, her household responsibilities, and “Mother Peattie’s 
melancholy moods” demanded more of her time.  In 1888, Robert became the managing 
editor of the Omaha Daily Herald, and Elia accepted the Herald’s offer “to publish 
bylined writings.”40  Leaving the children in Chicago with Robert’s mother and his niece 
Lucy, Robert and Elia moved to Omaha and took up temporary residence in “the rear 
bedroom of a miserable boarding house.”41  They eventually rented a small house and 
moved their household to Omaha.  The next three years were busy.  By 1890, Elia and 
Robert had written and published a prize-winning novel, she had published a poem in the 
Century, they purchased a home, and she traveled the Northwest Railroad line to write a 
guidebook for the railroad.  Her travels for the railroad required her to leave her children 
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in the care of their grandmother Peattie, Robert’s niece Lucy, and “a good domestic.”  
The railroad project renewed her energy.  She writes of it as “a very liberating experience 
. . . free of house-keeping trammels.”42  Elia Peattie enjoyed the support of Robert 
throughout these years.  She writes, he “was always spurring me on and giving me his 
ideas to use and take no credit for them.  He was then and always has been, absolutely, 
unselfish in his attitude toward my work.”43  She traveled Nebraska to support the 
growing number of Women’s Clubs, she actively supported William Jennings Bryan in 
his political endeavors, she was directly involved in Jane Addams’ Hull House, and she 
organized a childcare facility in Omaha for single, working parents.   Roderick Peattie 
says his father rarely complained of his mother’s accomplishments but once, when 
someone introducing her “referred to her writings and also to her four other ‘works’ – her 
children,” his father rose and said “I demand recognition as a collaborator.”44   
Despite her fierce independence, Peattie maintained a traditional view of marriage 
and family and promoted that ideal in her editorial writings.  In her November 16, 1890 
Omaha World Herald column, “What Women are Doing,” Peattie discusses the flaw in 
Tolstoi’s philosophy of marriage as it is represented in his newest novel, The Romance of 
Marriage.  Peattie writes that Count Lev Tolsoi’s representation of marriage as an 
inevitable end of romance is because he fails to see the sacramental nature of marriage.  
Peattie concludes her column saying the privilege of marriage is “to be permitted to 
create other humans, with bodies which will house souls, to train those souls for 
 
42 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 3.   
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immortality – this is the highest happiness which God has devised for man.”45  Although 
Peattie’s views seem to be deeply entrenched in the “inherited female script” of 
nineteenth-century motherhood, her personal experiences as wife and mother reflect the 
late nineteenth-century realities of womanhood in which “female control replaced female 
suffering.”46   
 Peattie’s writing had always been a financially motivated prospect, one that 
originated and was often spurred on by household needs.  In 1891, those pressures 
increased when Robert was suddenly taken ill with double pneumonia.  From that point 
forward, Robert’s work was interrupted for recuperative trips and the burden of the 
household often fell on Elia’s shoulders.  Gordon Hitchcock, owner of the Omaha World 
Herald, paid half of Robert’s salary during his many work absences beginning with his 
lengthy trip to Colorado Springs.   The Peatties also welcomed their third child, Roderick, 
in 1891.  She writes of the financial hardship Roderick’s birth incurred, saying she 
worked for the paper until three weeks prior to the birth and then hired a nurse for three 
weeks.  Once again, Peattie’s writing produced the income to meet the household 
demands.  Fortunately, the nurse’s great story-telling skills provided Elia with material 
for a short story, “The Three Johns,” which she sold to Harper’s Weekly for the same 
amount as the nurse’s pay, seventy-five dollars.47  Eventually, Robert’s health prevented 
him from fulfilling his editorial duties at the Herald.  Elia remained employed with the 
Omaha World Herald while Robert traveled to New York to stay with a friend and seek 
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work.  She writes, “I continued my work on the World Herald and was doing no end of 
stories which were finding publication in many magazines so that I could at least, pay the 
grocer, the coal man and buy the clothes.”48   She was also lecturing and maintaining an 
active social schedule in keeping with her Woman’s Club activities and other community 
involvements.  At this time, the Peattie household included Elia and the three Peattie 
children, Grandmother Peattie, and Elia’s younger sister, Bertha.  The burden proved too 
much for Elia, and she was forced to move the Peattie household to Chicago in 1896.  
Robert left New York and rented an apartment for the family.  After the foreclosure on 
their Omaha property and selling some of their furniture, Elia reports leaving Omaha with 
a couple hundred dollars.49   Robert took a position with the Chronicle and Elia continued 
writing for magazine publication and contributing sketches to the Daily News.  
Essentially, they were starting over in Chicago.  In 1898, the Peattie’s fourth child was 
born, Donald Culross Peattie.  Once again, Elia was forced to hire a wet nurse.  Her 
daughter Barbara was the only child she had been able to nurse.50    
 Grandmother Peattie died in December of the same year Don was born.  Ned, 
their oldest, and Don, the youngest of the Peatties were both suffering from fragile health, 
and Peattie reports that moving expenses, doctors’ bills, Mother Peattie’s funeral 
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expenses, and travel to the country for Ned’s health required her to take out a loan.51  
Lecturing provided some income for her, but her increased community involvement also 
led to numerous memberships and social outings.  Robert took a room in the apartment 
building they had been living in, and Elia and the children moved in with her parents for 
the children’s health and to recoup financially.  Robert traveled every weekend to be with 
the family.  The plan was short lived.  Elia’s father was building another home on the 
North side of Lake Michigan and needed money to complete the project.  Robert and Elia 
had agreed to pay him monthly, and Elia would have use of the log cabin on the property 
for her writing.  At the end of the summer, the cabin burned down along with Elia’s 
furniture and typewriter.  Elia’s father still owned the large home he had built in Windsor 
Park. Although it was in poor condition, the Peatties took ownership of the property for 
the $1000 they had paid Elia’s father that summer with payments for the remainder of the 
agreed upon price.52   
 The Windsor Park property was on the south side of Lake Michigan, but it was 
still a great distance for Robert to travel each day for work.  Elia resorted to her writing 
skills, once again, to provide for the family.  She reports that she wrote “a hundred stories 
in as many days for the Chicago Tribune” to pay for the renovations of their new home.53  
The Peattie family lived in the Windsor Park home for twenty years.  Their children all 
married and had families.  When their daughter Barbara died, leaving two small boys, 
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Robert and Elia moved to a New York apartment to be nearer Barbara’s husband and her 
children.   Eventually, Robert and Elia retired in Tryon, North Carolina.  In reflection of 
her career, Peattie claims that a time came when her works no longer sold, but the 
rewards she gained from her work had accomplished all she had intended.  “The bills 
were paid, the children educated . . . There was love still and gratitude in the hearts of my 
children.  It was for them, after all, that I had worked.”54   
Peattie’s life was a unique blend of tradition and ambition.  Her autobiographical 
writing reveals a complex view of motherhood.  Her deep devotion to marriage and 
family was the driving force of her ambitions, and her perception of herself as the 
linchpin to the family success and happiness maintains the undeniable effervescence of 
the motherhood mythology.  Peattie’s life reflects Theriot’s argument that motherhood is 
a synthesis of a woman’s inherited script of femininity and the material realities 
presented to her.   
In keeping with their new experience of physical control and reflecting their  
inherited high valuation of motherhood as spiritually ennobling and innately  
powerful, late-nineteenth-century women secularized and politicized maternal  
superiority.  Late-nineteenth-century women were able to imagine a motherhood  
that claimed the world as its domain.55 
Peattie’s reality, and the reality of the mothers she presents in her fiction make choices in 
their lives; the sacrifices they make for family do not prevent them from making personal 
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choices; and their children’s lives do not define them.  Elia Peattie’s female characters 
reflected both geographical and cultural frontiers of womanhood they experienced.   
Geographical Frontiers  
 Although Peattie published little fiction in the Omaha World Herald, examining 
the fiction she published in national periodicals alongside her editorial writing allows for 
a glimpse into the borderlands of motherhood.  Elia Peattie describes her initial 
impression of Omaha, Nebraska as “raw but exhilarating.”  She writes,  
The city was still in the making, and it was wonderful to have a hand in the new  
benevolent, educational and social enterprises.  The high, bright sunshine was in  
great contrast to the grey gloom of the Lake region and it stimulated us.  There  
was still the tang of sage brush in the air, if not literally, at least figuratively. 56    
Elia Peattie sensed the excitement of the new frontier, and her new role as a bylined 
writer for the Omaha Daily Herald, later the World Herald, provided her opportunities to 
explore Nebraska’s social and political terrain.  According to Emine Geçgil, “in the last 
decade of the nineteenth century, [Peattie] traveled extensively around Nebraska to gather 
material for her writing on social justice, municipal housekeeping, alcoholism, the 
annexation of Cuba, the Wounded Knee massacre, women’s role in the church and 
unmarried mothers.”57  Bloomfield credits Peattie with fifty-two published editorials for 
the World Herald in 1892, and forty-six in 1893.58   In 1893, she founded the Omaha 
Woman’s Club with Francis Ford, a former New Jersey Woman’s Club member.  A year 
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later, the Omaha club had over four hundred members, and “Peattie represented Omaha 
at the national conference of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs in Philadelphia, 
sharing the stage with Susan B. Anthony.”59  She also founded the Nebraska State 
Federation of Women’s Clubs, serving the first year as the vice-president and later as 
president.  Her role as an organizer of women’s clubs across Nebraska provided Peattie 
with opportunities to interact with the women who had made Nebraska their home.  
Nebraska’s population had grown rapidly after the Homestead Act of 1862.  Some had 
come to make land claims while others arrived eager to start businesses in the towns that 
sprang up along the railroad.  Between 1860 and 1900, Nebraska’s population grew from 
28,841 to 1,066,300.60  Despite the promise of new enterprise, life in rural Nebraska was 
hard.  Farmers and ranchers were at the mercy of Nebraska’s harsh and unpredictable 
climate, and business owners suffered when the agricultural community fell on hard 
times.   
The extent to which Elia Peattie met plains women who actually endured such 
extreme hardship is unknown.  Her son, Roderick, suggests that much of her knowledge 
came to her second hand.  Referring to his parents as “editors of Senator Hitchcock’s 
World Herald, he writes “to their office came tales of hope and despair, of frontier 
gallantry or frontier fraud.”61  It’s quite possible that many of Peattie’s stories of frontier 
struggles came to her in the same way she acquired the story of “The Three Johns,” 
which was told to her by the nurse she hired after Roderick’s birth.  Peattie’s Nebraska 
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travels typically involved Woman’s Club events, and it is likely that the women she 
encountered through these events lived more comfortably than some of the women she 
portrays in her fiction.  She does mention one meeting in the Sandhills that brought 
women from “far out in the country,” crediting these rural clubs with “putting the social 
factor in lives that would have been sordid and heart-breakingly dull but for this deep 
impulse toward education and friendship and service.”62   Most of Peattie’s World Herald 
references to Woman’s Clubs speak to the finery demonstrated by the clubs at the events 
to which she is invited.  In “A Word With the Women” column dated May 15, 1895, 
Peattie writes of a visit to Stromsburg, Nebraska.  She describes Stromsburg as a “tidy 
town” with its “well-painted” houses, and yards blooming with “plants, flowers and 
garden trees.”63  Peattie explains that the group formed around “common intellectual 
ambitions,” the women’s commitment evidenced by “going about the streets to the house 
of meeting with lanterns, and defying all sorts of weather for the sake of their intellectual 
pleasures.”64  This is hardly the description of hardship one might expect from farming 
women whose lives were consumed with self-sacrificial survival.  She also notes the 
finery of the Stromsburg women’s banquet, which featured floral decorations and brass 
candlesticks with green shades covering the candles.   “One mammoth candelabra” was 
provided by their president, Miss Julia Haskell, a New England woman, who “lives amid 
beautiful old New England furniture.”65   It’s quite likely that the active members of rural 
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Woman’s Clubs were women who lived in towns, women whose lives were less 
consumed with the physical demands of farm life.   
The exclusivity of these clubs is noted in a club encounter Peattie reports in her 
autobiography.  While mingling with the women in a “large town south of Omaha” and 
getting names of possible leaders to get the club moving forward, Peattie asked her 
hostess the name of a noticeably quiet young woman.  She was clearly out of place, but 
Peattie thought she might make a good committee member.  The women quickly 
protested Peattie’s interest and the young woman stammered out that she was only there 
to see what women’s clubs were about before quickly departing.  Peattie later learned that 
the young lady was a social outcast since she was found “in a barn in the embrace of a 
young man” when she was sixteen.66  When Peattie asked what had become of the young 
man, her hostess assured her that he was of excellent standing in the community, “cashier 
of the bank and married to a fine young woman.”  Peattie expresses outrage at the 
attitudes of these “kind women” who had determined it was too late for this young 
outcast to rejoin society, and that it would not be good for the club to invite her.67   While 
some clubs may have had women on their membership rolls who traveled from their farm 
homes for meetings, the majority of the club women Peattie encountered were not the 
women who were feeding livestock, helping in the fields, or milking cows.   
In addition to venturing out of Omaha to support Nebraska’s growing number of 
Woman’s Clubs, Peattie visited her close friend, Kate Cleary, who lived in Hubbell, 
Nebraska.  The Clearys, originally from Chicago, had moved to Hubbell where Michael 
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Cleary operated a lumber business.  Like many of Peattie’s club acquaintances, Kate 
Cleary lived a moderately comfortable life in Nebraska.  Although Michael suffered from 
lung problems that required him to be away for treatment – much like Robert Peattie – 
and  Kate suffered bouts of depression, the Clearys lived in a well-furnished home with 
sufficient conveniences that allowed Kate some discretionary time.  Peattie refers to Kate 
in an April 23, 1893 editorial as “a genuine bohemian.”  She writes, “Nebraska is not the 
place where one would go to look for a woman of that kind.”68  Peattie describes the 
Cleary home with its curtained windows and “chairs and sofas designed for loafing.”  She 
reports that one thing distinguishing the Cleary home from “most of those out on the 
prairies . . .is good cooking,” a comment she clarifies by describing Kate Cleary’s 
cooking as scientific and artful.  She writes, “I am sure the isolated life out on the plains 
would take to itself a little more charm if other women would do as Mrs. Cleary has.”69   
While Peattie’s advice might have been realistic for some of the women reading the 
World Herald, her assumptions about women’s time were not reflective of those who 
were dependent upon farm products for their livelihoods.    
In 1893 Nebraska’s farming community was plunged into financial uncertainty.  
A severe drought destroyed crops, and farmers were forced to purchase feed for their 
livestock from outside the state.  Farmers were forced to take on new mortgages or 
abandon their land.  Decreased spending and a rash of bank failures during this last 
decade threatened the entire state.  According to Charles Morrill, crop failures extended 
into 1895, and “all confidence in Nebraska real estate was gone. . . Nearly every family 
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discussed daily the question of the impossibility of remaining in Nebraska.”70  In 1895, 
while Nebraska farm families continued to struggle with poor crops and financial 
hardship, Peattie wrote a column titled, “The Women on the Farms: A Chapter of Advice 
for Them Which City Women Need Not Read.”  In her editorial, Peattie acknowledges 
the hard work of farm women, but she admonishes them to make the most of their 
situation by cleaning up their yards, planting flowers, moving the manure pile out of 
sight, and digging up the plentiful prairie sod to be relocated in their unsightly yards.  She 
is certain that even their youngest children could be tasked with some of the yard work.   
A hammock, Peattie suggests, is a nice addition that can be made of ropes.  Not only will 
it provide a few minutes of rest for the wife but for her husband as well.  Finally, 
according to Peattie, a farm woman should plan time in the cool summer nights for “quiet 
talk with [her] husband” after she has changed out of the “soiled garments she has worn 
while working all day,” of course.   Peattie advises, “put some of the flowers on your 
dress, comb your hair becomingly, and be as charming as you can.”71  While Peattie was 
advising Nebraska women to find womanly joy in their busy days, she was publishing 
stories about the harsh conditions plains women experienced in national periodicals.    
According to Bremer and Falcone, Peattie “published more than eighty stories in 
national periodicals that included Cosmopolitan, Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s and its 
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Bazaar and Weekly, and Saint Nicholas.”72   In the December 26, 1891 issue of Harper’s 
Weekly, Peattie writes of a woman who endures the weather and isolation of a Nebraska 
homestead after her husband dies, leaving her with three small children.  In the story, 
“The Three Johns,” John Gillespie, who wore a sombrero, John Henderson from 
Cincinnati, and John Waite from Montana meet by chance in the Hamilton County 
government land office.  After a brief moment of posturing – guns drawn – to establish 
their masculinity, each makes his claim of a quarter section, and they build an L-shaped 
cabin that overlaps the adjoining corner of their properties.  One day, on a trip into town 
for supplies, Henderson is caught in a thunderstorm.  Seeking shelter, he bursts into a 
cabin where he finds a woman named Catherine Ford and three small children.  When the 
storm subsides, Henderson discovers the woman has been there for six years, and she and 
the children have been alone since three months prior to the birth of her five-month-old 
son. When Henderson expresses shock at the suddenness and ferocity of the storm, 
Catherine Ford tells him she is used to these sudden weather changes.  “I’ve lived in the 
West six years now; you can’t frighten me any more.  We never die out here before our 
time comes.”73  When Henderson expresses concern about Catherine’s decision to stay on 
after her husband’s death, she defiantly responds, “I’m as strong as a horse, and I mean to 
get through all right. . . I’m going to hold down a claim, and be accumulating something 
while the children are getting up a bit.  Oh, I’m not afraid!”74  The three Johns commit to 
checking on Catherine and the children when they go past her farm, and she always sends 
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them home with some baked treat.  The narrator says  “Catherine Ford was fighting her 
way with native pluck and maternal unselfishness. . . [she] worked in field and house, 
cared for her little ones, milked the two cows out in the corral, sewed, sang, rode, baked, 
and was happy for very wholesomeness.”75  Although Peattie’s male characters hold 
Catherine in the traditional view of feminine weakness needing protection, she is actually 
a strong member of the rural community.  Prior to her marriage and her move to 
Nebraska, Catherine had been studying medicine and she is often called upon to treat the 
neighbors. When Henderson is deathly ill with malaria, Catherine makes daily visits to 
the three Johns’ cabin and cares for him.  When he is deliriously weak and wondering if 
he will ever see his mother again, Catherine is the one who brings order to the situation.  
She even cleans and organizes the cabin while she is there.  Weeks later, Waite is out on 
night watch over the cattle herd; he sees Catherine hurrying out to assist in a neighbor 
woman’s delivery.  Knowing Catherine’s children are home alone, Waite goes to check 
on them.  Catherine returns home the next morning to find Waite’s trampled body.  He 
had been caught in a cattle stampede on his way back to the herd.   
That winter Catherine and the children nearly freeze to death during a blizzard.  
The day before Thanksgiving, Catherine walked the twelve miles to town for supplies.  
The fact that she had sold her pony and had to walk suggests she had faced financial 
hardships, but she maintained a spirit of happiness in her home.  “Such very little things 
could make her happy.  She sang as she worked, and what with the drumming of her boy 
and the little exulting shrieks of the baby, the shack was filled with a deafening and 
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exhilarating din.”76  Later that day, the blizzard hit.  Placing her children in one of the 
bunks, Catherine covers them with her body as ice and snow blew through a window.   
When Gillespie and Henderson come to check on them three hours later, they find 
Catherine unconscious, “her body . . . frozen in many places.  Her arms outstretched over 
her children and holding the [bed] clothes down about them were rigid.”77   Henderson 
confesses his love to Catherine and tells her he “will never let [her] run the risks of this 
awful life alone again.”78   He and Gillespie want her and the children to come live with 
them as Henderson’s wife or as their sister, and Henderson wants her to rename the baby 
John so they will once again have three Johns.   
Throughout the hardships of her homesteading life, Catherine had accepted help 
from the three Johns, but she had never requested their assistance for herself or for her 
children.  She had consistently viewed herself as capable and strong, strong enough to 
survive, to sustain her family, and to assist others in the community.  Peattie allows the 
reader to assume that Catherine accepts the offer to move to Henderson and Gillespie’s 
home, but she allows the reader to decide which option Catherine accepted: to live there 
as Henderson’s wife or as their sister.  She leaves no doubt that Catherine is a strong and 
capable woman, a fierce protector of her children, but she brings resolve to her story with 
Catherine accepting the security of male protection.   Although Catherine Ford accepts 
the protection of her neighboring male homesteaders, Peattie maintains the integrity of 
Catherine’s character as an independent woman who chooses her destiny.   
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For Peattie, choosing marriage and its accompanying male protection was a 
realistic part of womanhood.  Peattie, herself, advocated for such a wedding between a 
woman who worked in the composing room at the Herald and a widower who was 
advertising for a wife “to look after his house on a ranch somewhere out in the state” and 
his eight children.79  The woman was in dire circumstances; she had two of her own 
children to care for.  Peattie showed her the advertisement and the woman responded.  
When the man sent the woman a letter proposing marriage, Robert Peattie wrote the 
newspaper correspondent in the county where the man resided and received a good report 
of the man’s character.  Peattie describes her conversation with the woman who came to 
her in “trepidation.”  “I said: ‘The children would be cared for.  Do you think you would 
loathe him?’”  The woman said she did not find him offensive and said, “I do not want to 
hear the children crying with hunger again.”  Peattie wrote, “we looked at each other 
thinking unspeakable things.”80  Peattie realized that the woman’s options were limited 
and she supported maternal desires to care for her children.  Although this appears to be a 
very traditional view of marriage as a necessity for women, Peattie perceived this as an 
act of self-determination for the woman.  She was choosing marriage as a means of 
providing for her children.  Peattie said the woman wrote her a few times telling her the 
children were doing well and “she was not unhappy.”  She wrote that “her husband 
brought her bunches of wild violets,” to which Peattie noted in her memoir, “after that I 
didn’t worry.”81  Peattie’s advice to this woman aligns with the view she held of women.  
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If marriage provided a means by which she could secure a future for her children, then a 
woman should choose marriage.    
Harper’s readers were exposed to the uncertainties of plains life through Peattie’s 
story of “The Three Johns,” and her character Catherine demonstrates the strength and 
endurance of women who chose to raise their children amid the uncertainties of life on 
the plains.  Chad Montrie explains that homesteaders experienced wild fires, voracious 
grasshoppers, wild animals, and brutal weather extremes.  Women often faced these 
hardships on their own as the men’s responsibilities often took them away from the 
homesite.  Even the domestic tasks women faced demanded a strength and endurance not 
typically associated with America’s mythologized mother.  By the late 1800s, most 
women did their own household work, but the hostile environment of the prairies placed 
additional demands on women. “Simply getting water for drinking, cooking, and washing 
could be an ordeal, one that required girls and women to shed any notion of being 
physically weak or irresolute.”82    The strength of women was essential to homesteading 
success, and many homestead claims were eventually proved-up by wives whose 
husbands had died.  Faced with abandoning their hard work or continuing on, some 
women chose to work their husbands’ claims and take full ownership of the property.  In 
fact, Sheryll Patterson-Black writes that women homesteaders were not uncommon.  
While some became homesteaders by default when their husbands died, many single 
women filed claims for themselves.  Regardless of their marital status, women 
homesteaders proved to be quite capable in the struggle against the plains environment.  
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In one sampling of homestead claims filed in Colorado and Wyoming during the late 
1890s and early 1900s, Patterson-Black found that “37 percent of the men succeeded in 
making final claim to the land, while 42.4 percent of the women succeeded.”  According 
to Patterson-Black, these findings refute the notion of “woman as helpless, reluctant 
pioneer.”83  Peattie’s tale of “The Three Johns” captures the gendered realities of frontier 
life.  Although her story is about three male homesteaders, it is a strong and determined 
woman working her own claim, who generates the motivation and calm endurance 
necessary for frontier survival.  In fact, Catherine Ford fills a maternal role for others in 
her rural community; she is decisive and resolute as are many of Peattie’s frontier 
females. 
Not all of Peattie’s female characters conquer their geographical frontiers, but 
they demonstrate the same self-determination as those who do, a self-determination that 
prevents them from being conquered.  Peattie’s short story, “Jim Lancy’s Waterloo,” first 
published in the June 17, 1894 Cosmopolitan presents the difficult life of the Nebraska 
prairie, but Annie Lancy chooses to abandon the prairie before it devours her as it has 
other women.  Peattie begins her narrative with Jim Lancy’s optimism for the future.   
Having persuaded Annie to change their wedding date to February in order to 
accommodate the farming schedule, Jim talks excitedly with his new bride as they travel 
from Annie’s home in Illinois to Jim’s farm in Nebraska.  Annie admits that she knows 
nothing about farming, but Jim’s optimism is convincing, and Annie agrees with him that 
paying the mortgage will be their first priority. She tells Jim, “We’ll just do without till 
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we get the mortgage lifted.  Hard work will do anything.”84  Jim and Annie are greeted at 
the station by a group of dusty, bearded men, and Annie lets them know she is looking 
forward to meeting their “womenkind.”  Just as they are leaving, a woman hurries toward 
the wagon to meet Annie.  The narrator describes the woman as thin and missing her 
front teeth, her hair and garments faded from the wind and the weather.  She looks at 
Annie’s young face with “agony” in her eyes.  Annie is surprised when Jim later tells her 
the “old woman” is Mis’ Dundy and she “ain’t a day over thirty.”85  Annie takes up the 
work on the farm without complaint.  In the first year of their marriage they suffer a 
financial loss.  Even though the crops are good, the transportation to get the corn to 
Chicago leaves them $300 behind.  After Annie has a baby, her work becomes even more 
difficult.  Annie has now noticed her own faded hair and that her clothes are worn.  Her 
days are long with housework and the care of the livestock.  Mrs. Dundy has visited on 
occasion and Annie now knows the reason Mrs. Dundy has always looked on her with 
pity.  One day after looking in a mirror, Annie realizes that her youth is being eaten up by 
the hard life on the Nebraska prairie.  Turning to Mrs. Dundy, she says, “You knew it 
was coming. . . That first day, you knew how it would be.”86  Annie faced the 
inevitability of fading into the prairie, of losing herself in order to survive.  Her days 
began early, sometimes four a.m., with washing and bread baking, preparing meals for 
the hired help, milking, and feeding the chickens and pigs.   
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While nineteenth-century motherhood was synonymous with self-sacrifice, Annie 
had little left of her self to sacrifice for her newborn.  Her baby was fretful, and “Annie 
crept about her work with her wailing baby in her arms.”87   The house grew disorderly, 
and Jim began sleeping in the hay mow because of the infant’s constant crying.  The 
mounting pressures of farming occupied Jim’s time and his mind, and now, Annie had 
the baby to care for.  Motherhood forced Annie into deeper isolation.  Mrs. Dundy had 
been there when the baby was first born, but the demands of her own household limited 
the time she could help Annie.  Ironically, Annie’s only solace came from walking 
among the corn stalks in the summer evenings where the sound of the rustling leaves 
soothed her baby to sleep, but even that was short lived.  The hot winds of summer 
shriveled the corn on the stalks, and the Lancys faced another year of loss.  While Annie 
fed the men Jim hired to harvest their pitiful crop, her baby lay on a quilt spread on the 
floor.  She had grown accustomed to the constant crying and sometimes forgot to feed the 
child.  But at night, when her daily chores were done, “she would take it up and caress it 
with fierceness.”88   The morning her baby died, Annie had been tending to her usual 
chores.  When she returned to the house, her baby was dying.  Despite her efforts, Annie 
could not bring life back to her baby.  Realizing that the men would soon be in for the 
noon meal, Annie places the lifeless body on her bed, covers it with a sheet, and moves to 
the kitchen “to cook for those men, who came at noon and who must be fed – who must 
be fed.”89  After the men have eaten, Annie tells them the baby is dead and wonders if 
they could get by with a cold supper, so that she could go to town for a coffin.   
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Peattie reveals the extent to which prairie life has eaten away at Annie, rendering 
her emotionless.  She cannot even feel the loss of her only child.  Since the birth of her 
daughter, Annie has been aware of her own state of decline.  The eyes she saw reflected 
in her mirror had the same feverish madness she always noticed in Mrs. Dundy’s eyes, 
and she pushes the thought away that “in her face also was coming the look of half-
madness!”90  Two months after the baby’s death, Annie demands money from Jim to go 
to Illinois.  When she arrives at the station to travel back to Illinois, Annie learns that 
Mrs. Dundy has been sent to the insane asylum in Lincoln.  If Annie’s intent was to go 
back to Illinois for a temporary reprieve from the struggles of farm life in Nebraska, the 
news of Mrs. Dundy’s demise has caused her to assess her options.  After arriving in 
Illinois, Annie sends a letter to Jim saying she will not be returning.  She writes,  
I know I am breaking my word when I leave you.  But remember, it is not you, I  
leave, but the soil, Jim!  I will not be its slave any longer.  If you care to come for  
me here, and live another life – but no, there would be no use.  Our love, like our  
toil, has been eaten up by those rapacious acres.  Let us say, good-bye.91 
The land has devoured Jim and Annie’s love and it has robbed her of her motherhood, but 
she will not allow it to conquer her will.  Annie will not lose herself to the land as Mrs. 
Dundy has.  Although Peattie’s story is most likely a commentary on the economic 
politics of Nebraska’s agricultural community, she clearly reveals that the losses farm 
families faced were far more than financial.92   Plains women faced the same 
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environmental hardships as the men, but those with families had the added concerns of 
the safety and well being of their children.  Unlike their urban counterparts, who often 
enjoyed the company and support of other women, plains women spent days and months 
in the isolation of vast stretches of prairie.   
 Peattie maintains the theme of female independence on the plains in her first short 
story to appear in the Atlantic Monthly, “After the Storm: A Story of the Prairie.”93  In 
this tale, Peattie presents a mother who works herself to death for the fulfillment of her 
husband’s ranching success, and a daughter who chooses to abandon the hardship of 
frontier life after watching her mother’s difficult life.  The story opens when the 
Sharpneck ranch hands come in for the evening and are surprised to find their meal is not 
waiting for them as it usually is.  They find Mrs. Sharpneck in bed, unconscious.  Her 
husband, whom the narrator describes as “the proprietor of the land, the cattle, and her,” 
spends little time at the ranch.94  He is often in town drinking, and their daughter, Kitty, 
stays in town where she has taken an apprenticeship with the milliner.  One of the ranch 
hands, Fitzgerald, goes to town to summon the doctor, Mr. Sharpneck, and Kitty.  
Tennant remains at the house to sit with the unconscious Mrs. Sharpneck.  The narrator 
explains that Mrs. Sharpneck’s life was difficult; her husband was cruel and her workload 
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was exhausting.  “Besides doing the housework, she milked three cows, fed the pigs and 
chickens, and made the butter. . . When he was on the night shift with the cattle [Tennant] 
had seen her moving about noiselessly while the others slept.”95   Never one to complain, 
the woman worked long hours every day, maintaining the domestic hub of the Sharpneck 
ranch.  The doctor arrives the following day, prescribes some medicine, and declares that 
it won’t be long for her.  Tennant ponders the irony of this mother, who had “borne two 
sons and a daughter,” and was now dying alone.  He and Fitzgerald begin making funeral 
arrangements, and Sharpneck arrives with Kitty later that day, two days after the ranch 
hands found Mrs. Sharpneck and sent word of her poor condition.  Kitty shows no 
emotion; the narrator mentions her absence of tears more than once.  At night, as she and 
Tennant keep vigil over her mother’s body, she shows him an ambrotype of her mother as 
a young woman.  The “lovely brow [and the] alert dark eyes” are a sharp contrast to the 
“little brown parchment-like face” he knew from sitting at her table three times a day.96    
Maria Sharpneck spent her life working for her husband’s success.  Kitty’s  
memories of her mother reveal a life of drudgery that Kitty now fears she will be  
expected to replace: 
Kitty looked about the room, – at the stove where she had seen the soiled little  
figure of her mother standing these years and years, at the pots she had patiently  
scoured, at the low walls, the deep windows, the unstable sandhills beyond, the  
wind-stricken pool where the cattle stood, – she looked at it all, and thought of the  
slave bound to it, loaded with heavy chains, starved in the midst of it.97 
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Kitty understands the role her mother filled on the Sharpneck ranch, and she dreads the 
thought that the only maternal role she will be permitted to fill will be to the ranch hands 
who fill the Sharpneck domestic space three times each day.   
 Sharpneck goes to town and returns with a “brilliantly varnished coffin with much 
nickel plating.”98  Neighboring women mourn Mrs. Sharpneck’s death with sobs even 
though they didn’t know her well.  The narrator explains that the men assumed this 
display of emotion was typical of women.  “That they were weeping from self-pity did 
not once occur to them.”99  Even those who didn’t know her personally understood Mrs. 
Sharpneck’s life of hardship.   Kitty herself had told Tennant she was glad her mother 
had died.  After the funeral, Sharpneck’s brother, the town undertaker, insists that the 
ranch hands meet at his place in town to “brace up.”  Suspicious of the undertaker’s 
generosity, Tennant returns to the gravesite.  He tells Kitty that while they were all in 
town, the nickel-plated coffin had been returned to the mortuary and Mrs. Sharpneck’s 
body was at the doctor’s.  Rather than return to the ranch and begin her life of domestic 
sacrifice, Kitty accepts Tennant’s offer to go away together.  When they arrive in Council 
Bluffs, they are married and set up housekeeping in a tiny cottage.  Prior to Mrs. 
Sharpneck’s death, Kitty and Tennant were strangers to each other.  Kitty chooses life in 
a new city with a man she barely knows over the drudgery of domestic life on her father’s 
ranch.  Peattie concludes her tale validating Kitty’s choice because this new life “was 
their life, and they lived it with honesty and with courage.”100  Kitty Sharpneck, like Elia 
Peattie, chose to break from the gendered-script she was destined to inherit.  Neither of 
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them had lucrative options when they made the choice to walk away from lives of self-
sacrifice and hardship.  Although they both found refuge in marriage, it was their self-
determination that distinguishes them from those who accept the traditional, gender-
scripted marriages of their mothers.   
Ironically, Peattie’s frontier fiction rarely focuses on the maternal feelings or 
actions of the mothers in her stories.  Although they retain the submissive nature of 
America’s mythologized mother, they seldom demonstrate the mothering behaviors or 
emotions associated with motherhood.  Frontier life is demanding, and motherhood is 
expressed after the work is done or perhaps as a lamentable omission of duties, as is the 
case with Annie Lancy when the narrator explains that “she had grown so used to [the 
baby’s wailing] she hardly heard it, anymore than the ticking of the clock.”101  While 
Peattie’s older female characters often demonstrate acceptance of their lot in life, 
Peattie’s younger female characters are more likely to control their destinies through 
choices regarding marriage and gender-role expectations, including decisions to forego 
marriage and motherhood.  In one of Peattie’s earliest published works, “As Far As 
Angels Ken,” she narrates the tale of a single woman staking a claim in Colorado.  Faced 
with the reality that her deceased father’s scant savings will be insufficient to provide for 
herself and her mother, Kate Holt sells all but her father’s rifle, some pictures, and books, 
and purchases two tickets for Colorado.  After building a small home for herself and her 
mother and making the necessary land improvements, Kate invests in cattle, sheep, 
poultry, and pigs.  The cowboys and other ranchers in the area had come to respect her 
even though they had laughed at her when she first came, saying she had only come to 
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“catch a husband.”102  Kate successfully confronts the hardships of frontier life only to 
lose her life while attempting to save a family whose wagon overturns in a flooded 
stream.  Peattie concludes her tale with an epilogue, of sorts.  Kate’s mother, overcome 
with the news of Kate’s death, placed Kate’s property “into the keeping of the proprietor 
of the village hotel,” whom she describes as a slick looking man whose appearance is 
“like the knave of hearts.”   “This ape absorbed the enterprise of Kate Holt’s 
womanhood.”103  Although her story is brief, Peattie clearly portrays Kate Holt as a brave 
young woman who defied the expectations of the men in the community with her 
successful claim.  Peattie emphasizes Kate’s choice to invest her strength and 
determination in her own land rather than seeking a marriage to provide for herself and 
her mother.  She equates Kate’s womanhood with the hard work that conquered the land 
and earned her the respect of the community.  Her womanhood is defined, not by 
motherhood, but by her self-determination and self-sufficiency.  Ironically, Kate’s 
manifestation of womanhood is besmirched by the greed of an unscrupulous man.   
Cultural Frontiers 
Peattie’s fictional females are marked by self-determination.  Their life choices 
are more reflective of America’s New Woman and similar to those Peattie made for 
herself.  Susan M. Cruea explains that the Woman Movement of the 19th century was 
reflected in “overlapping parts of a long-term change in cultural attitudes towards gender, 
a gradual shifting of power away from its patriarchal basis, and a steady movement for 
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women toward twentieth-century feminism.”104  Elia Peattie, like many of her female 
characters, teetered on the cultural frontier of New Womanhood.  Although she was 
deeply devoted to her marriage and her family, Peattie’s life ambitions were not limited 
to, or controlled by, family obligations.  Peattie accepted writing assignments that took 
her away from her home and her children for weeks, and sometimes months, at a time.  
Edward was just over two-years-old and Barbara just one year when she spent the first of 
two summers as a resort writer for the railroads.  Her toddlers stayed at her parents’ home 
with a domestic and Robert’s niece.  While Robert’s poor health forced her to work at 
times, and Peattie claimed that her work kept groceries in the house and the mortgage 
paid, she also acknowledges that her career decisions provided personal satisfaction and 
lifestyle options Robert’s income alone would not have provided.  In reference to her 
many invitations to the homes of influential people, Peattie wrote, “I had a sense of 
eating life and no matter how much I had, I was still unsatisfied.”105  Much like the New 
Woman of the era, Peattie valued her “right . . . to a career which met her personal needs 
and fulfilled her interests.”106   Although she clearly pursued a life of personal 
satisfaction and enjoyed an active social agenda that took her away from her home, 
Peattie insisted that family was her primary motivation.  In her memoir, Peattie reflects 
on her relatives’ disapproval of her lifestyle, but she justifies her life choices saying, “I 
never was ashamed of the fact that I tried to improve my condition, socially as well as 
any other way.  I couldn’t see what America was for, if not for expansion, and I certainly 
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didn’t mean to let my family stop where I left off.”107   Peattie validated her life choices 
as maternal decisions, choices that would ultimately lead to her children’s satisfaction 
and position in life.  Wavering on the frontier of New Womanhood, Elia Peattie sought to 
balance her personal ambitions with her maternal intentions.  Like the New Woman, she 
sought “freedom from the social expectations and conventions forced upon them by 
tradition,” and Omaha Nebraska provided her a place to explore both worlds.108  
Late nineteenth-century Omaha was a veritable petri dish of humanity.  The city 
had quickly become a major east-west and north-south hub with multiple rail lines 
running through the city.  Peattie’s editorials shed light on the realities of women’s lives 
in a frontier border town.  In her July 19, 1891 editorial, Peattie describes the diversity of 
life she experienced while traveling across Omaha on a streetcar.  She writes of the 
“close-clipped” lawns in the western suburbs where women “raise their children with 
love and judgment and who are the very backbone of the municipality.”109  As the trolley 
moves through the city, she observes that the number of saloons increases and children 
come and go from the flats.  Other neighborhoods are ethnically defined.  In one 
paragraph she describes the smoke from the smelter and in the next she writes of the 
gleaming windows of the groceries, banks, and shops.   In one editorial she writes of 
prostitution and in another of the shopping habits of Omaha’s wealthy women.  Most of 
Peattie’s writings in the Herald drew attention to the daily lives of Omaha’s populace.  
The Omaha World Herald and its predecessor, the Daily Herald, were primarily devoted 
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to news; local, national, and global, but the need for advertising revenue pressured 
newspapers like the Herald to provide “women’s social sections focusing on food, 
fashion, and families and hired women to produce them.”110  Recognizing the role 
women played in America’s growing consumer culture, advertisers sought newspaper 
space to reach domestic customers and newspapers sought more female readers.  Elia 
Peattie’s role at the Omaha paper was most likely to attract women readers.   
Peattie wrote candidly in her editorials about women’s issues, but her opinions on 
such issues were often steeped in tradition.  In response to a report by Omaha’s Chief of 
Police with regard to the influx of truancy and juvenile crime in the city, Peattie writes in 
support of the police chief’s claims that parents are to blame.  Validating the chief’s 
report that truant children are often sitting on the city curbs unsupervised, Peattie states, 
“there is something radically wrong with the mother who does not know or care where 
that little fellow is who is sitting there on the curbing.”111  Although she often references 
both fathers and mothers for the waywardness of their children, Peattie lays the heart of 
the problem at the mother’s feet.   
I know when a man comes home from the smelter at night that he is pretty tired;
 and that his wife, who has been washing, and who has to set the bread and fold  
the clothes even after the supper dishes are done up, besides looking after the  
fretful baby, has no nervous force left to do much with.  Her heart is heavy. She is  
starved for want of diversion, love and gladness.  But let this woman make an  
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effort to forget her cares for a moment, and make a little fun with her children,  
and she will be surprised to find how her own heart has been lightened.112 
While Peattie’s editorials on mothering may have seemed rigidly traditional, her personal 
life suggests that this motherly role can be filled by anyone who exhibits motherly 
affection and behaviors.  In her April 20, 1890 editorial, “How Not to Treat Babies,” 
Peattie berates New York Sun editor, Nell Nelson for publishing a list of motherly 
constraints regarding child rearing.  After reprinting Nelson’s “list of negations,” Peattie 
takes particular issue with Nelson’s “Don’t rock the baby . . . [and] Don’t let him be 
kissed.”113  She offers a personal example of a nurse she hired for her own children who 
refused to kiss them.  Peattie writes that her little girl had fallen one day and, since 
Peattie didn’t have time to kiss her, she asked Lena to do the kissing.  The nurse, Lena, 
claimed she never kisses children because “it is not hygienic.”114  When Peattie discovers 
that Lena has never kissed the children since her hire, Peattie informs her that she must 
find employment elsewhere.  She tells her reader “Then I got a good fat Irish girl who 
would not sew on the children’s buttons, but who kissed them as naturally as she took a 
drink of water when she was thirsty.  And I felt a great deal better.”115  Although Peattie 
was not consistently there to kiss and hold her own children, she was content to know 
they were receiving such motherly care.      
 Unlike previous generations of mothers, who held tightly to the mythologized 
view of motherhood as the essence of womanhood, Peattie’s view of motherhood edges 
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closer to that of the New Woman.  America’s New Woman was not bound by the same 
biological view of mothering she had experienced in her mother’s home. “Women’s 
mothering [in the late nineteenth century] was seen as innately female, yet in need of 
training and direction.  After acquiring the skills of mothering . . . women could apply 
these skills in a focused and controlled way to altruistically influence political and social 
events.”116  Peattie’s mothering role extended beyond her home and into the community, 
but not to the neglect of motherly care for her own children.  She ensured her children’s 
maternal care even though it often came from extended family members and hired nurses.  
Peattie’s career, social engagements, and charitable work all demanded time away from 
her home.  After the family moved back to Chicago, Peattie writes of a period in which 
she maintained an exhaustive schedule outside of her home.  She was frequently lecturing 
or reading papers and stories at this time, some for pay and some for charitable purposes.   
After giving a lengthy list of the towns she traveled to while she was lecturing, Peattie 
writes of the physical demands of such a schedule: 
The journey to the suburbs was the most exhausting.  It would be necessary to  
take a bit of luncheon before the rest of the family was served, to travel on the  
Illinois Central to town, take a street car or a taxi across town, then another train,  
and already fagged, read my paper to a group of women, who, as a general thing,  
were present for the purpose of having an afternoon of sociability . . . Perhaps I  
would not have time to stop for their refreshments but would have to scutter for  
the train and would reach home after the family had dined. . . Bertha or Barbara,  
and later, the boys, would have the bed turned down for me, my dinner kept  
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hot.117   
These long afternoons away from home allowed Peattie to maintain a public presence and 
were only possible because of the domestic assistance she had in her sister, Bertha, and 
daughter, Barbara.  Peattie insisted that her motivations were maternal.  She said the 
family “objected to these fatiguing exploits,” but the extra money provided shoes, 
clothes, and assisted with other bills.118  Peattie’s reasons for using her public presence as 
a means of providing for her private space may have soothed the conflict she felt between 
her inherited gender script and her New Woman reality, but those who knew her 
understood her need for a public life.  Describing his mother as “always the extrovert,” 
Roderick wrote, “She loved the center of the stage, thrived on praise and appreciation, 
and would have had the greatest satisfaction in being well-to-do and played, whenever 
she could, the role of fine lady.”119    
 Many of Peattie’s female characters negotiated those same cultural boundaries of 
womanhood.  For many, the push against tradition was through marital choice.  In an 
1894 editorial, Peattie addresses social concerns that divorce may be all too common.  
Although Peattie agrees that divorce is costly, economically and socially, she argues that 
some incompatible couples have little choice but to end the marriage.  Peattie sees the 
greater sin as the ease by which these couples entered marriage.  The “carelessness” of 
these “impulse[s] of love,” Peattie describes as “criminal” and “inexcusable” when they 
expose the children of these relationships “to the brood of passions that grow out of 
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unhappy marital relations.”120  The same month her editorial is published in the World 
Herald, Peattie’s short story, “Cap’n Patti,” appeared in Lippincott’s.  Peattie’s 
protagonist, a beautiful young woman named Pauline, chooses a life of devotion to the 
needy in her community over marriage.  Pauline has returned home to New York after 
studying music in Berlin for three years.  Through the conversations of her two closest 
friends, Warren Barton and Lizzy Curtis, the reader learns that Pauline’s success in 
Berlin has stirred significant interest, and her New York début will be held in the home of 
a New York society woman.  Lizzy reminds her, however, that the novelty of her status 
will ebb and after a year people will talk of how her talent has diminished and wonder 
why she doesn’t “get married and become domestic.”121   Pauline’s response surprises her 
friends.  She declares, “I’d rather drag my skirts through a little mud in a land where men 
are free than to walk daintily through streets of palaces where I know that men are 
starved in the cellars.”122  Lizzy’s comments on Pauline’s future cause the young singer 
to ponder her motives for having studied music at all.  She had assumed that her 
increased knowledge and talent “might fit her soul to be a fit companion for [Warren’s 
soul],” but now she realized that a barrier had grown between her and Warren.  She 
wonders if she must now relinquish the heights of accomplishment to be bound with the 
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chains of living someone else’s life.  The day of her musical début, Pauline and her 
friends come upon a group of fifty, uniformed Salvation Army members.  Among those 
who have gathered to hear the group sing and to listen to their evangelical petition, is a 
young girl whose dress and demeanor suggest a life of hardship.  Sensing the young girl’s 
discomfort and confusion, Pauline tells Warren and Lizzy that she will make her début in 
this moment, and she moves into the crowd to sing for the young girl.  Overcome by the 
power of Pauline’s voice and the message she sings, the young girl repents and 
announces her intentions to live a renewed life of Christianity.  Pauline tells her friends 
she has found what she must do with her life, and she tells Warren that she is giving him 
and Lizzy to each other.    
 Peattie’s talented young protagonist confronts her own gender-inherited script 
expectations.  Pauline chooses to use her talent and her education as a means of reform. 
Crossing the cultural boundary of womanhood, Pauline seeks fulfillment outside of 
marriage and biological motherhood.  Her decision to work among the neediest in society 
reflects the ideals of municipal housekeeping Peattie would have recognized in Chicago’s 
settlement houses.  Peattie lectured on behalf of Jane Addams’s Hull-House in Chicago 
and spent time with Addams whose Chicago settlement house was a model of such.  Tom 
Burke describes settlement houses as “centers for neighborhood social services and 
reform activities aimed at bridging gaps between social classes and at solving social 
problems endemic to tenement living.”123  The neighborhood becomes an extended 
family with settlement workers engaged daily with the struggles of the working poor.  
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Judith Raftery explains “most settlement workers saw themselves as missionaries, not 
philanthropic do-gooders.”124  The settlement approach to reform appealed to Peattie, but 
her charitable interest in Chicago’s Hull-House was not her only experience with 
municipal housekeeping.  Peattie personally extended her maternal concern to Omaha’s 
neediest and most overlooked members of society, often through her writing.  In a 
February 1, 1891 editorial, Peattie promotes the services of the Open Door, a home in 
Omaha for destitute women.  In her editorial, Peattie provides an account of Leda, a 
young girl who was abandoned just prior to her expected wedding.  After discovering she 
is pregnant, Leda turns to a local prostitute who tells her she could go to one of the 
madams in the city for help.  Her pregnancy would be terminated, but she would then be 
expected to be in their service.  Later that night, an Omaha police officer finds Leda 
roaming the street, takes her to jail for the night, and arranges for her to go to the Open 
Door the following morning.  Leda gains her self-respect at the Open Door, and her child 
is placed in a local home to be part of a family.  Peattie concludes her account of Leda, 
saying, “This happened long ago.  And yesterday the 101st baby was born at the Open 
Door.  That means 101 women saved to lead better lives.”125  Peattie’s narrative account 
draws her readers’ sympathies to young women like Leda who suffer the brunt of 
youthful impulses; her motive for telling Leda’s story was to expose Omaha’s readers to 
the needs of those living among them and to draw attention to the home that provides for 
young women like Leda.  In her autobiography, Peattie writes of her work with the Open 
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Door, a home for “erring girls,” explaining how she assisted in the placement of some of 
the children in the home through her newspaper writings.  Peattie wrote, “I had the 
happiness of knowing that twenty-eight little homeless ones were placed in appropriate 
homes by means of the articles I wrote about them.”126   
Peattie used her position with the World Herald to draw attention to many 
benevolent institutions in Omaha, writing editorials that spoke to the benefits they 
provided for those who needed shelter and the opportunities they made possible for 
women to forge a life for themselves.  Although she maintained traditional personal 
beliefs regarding marriage, Peattie held less than traditional views of childcare.  Peattie’s 
commitment to her children is without question, but she firmly believed her maternal 
responsibility was to secure proper care for them.  Furthermore, she claimed her pursuit 
of a personal career was the means by which she could provide for her children’s 
immediate needs, materially and emotionally, while providing a promising future for 
them.  Peattie believed in the resilience of women and supported a day nursery in Omaha, 
which provided childcare for single women whose maternal obligations impeded their 
ability to meet their financial obligations.  In a February 7, 1892 editorial, “Work of the 
Day Nursery: The Creche and What It Does for Women Who Must Work,” she writes of 
the nursery, the people it serves, and the people who work there.  The Creche had room 
for thirty-six children, and was close to capacity when Peattie wrote.  While some of the 
children were only there for the day, many stayed a week or more at a time; the fee for 
weekly boarding was $1.50 with decreasing amounts for more than one child; care was 
 
126 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 4. 
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provided by the matron, a cook, and two nurses.127  Other organizations assisted the effort 
by providing clothing, bedding, and other goods to the Creche.  Peattie reports that the 
fees collected for the children’s care were insufficient to cover the overall costs of the 
Creche, but they were necessary so as “not to rob any of the people they intend to help of 
an atom of their self-respect.”128   Once again, Peattie’s writing serves to petition the 
community for assistance in meeting the needs of those struggling to provide maternal 
care for their children.  She concludes her editorial writing with notice of an upcoming 
fundraising event and strongly encourages her readers to attend: 
It will be a good thing for those who want to help make these little youngsters  
comfortable, to drop in.  The price of a day’s cigars set apart by a number of  
young men who have good young hearts thumping away in the right sort of  
manner under their coats, will be acceptable.129 
Peattie’s editorial position that motherly care was not an act exclusive to biological 
mothers is consistently manifested in her published fiction.   
In her Youth’s Companion Story, “At Aunt Frank’s Service,” Peattie introduces 
the reader to Mary Bell Browne, a young orphan girl who has been living with aunts and 
uncles since infancy.  After receiving a proper education, Mary Bell will be deciding 
where to make her next home.  Among the relatives who have invited her to their homes 
is Miss Frances Browne, a spinster aunt known as Aunt Frank.  The reader learns that 
Aunt Frank was once engaged to be married to a neighboring farmer, but she ended the 
 
127 Elia W. Peattie, “Work of the Day Nursery: The Creche and What It Does for Women 
Who Must Work,” Omaha World-Herald 26, (February 7, 1892): 13. NewsBank. The 
Creche served single fathers as well.   
128 Elia W. Peattie, “Work of the Day Nursery,” 13.  
129 Elia W. Peattie, “Work of the Day Nursery,” 13. 
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engagement when she saw the unkempt condition of his farm.  According to other family 
members, Aunt Frank has always lived outside traditional expectations.  Mary Bell’s 
Aunt Sally explains that, as a girl, Aunt Frank “preferred a horse or a cow to a new 
dress.”130  Mary Bell also learns that her Aunt Frank “was one of the best judges of stock 
in Indiana, and that she had a number of activities, such as running a country store and 
editing a poultry journal.”131  Although Aunt Frank chose a single life over an 
undesirable marriage, she longed for motherhood.  She explains to Mary Bell that she had 
repeatedly asked the family to allow her to provide Mary Bell a home, and she had even 
prepared her home to be more suitable for a child, but the family had always refused her 
offers.  When she realized that taking in her brother’s child was not possible, Aunt Frank 
had tried to provide a home for two needy children in her community, but one died and 
the other ran away leaving Aunt Frank childless.   She has once again offered her home to 
Mary Bell, but this time Mary Bell is the one making the decision.  Despite promises of a 
luxurious life with any of the other family members, Mary Bell chooses to live with Aunt 
Frank saying, “I want to go where I am needed.  I want a real place in the world – not a 
make-believe one.”  Mary Bell announces her decision in the presence of the family 
saying, “Aunt Frank, the New Year and your new daughter are at your service.”132  Mary 
Beth’s extended family members have never considered Aunt Frank a suitable mother.  
They clearly define suitability by traditional norms, norms Aunt Frank has refused.  Her 
spinsterhood is by choice.   
 
130 Elia W. Peattie, “At Aunt Frank’s Service,” The Youth’s Companion 74, no.5 
(February 1, 1900): 49, Proquest. 
131 Elia W. Peattie, “At Aunt Frank’s Service,” 50. 
132 Elia W. Peattie, “At Aunt Frank’s Service,” 50. 
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Similar to Peattie’s treatment of Pauline’s decision in “Cap’n Patti,” Mary Beth’s 
decision concludes the story.  The reader is not invited to observe the life that ensues.  
Both Aunt Frank and Mary Beth reject traditional expectations, opting instead to pursue 
lives of independence and personal satisfaction.  Peattie leaves the reader at the same 
cultural boundary she personally experiences.  When Peattie submitted her story, “The 
Three Johns,” for publication to Harper’s Weekly she included a note to Richard Harding 
Davis that her “work had lagged, rather, owing to the birth of my little boy.”133  Although 
Peattie valued her family, she felt compelled to protect her professional relationship with 
the managing editor of a major periodical by means of an apology, of sorts, for the impact 
motherhood had on her work.   
Peattie clearly held that mothering, whether it involved childcare or the care of 
less fortunate souls in the community, was not restricted to those whose lives were 
marked by piety and purity, and in this regard, she certainly crossed the cultural 
boundaries that separated the New Woman from the more traditional woman of her 
mother’s generation.   In Peattie’s only Chap-Book publication, “The Mystery,” she 
writes a very brief, and almost erotic, tale of a woman who becomes involved with a 
married man.  Prior to her fall, Margaret sees the plight of the less fortunate as an 
intrusion upon her senses.  The narrator compares the scenes from the street to “the mud 
of the road [that] sometimes splashed the sides of her carriage.”  At night, she lies down, 
“bathed in purity, alienated from her fellows by her innocence, in touch with the 
passionless night.”134   After a chance meeting with a man, Margaret’s nights are no 
 
133 Elia Wilkinson Peattie, The Star Wagon, Chapter 5.   
134 Elia W. Peattie, "The Mystery," The Chap - Book; Semi - Monthly. A Miscellany & 
Review of Belles Lettres (1894-1898), (Apr 15, 1895): 441, American Periodicals.  
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longer peaceful and settled.  Tortured by desire, she eventually “knew herself for a 
woman whom temptation had conquered.  She had yielded.  Sin was her’s [sic], and the 
joy of sin.”135  After her lover dies, Margaret resolves to go on in life, helping others to 
overcome life’s hardships.   
Pity had superseded pride.  She guessed at the sorrow and the shame of others, by  
that of which she knew herself.  And she smiled, dreaming of work to be done.   
The little children who wept – should they not be comforted with motherliness?   
The women who cursed – should they not know a sister’s kindly word?136  
Peattie’s tale goes further than merely suggesting that piety and purity are nonessentials 
for a motherly heart.  She implies that Margaret’s greatest sin was her alienation from 
those who suffer.  Peattie concludes her story with a poem. 
 ‘Tis the throb and the stress of the night, 
 And the spirits of Pain and of Sin, 
 With faces upturned toward the light, 
 Their way through the shadows win.137 
Prior to her fall, Margaret’s life is empty and void of feeling.  She is a model of virtuous 
womanhood, but her life is meaningless until the pain of sin brings her to understand the 
plight of her fellow beings.  It is her fallen state that allows her to sympathize with the 
less fortunate and to begin a new life of caring for those she once shunned.  Margaret’s 
fallen state prevents her from reclaiming traditional womanhood, but acts of benevolent 
motherhood will manifest as a greater and more genuine virtue within her.   
 
135 Elia W. Peattie, "The Mystery," 441.  
136 Elia W. Peattie, "The Mystery," 441. 
137 Elia W. Peattie, "The Mystery," 441. 
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 Peattie’s fiction appeared in many national periodicals, including children’s 
magazines.  Her Youth’s Companion tales were morally instructive with traditional 
family values at the heart of the narrative, in keeping with the values of the Companion.  
In “Message of the Lilies,” a young girl goes to stay with her pious aunt and comes to 
realize she has been needlessly judgmental of those around her.  The young, orphaned 
boy in “Tarts” becomes a part of his new family through the maternal care of the woman 
who found him.  And Lovejoy Jones acquires an entire family when he marries the 
widowed Mrs. Green who needs someone to help her care for her home and her two 
small children in “The Family He Found.”138  Peattie presses the boundaries of traditional 
feminine ideals in some of her youngest female protagonists by portraying them in 
adventurous roles.  In her first St. Nicholas story, “Grizel Cochrane’s Ride: Founded on 
an Incident of the Monmouth Rebellion,” young Grizel Cochrane learns that her father, 
Sir John Cochrane is sentenced to be hung.  Stealing out that night on her father’s battle 
horse, in the clothes of the stable boy, Grizel rides out to intercept the mail that contains 
the king’s signed order for her father’s death.  Upon ambushing the post boy, Grizel 
possesses “a wild courage . . . and the hand that drew and held the pistol was as firm as a 
man’s.”139  After stealing the mail bags from the post boy, Grizel rides to the town where 
her father is held, removes the king’s order from the mail bags and places the bags on a 
 
138 All three of these stories are published in Youth’s Companion.  “Message of the 
Lilies” (April 7, 1898), “Tarts” (April 21, 1898), and “The Family He Found” (January 
25, 1900). 
139 Elia W. Peattie “Grizel Cochrane's Ride: Founded on an Incident of the Monmouth 
Rebellion,” St.Nicholas; an Illustrated Magazine for Young Folks (1873-1907) 14, no. 4, 
(February 1887): 271. American Periodicals.  The June 1887 issue of St.Nicholas 
includes letters to the editor regarding Peattie’s historical tale.  Legend has it that Grizel 
Cochrane not only stole the mail bags, holding the post boy at gunpoint, but she did so 
twice.    
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donkey which is left to wander near the city gates.  Without the king’s order, Grizel’s 
father escapes death and is instead sent to the Tower of London to be held until his case 
can be petitioned.   
In her second story for St. Nicholas, young Bertha steps in to take her brother’s role 
as the young Duke of York in Richard III after her brother breaks his leg on the opening 
night.  When Bertha realizes that no one else is prepared for the part and her brother’s 
name will be associated with the failure, she tells the stage manager she is prepared to 
take the role.  Young Bertha not only fulfills the obligation, she is an audience favorite.  
The man playing Richard III gives Bertha a twenty-dollar gold piece after the first 
performance, and she is sent home in a carriage with instructions to return each night of 
the play.  Peattie presents Bertha as a humble little girl, who saves her brother’s honor, 
earns the respect of the professional actors, and wins the hearts of the audience.  But 
more notably, Peattie presents, through Bertha, her personal feminine ideal.  Bertha tells 
the leading actress that she must take the role for her Mamma and Joey.  “We couldn’t 
afford to lose the money, either.  We’ll need it more than ever, now that Joey’s leg is 
broken.”140   Although Elia Peattie may not have been as humble as her young heroine, 
Bertha, her life decisions – as progressive as they seemed to be – were always justified as 
necessary acts for the benefit of others, particularly for her family.    
Conclusion 
Elia Peattie was a prolific writer whose publication success rivals that of many 
nineteenth-century female writers.  Although her works are largely unknown outside 
 
140 Peattie, Elia W. "Bertha’s Debut," St.Nicholas; an Illustrated Magazine for Young 
Folks (1873-1907) 17, no. 3, (January 1890): 217. American Periodicals. 
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Great Plains academia, they provide a panoramic view of plains women’s lives in the late 
nineteenth-century.  Motivated to provide for her family, Peattie utilized her writing skills 
rather than her domestic skills to seek opportunities, opportunities that extended her 
influence beyond the confines of her personal domestic space.  Her life epitomizes the 
borderlands of womanhood in which she lived.  Emine Geçgil writes,  
Portraying new women like herself, who felt torn between the tenets of True  
Womanhood – piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity – and the ideals of  
New Womanhood – emancipation, equality, and opportunity – Peattie brought a  
fresh approach to journalism by writing factual editorials, crafting short,  
fictionalized narratives that supported her causes, and personalizing the news  
through fictionalized sketches based on real events.141   
Peattie’s editorials in The Omaha World-Herald reveal her deeply ingrained commitment 
to the traditional values of womanhood and motherhood, but they also expose the 
hardships of the plains life.  She exposed the grit and determination required of Western 
women as they struggled to conquer the harsh environment of the plains, with or without 
a male partner.  And she exposed the realities women faced in a growing urban culture.  
Her fiction, widely published in national periodicals, portrays the same boundary 
conflicts: mothers who nurture and protect and women who choose independence and 
reject marriage.  Theriot writes, “the daughters were, and are, creators of feminine 
ideology, within the constraints of their inherited feminine script and the material world 
in which they find themselves.”142  Elia Peattie lived and wrote this feminine existence.  
 
141 Emine Geçgil, “The American Suffrage Movement,” 389. 
142 Nancy M. Theriot, Mothers and Daughters, 136. 
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As American women advanced the New Woman ideal, Peattie reported the realities of 
that womanhood.  Reading her fictional work alongside her editorials exposes the shifting 
realities of American motherhood. 
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CONCLUSION  
Motherhood may well be one of the most widely recognized archetypes in the 
world. This shared understanding of mother has created a mutual respect and 
understanding among people that knows no boundaries.  As an archetype, “mother” is 
recognized as one with the ability to nurture, to protect, and to reproduce.  When America 
was but a fledgling political idea, the early founders saw “mother” as the means of 
nurturing, protecting, and reproducing ideals and people for the political security of the 
new nation.  This purposeful socialization of the mother archetype yielded a mythical 
mother in America who held the success of the Republic in her caring hands.  By the 
nineteenth-century, America’s sense of a socially understood motherhood that was 
instrumental in shaping the politics of a national identity was actively reproduced through 
a variety of means.  While mothers themselves played a significant role in the 
generational endowment of this sense of motherhood, America’s rapidly growing print 
industry certified its political and social merit.   
The periodical provided the space in which a unique social public not only 
influenced the production of texts, but was influenced by the texts American women 
produced.  In his work, Cultures of Letters: Scenes of Reading and Writing in Nineteenth-
Century America, Richard Brodhead argues “that the history of American literature needs 
to be understood not as the history of literary works only but also as the history of 
literature’s working conditions – the history of the diverse and changing worlds that have 
been constructed around writing in American social life.”1 Zuckerman addresses the 
 
1 Richard Brodhead, Cultures of Letters: Scenes of Reading and Writing in Nineteenth- 
Century America. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). 8.  
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phenomenal growth of periodicals as a gender-driven response to America’s growing 
“consumer culture,” but acknowledges that main stream women’s magazines remained 
traditional, “both reflect[ing] gender roles in American society and help[ing] construct 
and reinforce them.”2   Cultural norms were pressed through the articles, advertising, and 
literary works published in periodicals.  Women read advice about mothering, they 
gleaned maternal ideas through the illustrations and product descriptions in advertising, 
and they observed maternal behaviors through the literary works they read in their leisure 
moments.  The social reading habits of periodical reading spread ideas and ideals further 
as they became part of the conversational community.  While American motherhood 
existed as a mythologized notion, the layers of mythology that came to define the cultural 
and regional expectations of motherhood were exposed through the realities of women’s 
lives. The narrative tensions created in women’s fictions as the lives of female characters 
played out on the pages of periodicals soothed the hearts of their women readers while 
also challenging their assumptions of motherhood.     
For Kate Chopin, periodical publishing was a means of challenging the mythic 
mother.  Chopin understood the depth of southern motherhood, one of the most highly 
mythologized notions of motherhood.  But she also knew the realities of mothers, those 
who nurtured her and those she observed in a uniquely diverse region of the South.  By 
reading her works as a reflection of the publishing standards they met, we see Chopin’s 
recognition of the mythic mother and her desire to free her maternal characters from the 
constraints of that mythology.   
 
2 Mary Ellen Zuckerman, A History of Popular Women’s Magazines in the United States, 
1792-1995, (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1998), xii.  
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Frances Ellen Watkins Harper was painfully aware of the power of the southern 
mythologized mother.  She had witnessed her used as a means of exacting sympathy from 
white abolitionists, and she too had appropriated the power of the mythic mother through 
slave poetry and speeches on the abolition lecture circuit.  After touring the South during 
the Reconstruction Era, Harper realized that white, benevolent motherhood could not 
bring her black brothers and sister to the equality they desired.  She did not rail against 
the mythic mother, but rather claimed her identity for black mothers who had been denied 
motherhood, physically and ideologically because America’s mythic mother was 
unobtainable for slave women.  By leveraging her fictional message through the pages of 
The Christian Recorder, Harper spoke motherhood directly to her black sisters.  Over a 
period of twenty years, Harper published three serialized novels in the Recorder to 
address the power of women to bring about racial uplift and social reform within their 
communities. Through affective control, she denied white maternal characters the power 
of motherly influence while embodying motherhood within the black female body.   
Elia Peattie’s works expose the realities of motherhood of late nineteenth-century 
women living on the geographical boundaries of the frontier and cultural boundaries of 
New Womanhood.  Peattie’s own life choices often defied the gender-script she had 
inherited; she insisted that her career motivations were of the highest of maternal ideals, 
and consistently claimed that her writing was ultimately for her family’s well-being.  At 
the same time, Peattie champions women who seek self-fulfillment and pursue non-
traditional ambitions through her editorials and her fiction.   
For Kate Chopin, Frances E. W. Harper, and Elia Peattie, the periodical press 
provided a means of engaging the ideas of motherhood with an extended community of 
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women.  They had each inherited a gendered script of motherhood, a mythologized 
notion that had existed to preserve some societal norms.  The realities of their lives and 
lives of the women around them were not matching that script and they sought the pages 
of periodicals to reveal those realities.  Unlike Harper and Peattie, who experienced 
greater acceptance of the fictional mothers they published, Kate Chopin’s maternal 
figures met editorial disapproval, and sometimes shame. The struggle to maintain some 
identifiable traits of motherhood for societal stability continues.  America’s mythic 
mother continues to permeate our perceptions of mothers and to inform our behaviors.   
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